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An interactive infonnation system has been developed for the 
College of ~gineer~g to promote faster and more accurate trial ad-
visement intervie~ between professors and the students they advise. 
This system also provides departmental administrative personnel with 
infonnation to guide course scheduling. The system has the capability 
of providing the follow~ infonnation concerning undergraduate stu-
dents enrolled in the Coll~ge of Engineer~: 
to: 
1. A student's academic progress toward graduation. 
2. A projection for four quarters of enrollments in 
engineering core courses. . ... 
3. The current status of any course .offered as a require-
ment for obta~g a Bachelor's Degree in one of the 
Engineer~g disciplines. 
4. The current status of any pr.ogram leading to a Bachelor's 
Degree in any of the ~gineering disciplines. 
The system provides the user with the additional capabilities 
1. Update the database conta~ infonnation pertaining to 
students enrolled in the College of Engineering. 
2. Update the database containing information concerning 
courses offered as a requirement for obtaining a Bache-
lor' s ~gree in one of the B:ngineering disciplines. 
3. Update the database conta~g infonnation concerning the 
degree programs offered by the Coll.ege of Engineering. 
The system is user oriented and operation does not require 
any lmowledge of canputer p~ogranming. Complete documentation is 
available to facilitate trouble-free use~ operation and progrmmning 
any desirable additional capabilities in the future. 
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In order for a student to. graduate from Florida Teclmological 
University, the sttxlent must satisfy certain requirements. The basis 
of these requirements entails completing a prescribed set of courses 
which leads to proficiency in the student's major. This curriculun 
is a product of university requirements, college requirements, and 
departmental requirements. Thus, barr~ any canplications such as 
switChing majors, failing courses, etc., a student must complete 
approximately fifty l.Dliversity courses in order to receive a 
Bachelor's Degree. 
At registration, each student is posed with the problem of 
decid~g which. courses to take dur~ the aPproaching quarter. In 
order to make intelligent selections from the courses to be offered 
during the onco~g quarter, the student must consider: the appro-
priate major 1s prescribed curriculum; the list of courses to be 
offered with their respective times to be offered; and the prere-
quisite and co requisite structure of the courses be~g considered. 
To help the student decide which courses to take, pre-regis-
tration trial-advisement interviews are set up between l.Dliversity 
professors, and students in their respective departments. Ideally, 
the student has already considered such factors as required courses, 
courses to be offered, and personal eligibility for courses to be 
1 
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offered; and has tentatively decided an a feasible sChedule of first-
choice courses plus two or three second-Choice courses before arriving 
for th~_student-professor ~terview. Unfortunately, this is rarely 
the case. More normally: the student arrives upset and confused--
plans to take a particular set of courses have been foiled since the 
courses are not bei:ng offered. The stulent just picked up a sChedule 
bulletin; discovered the absence of first choice courses; and does 
not have the slightest idea for an a1 ternati ve schedule. Consequently, 
instead of a five to ten minute "approval" interview, the professor 
nust partake in a forty-five minute research effort. The professor 
IJUlSt obtain and examine the student 1 s file, a tmiversi ty catalog, and 
the schedule bulletin in order to detennine a feasible sChedule for 
the now helpless and befuddled s~dent. '" 
This state of confusion dur~g trial-advisement intervie~ 
results in several hours of the professor 1 s . time be~g wasted every 
quarter. This is an extremely expensive waste especially when other 
. 
useful ways of spend~g this time are considered such as teclmical 
advisement to students in class, or research efforts for the 
university. 
In order to alleviate this problem and provide professors with 
the information necessary to keep them constantly in a position to · 
conduct an "approval" interview regardless of a stulent 1 s state of 
preparation upon arrival, an interactive infonnatian system has been . 
developed. Since it was judged as "not within the scope of a single 
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Master's thesis''1 to develop an infonnation _system for the entire 
university, the target of this project is the College of Engineering 
und~rg~~duate degree programs, exclud~g the Department of Engineering 
Technology. 
Administrative personnel in the College of Engineering defined 
the followi:ng requirements of such an advisement infonnation system: 
1. Operable from a remote terminal - preferrably interactive. 
2. After considering the prerequisite and corequisite structure of 
courses to be offered, prepares a one page report on each student 
indicating that student's academic progress toward graduation and 
presents a trial advisement schedule applicable to the approaching 
quarter for that student. 
3. Projects, for each course offered by the College of Engineering in 
cormection with one of the B.S.E • . programs, the number of students 
enrolled, or eligible to enroll, for each of the next four 
quarters. 
4. User oriented--requires no previous knowledge of computers. 
5. Capable of updati:ng infonnation concerning students, courses and 
course requirements--must facilitate easy addition, deletion, 
change, or simply, examination of any record of infonnation. 
6. Well documented for both users and future progranming changes. 
·7. Capable of processing a single student advisement schedule and 
printing the results on the remote terminal or of processing all . 
students in the data file and batching the printout. 
1Advice from supervisory camnittee chainnan, Dr. Christian 
S. Bauer. 
This information system will allow professors to advise their 
students on a management-by-exception basis. .And although this system 
will require a part-time clerk, especially towards the end of every 
quarter, to update and maintain data files and to nm the advisement 
program, the clerk's time is far less expensive than the wasted five 
to ten hours of every professor in the College of Engineering. In 
addition to distributing a copy to each student's advisor, a copy of 
the one page trial-advi~e~nt/progress report may be made available 
to the student for planning purposes concerning the next quarter's 
preregistration trial-advisement interview. 
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CHAPTER II 
. MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEfvS RELATED TO S1UDENT 
ADVISEMENT IN EDUCATIONAL INSTIWTIONS--
A LITERA1URE SURVEY 
5 
The process of advising students on the basis of courses com-
pleted versus courses required is an element of the functional type of 
decision lmown as operational control [ 1]. Operational control is 
defined as "the process of assur~g that specific tasks are carried out 
effectively and efficiently'' [ 2]. Id~ally, operational control deci-
sion-making is supported by the same data bank whiCh supports other 
ftmctional types of decision-making in the tmiversity inclu:ling admini-
strative control, management control, and .. strategic planning [ 1] . In 
other words, an infonnation system suCh as the one developed in this 
thesis, should .have access to the tmiversity files which contain stu-
dent -information and course information, i.e., the registrar's files. 
Understandably, for security purposes, the pr.ograms developed in this 
thesis were forced to function without the aid of the registrar's 
files. In fact, the inaccessibility of the r .egistrar' s files was the 
major factor in prevent~g an advisement infonnation system to be 
developed for the tmiversity as a whole. 
"Student Graduation Pr.ogress Report", by Daryl Monroe [ 3], is 
an example of ~ infonnation system, developed for the purpose of 
obtain~&. graduation Checks, whiCh accesses the tm.iversity's records. 
The content of student records and of other related files are closely 
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related to the contents of the databases developed for the infonnation 
system disOJssed in this thesis. Certain infonnation, mainly concern-
ing grades and grade averages, are not included in the system devel-
oped herein partially because it ~uld be a duplication of infonnation 
a:lready available on student transcripts, but mainly because it was 
not deemed as necessary for purposes of student advisement since 
university administration notifies students if th~ir grade averages 
decrease to an unacceptable level. 
In Monroe's article, the detailed infonnation available for 
eaCh student analyzed~ described as: 
1. Student name and number. 
2. Faculty advisor, major degree concentration, degree plan. 
3. Course description, course number, grade, credit hours, and 
points for all required courses ~enrolled in to date. 
4. A course description, course number, grade, and · credit hours 
for all r~ired courses necessary for this degree plan, but 
not enroll in to date. 
5. Summary infonnation for the required courses including total 
hours attempted; total grade points earned, and a grade point 
average in the required course area. 
6. St.Jnmary infonnation in the areas referred to as general 
requirements . For example: . a diploma student is required 
to take 9 hours of Social Science and/or Literature courses. 
Specific courses are not required, but the total hour 
requirements must be met. 
Total hours attempted, total grade points earned, and grade 
point average in this specific area are provided. 
Also, for each of the areas of general requirements, a total 
hour requirement for graduation is provided. If the student 
passes and does not duplicate any courses in this ieneral 
thfired area, the total required will be at the mm:i:nn.tn for 
s ~egree requirement. Each time the student either fails 
a course or duplicates a course in this area, the hour 
requirement for graduation is incremented to an adjusted 
total. 
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7. A summary of all elective courses taken is provided including 
total hours attempted, total quality points, and a grade 
· -point average in the electives only. 
8. A summary of all courses taken which coWlt toward graduation 
not including non-credit courses such as laboratories, pre-
college courses, or etc. This sunmary indicates total hours 
attempted, total quality points, and grade average. 
9. The status of orientation is nonnally indicated, either with 
an ugu for satisfactory, a ''U" for unsatisfactory, or as 
"Not taken for credit". 
10. The total hours required for graduation of a specific student 
are indicated. This differs for each degree plan and is 
again indicated at the minimum (except when courses have 
been either failed or duplicated)~ The total is again 
incremented in the case of failure and/or duplication. 
11. A total for the number of hours of failure is provided. 
12. A total for the number of hours ~of . duplication of courses 
is provided. 
This student advisement infonna.tion system was written for Mesa 
Coll~ege in the SPS language for the IBM 1620 ·canputer. The system is 
reportedly ef£:ective in the area of stud~nt advisement because of its 
accuracy, and because it saves large amounts of staff time. 
The Mesa College systam~escription does not reveal what 
method is used to analyze the prerequisite and corequisite structure 
of courses. Since no mention is made of this consideration, it is 
ass1.mled to be done by the advisors and students themselves. As was 
previously mentioned, the system developed herein, automates the pro-
cess of deter.min~ student e~igibility for a particular course. 
A previous reseatth effort by Montgomery [ 4] , which 
closely parallels the system developed herein, and is, in fact, the 
predecessor of the aforanentioned system, attempts to satisfy the 
requiremen~s of the syst~ mentioned in Chapter I using a single 
FORTRAN program, run in batch mode, with all pennanent records on 
computer-cards. 
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The main drawback to Montgomery's system is that it is only 
operable in batch mode. Updating is extremely wlnerable to misplace-
ment of data cards and to mistakes since the user must be able to 
follow fonnatt~g instructions which may be confusing to the 
tminitiated. 
Also, the prerequisite and corequisite structures of courses 
were handled thro:ugh a "sequenced list of option courses" and a 
"sequenced table of core coursesu I 4] . This method's infl~ibili ty 
resulted in an inaccurate model of the involved decision process.1 
'-
Another drawback of Montganeryts system is that no method 
exists for indicating during which quarter a course is actually 
offered. M>ntgomery' s sys~em assumes that all courses are offered 
every quarter. 
Tile advisement infol1lla:tion system developed herein corrects 
the deficiencies in Mo~tgomery' s sys:tem by using a more accurate 
method of describ~g the prerequisite and corequisite structure for 
courses; by indicating the quarters in which each course is offered; 
. by provi~~g add~tional output for tracld?g the total munber of hours 
!This . inaccuracy is evidence& in a sample output of 
Montgameryts program, specifically, Figure 18, page 69, where the 
courses ENGR 331 and ENGR 342 were scheduled for a student who had 
not satisfied the requirement of cOmpleting :MATH 324. MATil 324 is a 
corequisite for ENGR 331 and a prerequisite for ENGR 342. 
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completed and still required in· the Environmental Studies area; and by 
packaging the whole system including the data, in a user-oriented, 
interactive mode. 
Katmann, in Structural Infor.mation Files [5], describes a 
proposed structure for a database which contains infonnation about 
students, teachers, courses, and schools (this effort was mainly. aimed 
at secondary schools). The structures presented in comection with 
course information, however, did not consider any prerequisite infor-
mation. Therefore, the structures for course infonna.tion were 
incomplete for use in a student advisement program. 
Ka:imann t s files utilized linkages through, for instance, a 
student's record containi?g the ''bane address" in the disk file memory 
of a completed course. By "follow~g" this pointer to the specified 
home address, infonnation about the c~urse could be obtained. 1 A 
student record· contained the following information Is]: 
1. The check character (P) identifYing the record type. 2 
2. The unique number assigned to each student. 
3. Demographic and other infonnation. 
4. Curriculum infonnation for courses 1, 2, ... , n. 
a. The course home address . 
b. The .grades that the student received and the date 
that the course ~ taken. 
c. The front tie relating to the succeeding student 
enrolled in the course. 
5. Data overflow address. 
6. Category linkage. 
7. Synonym l~ge. 
lrhis teclmique is referred to as ''randomized sto~age 
and retrieval'' I 6] . 
2As a pupil record type. 
The r:'hame add:resstt of the course would have been :initially 
calculated from a unique number assigned to the course. Likewise 
' 
records for students, teachers, and sChools have home addresses ini~ 
tially computed from a unique number ass_igned to eaCh student, 
teacher, and sChool respectively. 
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The information system developed herein uses a special feature 
of the p~ogrammi.ng language PL/I to ''keyu the different types of 
records, and uses certain programm:ing teclmiques to ''overlay'' infonna-
tion of one database onto the infonnation of another database. The 
result of these bJo teclmiques is the same as using home address and 
pointers. These teclmiques are discussed more fully in later chap-
ters, especially Chapters IV and V. 
C. J. Date's An Introduction to Database Systems [7] presents 
an example concerning an information system for the internal education 
system of a large industrial canpany. The proposed system considers 
the prerequisite and corequisite structure of ·the courses offered. 
Date's example uses JMSl, an IlN program product, and DL/12, an IMS 
data sublanguage, to manipulate the infonnation in the database 
described. 
The example assumes that the company has an education depart-
ment which is in charge of running a number of training courses for 
employees. Each course is offered at a number of locations within the 
company. Details of the infonnation contained in the database are: 
lDMs stands for Infor.mation~gement System/360 
2Data Language One. 
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1. For each course: CQurse number (uniquel, course title, 
course description, details of prerequisite courses (if any), 
and details of all offer~ngs (past and planned). 
2. For each prerequisite course for a given course: course 
number and title. 
3. For each offering of a given course: date, location, fonnat 
(e.g., duration, full~time or half-time), details of all 
teachers, and details of all students. 
4. For each teacher of B: given offering: employee nt.Unber and 
name. 
5. For each student of a given offering: employee number. 
Thus, the situation presented in Date's example is quite similar to 
the situation fac~g the system developed herein. unfortunately, 
uin its basic fonn an IMS systEm provides facilities for the running 
of batch applications onlyu !7]. Therefore, since an interactive 
p~ogram must be supplied, IMS and DL/I were not used for the advise .. 
ment program.! HOwever, the built·i~ functions of PL/I already 
mentioned provided similar convenience. 
!Another rnM program product, IQF~Interactive Query Facility 
{7] permits on-line retrieval onlt from an IMS database. However, 




PROGRAMMING LANGJAGE USED--PL/I 
Before writing the programs for the advisement information 
system, consideration was given to which p~ogramming language should 
be used. FORTRAN was the only langu_age personally lmown, and would 
obviously be awkward and difficult to work with for the purposes of 
data file handling and string handling. COBOL, although more capable 
of the task than FORTRAN, has a nasty reputation for being bulky. The 
next language investigated was PL/I (Pr_ogranmring Language/!). Because 
of the following reasons, PL/1 was chosen as the language to support 
the advisement infonnation system programs .... 
PL/1 incorporates the best features of FORTRAN, COBOL and 
ALOOL (another · of the higher level la_nguages) a? well as some new 
featUres such as "string manipulation, data structures, dynamic stor-
.age allocation, and extensive editi_ng capabilities" [ 8]. PL/I p~o­
vides the capability of effectively progranming both scientific and 
conunercial problems. "It is particularly useful for the increasing 
number of applications having both commercial and scientific charac-
teristics, for example, information retrieval or command and control 
applications" [ 8]. An additional advantage of PL/I is that it pro-
vides the progranuner with "structured progranmi~g" capabilities [ 6] . 
Structured p~gramm.ing, or top-down programning, ·pranotes 
little rep~o~g and reduces deb~gg~g efforts considerably. 
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Taken by itself, top-down pr:ogramming is somewhat of a departure from 
the modular approach of assigning separate fUnctions to be programmed 
by individual programmers, and then assembl~g them with a main 
"driv~r" . routine. Instead, the top-down programning approach calls 
for bloc~g out the entire procedure first, identifY~g major blocks 
and branches in the process. Then, a skeleton program is developed 
which forces the ~ogic of the program to proceed through all of the 
identified blocks from the ''top-down''. Then, progranuni:ng actually 
begins, proceeding fran the top blocks down. Llewellyn [ 6] states 
that the program sequence utilizi:ng the top-down approach is: 
1. Program initiation (array dimensioning, data input, other 
initializing tasks). · 
2. Calculations of the statements in the first block. 
3. Separation of the task into two or more parts by a branching 
test. 
4. Calculation of all blocks and loops in one branch. There 
may be additional branch tests in the first side of the first 
test. 
5. Calculation of all blocks and loops in one side of the second 
test, if another one was required in step 4. Otherwise, the 
second side of the first test is explored. If the latter 
action is taken, there may be another branch test, this being, 
of course, on the second side of the first branch. 
6. The calculations will tend to continue in this fashion. The 
main feature is that all calculations are perfonned in one 
branch before doing anything in the other. However, if 
another branch test is necessary While tracing out a branch, 
both sides of the later fork will be traced before ~rking 
alo:ng the second side of the earlier branch. 
Final results of structured-programmi:ng are the el~ination of jumps 
in the logic, i . e. , no GO 10 statements, and "there should be only 
one entrance and one exit from each of the basic structures .•. '' [ 6] . 
Therefore, the l .ogic flow of the program is easier to follow and 
deb:ug. 
The types of statement blocks provided by PL/1 which pranote 










3. IF XXXXXX THEN XXXXXX; 
ELSE XXXXXX; 








(This is really a combinatiari of 1, 2, and 3.) 









Neither modularity nor structured p~gramming were strictly 
enforced in the advisement infonnation system programs. However, top-
down p~ogramming was used as much as possible to minimize the number 
of 00 10 statements and resulting l _ogic jumps. Mldular procedures 
were still, however, utilized, and in certain instances, even promoted 
· a more understandable l_ogic flow. In other words, the best of both 
teclmiques were considered in writl:ng the advisement infonnation 
system programs. 
Among the drawbacks of PL/ I are: 
1. The language requires a large number of data type specifications 
[6]. 
2. PL/I compilers are slow compared to FORTRAN and COBOL compilers 
[6]. 
3. There are buffer problems with GEf LIST and Pur LIST statements 
When PL/I programs are run on an interactive mode. 
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The "drawback" of a large number of data type definitions 
parallels the bulky aJOOL operation of ''housekeepingu. The fact that 
PL/I compilers are relatively slow only effects the development pro-
cess of an interactive p~ogram since a p~ogram in "final fonn" is 
stored in a load module which is not recompiled at each run time. The 
final drawback of buffer problems arising in connection ~th interac-
tive PL/I programs may possibly be solved with .placing PUT SKIP state-
ments after every PUI' LIST. However, in the advisement infonnation 
system programs, this problem~ solved using two assembler routines: 
1. TGET, "Which was substituted for GET LIST input statements. 
2. TERMPliT, Which was substituted for PUT LIST output statements. 
List~gs for these two assembler routines are foWld in Appendix M--
. List~gs of Time-Sharing And Job Control Programs. These routines 
are simply called by a PL/I p~ogram, for example: 
CALL TERMPUf c tEXAMPLE I) ; 
This statement acts exactly as a batch PUT LIST statement. Without 
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the assembler routines, a PUT LIST statement may or may not print the 
contents contained in its parenthesis, depending on whether or not the 
output buffers are full and ready to be "dumped" onto the remote 
tenninal printer. 
TGET works in a similar manner. However, TGET has a restric-
tion of only being able to "get" a character string. It is not capable 
of: 
CALL TGET (NLM) ; 
where NUM is a decimal ntm1ber. Neither is TGET capable of "getting" 
an array or an arrayed structure, such as : 
CALL TGEr(SIUDENT (I)); 
To solve this inadequacy of TGET the following teclmique was used: 
DECALRE TFMP CHARACTER (20) VARYING; 
• 
CALL TGET(TFMP); 
STUDENT (I) = TEMP; 
CALL TGET (TFMP); 
NUM = DECIMAL(TFMP); 
The use of the DECTIMAL built-in PL/I £Unction converts a numeric 
character str~g to its dec:imal equivalent. 
If TERMPUT were to be used for either printing the contents 
of an array or an arrayed structure or printing a number, the reverse 
of this teChnique should be used, i.e., 
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DECLARE TIMP OJARACfER(20) VARYING; 
• 
TIMP = SfUDENT (I) ; 
CALL TERMPUT (TIMP) ; 
. -
. 
TIMP = mAR(~, length); 
CALL TERMPUT (TEMP) ; 
• 
Here, mAR converts NUM to a character string. Length is the declared 
length of NUM. In other words, if NUM is declared as FIXED DECTIMAL 
(5,1) then le~gth = 5. 
The TGET and TERMPUT statements are used for "interactive 
conversation", 'While PUI' EDIT statements are used for final output 
reports. As will be further discussed under the user instructions 
for the various system p~ograms (Appendix I, J, K, and L), the final 
output reports may be printed as a batch listl.?g or at the terminal 
printer. 
To output an entire structure in response to a ''print" update 
conunand (see Chapter VII- .. ''Upd~ting the Courses Database") the follow-
ing procedure was used: 
DEClARE SYSTEM FILE STREAM. 
DEClARE 1 STUDENT UNALIGNED, 
2 SOCIAL _SECURITI OJARACfER(9) , 
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• 
OPEN FILE SYSTFM PRINT; 
• 
READ FILE (S1DBASE) INfO STUDENT; 
. 





Thro:ughout the remain~g discussion about the advisement 
infonnation system p~grams, the word "database" should be understood 
as mean~g an ordered set of l_ogically similar records, each record 
havi?g exactly the same structure. There are three databases \4hich 
are accessed by the advisement infonnation system pr_ograms. The 
student database, for example contains a nl.Diber of records, each 
record pertaining to a particular student, but with all records 
possessing exactly the same structme. .. 
A structure, in PL/I, is a hierarchical collection of data 
ite~. Data items that do not necessarily have identical characteris-
tics; but Which are bound by same ~ogical relationship to one another, 
can be grouped t .ogether into a structure. Like an array, the entire 
structure is named, and that name can be used to refer to the entire 
structure. However, unlike an array, each element or array of ele-
ments within the structure also has a name [ 9]. The following data-
bases were deemed necessary to fUlfill the requirements of this 
system. 
Student Database--Structure and Contents 
The name of this database is STDBASE. The PL/I structure for 
the record of each· student in the student database is: 
DECLARE 1 STIJDENr UNALIGNED, 
2 SOCIAL SECURI1Y rnARACTER(9), 
2 NAME cHARACI'ER(25), 
2 MAJOR QfARACfER(20), 
2 ADVISOR CHARACI'ER(26), 
2 COURSES, 
3 ENGR_CORE(33) CHARACTER(!), 
3 ENVIR STUDIES SPE(8) CHARACI'ER(l), 
3 ADV ENVIR STUDIES(3) OfARACTER(l), 
3 ENGR _OPTIONS(lO) CHARACTER(!), 
3 ENVIR STUDIES GEN(3) FIXED DECTIMAL(3,1), 
3 REST ELECTIVES FIXED DECTIMAL(3,1), 
2 TOTAL~URS FIXED DECTIMAL(4,1); 
This PL/I code reveals that the name of the entire structure is sru-
DENT. The code also reveals that the first data element of SI'UDENf 
is SOCIAL SECURITY. The SOCIAL SECURI1Y data element is defined as 
a character string consisting of exactly nine Characters. In other 
words, ·a student's social security number is recorded in the student 
database as a nine-member character string, i.e., the numerals with-
out the dashes. 
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The student's name is recorded within the twenty-five-charac-
ter slot reserved for the data element NAME. · NAME contains the stu-
dent's last name, first name, and ·middle initial. 
The MAJOR data element contains the accepted acronym for the 
student's major in the first four Characters of the twenty-character 
string, i.e. EECS for Electrical Engineering, IEMS for Industrial 
Engineering, etc. The MAJOR data element contains the years of the 
·catalog for which this major's degree plan was initiated in the 
eleventh through the fifteenth Characters of the twenty-character 




Both of these rnaj ors have individual names . Even though they both are 
identified by the same acronyms, they are governed by different F. T. U. 
catalogs. 
The ADVISOR data element has twenty-six characters reserved 
for the nmoo of the student ' s advisor. 
OOURSES is a sub-structure of STUDENT. That is, even though 
it is not a data element, it contains several data elements. The 
first data element of STUIENT.OOURSES being the array of data elenents-
-ENGR CDRE. ENGR_CDRE is dinensioned as having thirty-three character 
strings, each of length 1. Each one of these single-character strings 
represents the status of an engineering core course for the student. 
Possible contents of each single character slot with their corres-
ponding interpretations are: 
"C" - course completed 
"T" - course was taken but credit was not received at this 
university 
"E" - the student has completed all prerequisites for this course, 
and is eligible to take the course 
''b'' , where b represents a blank 
- the student is not eligible to take the course and has not 
taken it previously 
The courses to which each element of ENGR CORE correspond are 
defined in another structure called OOURSES_REQUIRED. This structme 
will be further discussed mder the section in this chapter titled 
"Course Requirements Database". Let it suffice at this point to men-
tion that the appropriate structure will be retrieved for each student 
) 
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according to the contents of the data elenent MAJOR of the STIJIENT 
structure.' Each elenent of ENGR_CDRE will then correspond to a course 
name indica ted in the CDUR)ES _REQUIRED structure. 
ENVIR_STUDIES_SPE is the second array of data elerents of 
STUDENT. CDURSES. It is dimensioned as having eight one -character 
strings which represent the status of certain envirOilllental studies 
courses. The codes, "C", ''T", "E", and ''b", described for ENGR _CORE, 
also apply to ENVIR_S1UDIES _SPE data ~lements. Also, there is a 
correspondence between these data elements and course names specified 
in the COURSES_ REQUIRED structure of the appropriate record in the 
course requirements database. 
The next two data element arrays: ADV_ENVIR_S'IUDIES, which 
corresponds to advanced environmental st~es course areas; and 
ENGR _OPTIONS, which corresponds to engineering option courses, are 
dimensioned to 3 and 10 respectively. The elements of both are single-
character strings which may contain the previously discussed codes 
''T", "C", "E", and ''b" and which correspond to certa.ID course names 
specified in the COURSES_REQUIRED structure of the appropriate record 
in the course requirements database. 
The data element array ENVIR_STIJDIES_GEN contains ·the actual 
credit hours earned by the student in each of three general areas in 
the envirorunental studies area. Again, each of these three areas 
correspmd to the area nCJITes specified in the OOURSES _REQUIRED struc-
ture of the record which corresponds to the student's major in the 
couxse requirements database. 
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The final two data elements of STUDENT. CDUI5ES are: REST ELEC-
TIVES, which contains the total number of credit hours earned in re-
stricted electives; and ELECfiVES, which contains the total ntunber of 
credit -hours earned in electives. 
The final data element of SWDENT is TOTAL_HOURS, which con-
tams the total number of credit hours earned to date toward 
graduation. 
For purposes of testing the infonnation system programs, 10 
student records are contained in the student database. 
Courses Database--Structure and Contents 
The ncure of this database is CODBASE. The PL/I structure for 
the record of each course in the courses database is1: 
DECLARE 1 COURSE UNALIGNED, 
2 NAME CHARACTER (8) , . 
2 OOREQUISITES(3) CHARACTER(S), 
2 PREREQUISITES(S) CHARACTER(S), 
2 SEASONS OFFERED(4) FIXED DECIMAL(!), 
·2 CREDIT HbURS FIXED DECTIMAL(~), 
2 DESCRIPTION CHARACfER(20) ; 
The first data element of the course structure is NAME, which 
is declared as a character string of length 8. Due to progranuning 
considerations, the course ncure nru.st begin with the three or four 
letter acronym representing the type of course, i.e. Iillvf3, EECS, ENG, 
etc., and nrust end with the course number. Thus, the course name nrust 
·span the entire eight spaces allocated to it. For example: 
Lrhrough the teclmique of qualifying names, there will not 
be any confusion between the CDURSE structure and the data element 
of the STUDENT structure named mURSE. The latter will be qualified 






. The next two data element arrays, i.e., CO~ISITES and PRE-
REQUISITES, dimensioned three and five respectively, also contain 
eight-character names of courses Which must be specified in a manner, 
as described above in the NAME description, such that the course 
spans the entire eight characters. 
The data element array SEASONS_OFFERED contains four one-digit 
numbers. These four numbers represent whether or not a course is 
offered during the fall, ~nter, spring, and summer quarters respec-
tively. A "0" represents a not-offered status, while a "1" represents 
an offered status. 
The CREDIT HOURS data element contains a one-digit number 
representing the ntunber of credit hours the course is worth. 
The DESCRIPTION data element contains a twenty-character 
description of the course. 
The COURSES database contains infor.mation on all courses 
required to obtain a B.S.E. in any of the options offered by the 
College of Engineering. 
Course Requirements Database--Structure 
and Contents 
The name of this database is COREDBS. The PL/I structure for 
the record of each major's course requirements in the course require-
ments database is: 
DECLARE 1 COURSES REQJIRED UNALIGNED, 
2 :MAJOR CliARACTER(20) , 
2 ENGR CORE(33), 
3 NAME CHARACI'ER(S), 
3 CREDIT IDURS FIXED DECIMAL(!), 
2 ENVIR STUDIES SPE(S), 
3 NAME-CHARACTER(B) , 
3 CREDIT HOURS FIXED DECI~(l), 
2 ADV ENVfR STUDIES(3), 
3 NAME CHARACTER(S) , 
3 CREDIT_HOURS FIXED DECIMAL(!), 
2 ENGR OPTIONS(S), 
3 NAME rnARACfER(8) , 
3 CREDIT HOURS FIXED DECIMAL(!), 
2 ENVIR STUDIES GEN(3), 
3 NAME-~C'l'ER(20) , 
3 HOURS LOW FIXED DECIMAL(3,1), 
3 HOURS-HIGH FIXED DECIMAL(3,1), 
2 REST ELECTIVES FIXED DECIMAL(3,1), 
2 ELECTIVES FIXED DECIMAL (3, 1) , 
2 10TAL_HOURS FIXED DECIMAL(4,1); 
The first data element of the COURSES_REQUIRED structure is 
~OR. This twenty character name of COURSES_REQUIRED.MAJOR must be 
specified in exactly the same marmer as was S1UDENT .MAJOR. In other 
words, the accepted acronym for the m~jor is in the first four of 
twenty characters, While the governing catalog years, i.e., 75-76--
incl~ding the dash, fill the eleventh through fifteenth characters. 
The remaining data elements. and data element arrays directly 
parallel the data elements and data element arrays under the STUDENT 
structure with corresponding names . However, this COURSES_ REQJIRED 
structure contains the required name and number of hours for each 
course or course area. For examp~e, consider the following corre-
· spondence between the S1UDENf and the COURSES_ REQUIRED structures: 
the value of "1" or "0" in 
STUDENT .COURSES.ENGR_CORE(l) 
indicates the status of ~e course named by 
COURSES_REQUIRED.ENGR_CORE(l).NAME for the indicated student. 
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STUDENT .COURSES.ELECI'IVES contains the number of hours of 
electives the student has completed while, COURSES_ REQUIRED. ELECfiVES 
contains the number of hours in electives which a student must ccm-
plete in-· order to graduate. 
The ENVIR_S'IUDIES_GEN data eianent array specifies a range of 
credit hours, i.e., in order to graduate, a student must complete a 
number of credit hours in each area which falls within the specified 
range. 
The course requirements database currently contains records 
for every major offered under the 1976~1977 F.T.U. catalog. 
Programs Required 
Analysis revealed that turn-around times for the separate 
actions to be perfonned by the advisement infonnation system would be 
expedited by creating relatively small s~gle-purpose programs in 
contrast to one large p~ogram which 'WOuld· be capable of all required 
actions. In response to this analysis, a total of seven programs 
were written. 
The first three proirams were written to build the three data-
bases according to the structures previously described. All three 
databases were created to permit either sequential or sequential 
:indexed access. None of these three p~ograms were stored in time-
shari?g files, and therefore, are only operable .on batch mode. 
The fourth p~ogram was written for the purpose of printing a 
one page advisement report for each student as well as printing a one 
page report project~g class enrollments for each course in the course 
database for the four quarters of the school year. The program was_ 
written to converse interactively with the user. It is capable of 
~ither process~ng only a few students and printing their respective 
. -
advisement reports on the remote tenninal printer or processing all 
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of the student records contained in the student database and printing 
their respective advisement reports on the batch printer. 
The fin~l three programs were each written to update one of 
the databases. All three of these pr_ograrns . were written to converse 
interactively with the user. Each of these three programs allows the 
user to add a record, delete a record, change any element of a record, 
or sllnply examine a record in the appropriate database. Upon com-
pletion of the update activity, each of these three programs lists 
the contents of the corresponding database. 
Since comments have been extensively incorporated in each of 
the seven programs to aid in program documentation, highly detailed 
flowcharts are not provided in Chapters V through VII. Instead, ver-
bal explanations accompanying flowcharts of a general nature are pro-
vided to per.mit a comprehensive overview of each of the seven 
programs. A detailed understanding of a particular program may be 
obtained by examining a listing of the programs included in one of 
the Appendices of this thesis. 
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CHAPTER V 
BUILDING TilE DATABASES 
Building the Courses Database 
Basically, the program used to build the courses database, 
reads data for each course into the COURSE structure from cards, and 
then prints each record before it writes the record for each course 
on a disk file. The program's name is BUILD_C, and the name assigned 
to the disk file is CODBASE. 
After writing all of the records, originally recorded on 
cards, on the disk file, the program then reads all of the records on 
the disk file and lists than. This final '" echo print of the data on 
the disk file assures the user that the infor.mation was recorded 
accurately. Figure 1 presents a flowchart of . the BUILD _C program. 
A complete program listing, along with necessary job control cards 
and an output listing are presented in Appendix B. 
Building the Course Requirements Database 
The name of the program which builds the course requirements 
database (COREDBS) is BUILD_C_R. The logic flow of BUILD_C_R pro-
gresses through an initialization block and then into a read block. 
This first read block reads data from cards which are common to the 
course requirements of all the majors in the College of Engineering. 
This common data includes the names and credit hours of all 
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FIGURE 1: Flowchart of BUILD C 
--Buildi~ the Ceurses Database--CODBASE 
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engineering core courses, environmental studies courses and course 
areas, as well as advanced environmental studies course areas. 
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Program logic then flows through a do loop which begins with 
a second· read block. This second read block reads data peculiar to 
each major. Then, all of the information is assigned to the appro-
priate COORSES_REQUIRED data elements. The structure is first printed 
and is then written on the COREDBS database. Because there are five 
different majors, the do loop is executed five times. 
After all of the different majors have be~n written on the 
COREDBS database, the infor.mation is immediately read from the data-
base and printed to assure that the different degree programs were 
accurately recorded. Necessary job control cards, the BUILD_C_R pro-
gram listing, and the program output are displayed in Append:ix C. 
Figure 2 presents a flowchart of the BUILD_C_R program. 
Building the Student Database 
The student database (STDBASE) is built by a program named 
BUILD S. This program proceeds in a marmer almost identical to that 
of the BUILD_C program. First, data for each student is read from 
cards into the SfUDENT structure. The SfUDENT structure is printed 
and then written on STDBASE. After all of the student records have 
been written on S1DBASE, the records are read back and print_ed to 
assure that the infor.mation was accurately recorded. 
Necessary job control cards, the BUILD_S program listing, and 
the program output are displayed in Appendix A. Figure 3 presents a 
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FIGURE 2: Flowchart of BUILD_C_R--

























FIGURE 3: Flowchart of BUILD 5--
Building the student database--STDBASE 
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rnAPTER VI 
SADVISE--STUDENT ADVISEMENT AND COORSE 
ENROLIMENf PROJECTIONS PROGRAM 
Assumptions 
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During the development of the advisement infor.mation system, 
several assumptions were made. The first assumption made concerned 
transfer courses. Administrative personnel of the College of Engi-
neering agreed that equating transfer credits from other universities 
would be accomplished through petitions and need not be the concern 
of the advisement infonnation system programs. Therefore, the assump-
.._ 
tion was made that all courses recorded in the student record would 
"-
be in ter.ms of F.T.U.-offered courses~ 
Another assumption made, which is .related to the assumption 
concerning equated courses, involved F.T .U. students who switched 
majors. Only those courses directly ·applicable to the student's new 
major will be transferred to the advisement record. Any substitutions 
~11 have to be resolved by petition. 
An assumption was made in relation to the enrollment projec-
tion portion of the program that the student \\Uuld enroll and pass 
·every course which the advisement report acknowledged as being offered 
and for which the student was eligible. 
Logic Flow 
An initialization block declares the data types of all the 
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variables, structures, and files used in the program. Conments are 
written extensively throughout the program to clarify the meaning and 
usage of important variables, structures, and files used in the pro-
gram as wen as to further describe the program logic flow. The actual 
program listing appears in Appendix D. 
As was previously mentioned, this program was written to inter-
actively converse with the user. The next block of the program con-
cerns this conversational programming. The first question the program 
asks the user is whether or not the user requires instructions and 
requests the user to answer with either ''yes" or ''no". If the user 
answers "yes", then a set of operating instructions are printed. If 
the user answers ''no", then only very short pranpting questions are 
used to converse with the user. 
The next question asked by the program concerns whether the 
user wants to process only a few student records and have their advise-
ment. reports printed at the tenninal, or process all of the student 
records in SfDBASE and have their advisement reports printed at the 
batch printer. The user is requested to respond with either "all" or 
"some". If the user responds with "some", the program asks the user 
to supply the nl..Unber of students to be processed. This number must 
be less than or equal to fifteen. The user is then asked to supply 
the social security numbers of each student to be processed as nine 
digit numbers without dashes. The program searches the student data-
base (STDBASE) for the records ~ch corr~spond to the social security 
numbers supplied by the user. These records are stored into a dimen-
sioned structure named STUDENT I. 
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The next program step, regardless of the answer to the "some" 
or "all" question, is to ask the user to supply either "fall", ''win-
ter", "spring", or "summer", to represent the approaching quarter. 
The program-logic flow then proceeds through a section, labelled 
SEQUENT, which reads each course record from the courses database 
(CODBASE). Each course is tested to detect whether or not it will be 
offered during the approaching quarter. If the course will be offered, 
then the entire course record is stored in one of the records of a 
dimensioned structure named OOURSE_O. At the same time, by calling 
the procedure named C_P_ASSICN, another dimensioned structure is built 
to be used for prediction purposes . Depending on which quarter was 
specified, the structure name is either OOURSE PREDICf FALL, CDURSE .. - - -
PREDICf _WINTER, OOURSE _PREDICT _SPRING, or OOURSE _PREDICT _Sl.JM.ffiR. 
Next, if "some" student recor9s were to be processed, then one 
element of the STUDENT _I structure is assigned to the STIJDENT struc-
ture. ·Othetwise, if "all" student records were to be processed, a 
student record is read from the student database into the STUDENT 
structure. This assigrunent to the STIJDENT structure occurs immediately 
after the statement labelled WHim STIJDENT. 
The next program block, beginning at LOOPl, records the index 
in the student record of all courses for which the student is eligible. 
·The following program block, beginning at LOOP _1, records the index in 
the student record of all courses which the sttrlent has completed. By 
overlaying the COURSES_ REQUIRED structure which corresponds to the 
.student's rnaj or, the next block of statements, beginning at LOOPS, 
records the names of the courses for which the student is eligible and 
is required to take. . Begiiming at LOOP _5, the names of all of th~ 
courses which the student has completed are recorded by overlaying 
. the COURSES_ REQUIRED structure which corresponds to the student's 
major. 
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At LOOP9, credit hours still required in the general· areas of 
environmental studies, resticted electives, electives, and total hours 
necessary for graduation are computed. 
At CG1PARE, the courses for which the student is eligible are 
compared to the courses which are being offered during the approaching 
quarter. Whenever a match is made, the course name is stored in an 
array for printing purposes. 
After the comparisons are completed, the student's advisement 
report is printed. If some of the student records were to be pro-
cessed, the program logic flow returns to the statement labelled 
WHI rn STUDENT. 
However, if all of the student records were to be processed, 
then the STUDENT structure is assigned to an element of another dimen-
sioned structure named STUDENT PREDICI'. Then, a portion of the 
enrollment prediction segment is enacted. In this segment of the pro-
gram, the procedure named PREDICT_ .AFMY, the enrollment of the 
courses for which the student is eligible and which are to be offered 
·during the approaching quarter is iilcrerented by one. Then, the 
procedure named S'IUD _PRED is executed. snm _PRED updates the contents 
of the appropriate element of the STUDENT _PREDICI' structure by 
changing the eligible status to a completed status i.e., from "E" to 
"C'', of any course for which the student is eligible and which is 
being offered during the approaching quarter. Also, after examining 
the prerequisite and corequisite structure of all of the courses in 
the course database (CODBASE), the eligibility status for courses 
which have not been completed in the student's record is updated if 
necessary. Control then passes to the WHICH_STUDENT statement. 
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When all of the student records in STDBASE have been processed, 
the procedure named PREDICT is executed. First, the "next" quarter 
is designated for prediction purposes, i.e., if the quarter was ori-
ginally specified as fall, then the "next" quarter is winter. Then 
the procedure named UPDATE_STATUS is called. 
UPDATE STATUS considers all of the courses the student has 
completed as well as all the courses Which the student still requires, 
and for prediction purposes, 'upda~es" the ~ligibility status of 
courses for which the student has just completed the prerequisites. 
This prediction of eligibility information is stored in the 
SWDENT PREDICT structure. It should be noted that this ''updating" 
process has a temporary nature and should not be confused with the 
pennanent updating of the database infonnation. 
When 'updating" is completed, control returns to PREDICf. 
Then PREDICT calls the procedure named PREDICT _ADVISE. PREDICf ADVISE 
records the index of the courses for which the student record in the 
·sTIIDENI' _PREDICT structure is eligible. Then the names of the eligible 
courses are recorded. 
Program control returns to the PREDICT procedure, which 
. ~ediately calls the PREDICf_ARRAY procedure to increment by one the 
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E:nrollrnents of the courses 'Whose names were recorded by PREDICT _ADVISE 
for the quarter currently under inspection. Control again returns 
to the PREDICT procedure Where the STU_PRED procedure is called to 
update the student's record. Then, the next record in the 
STUDENT_PREDICT structure is processed. 
When all of the student records in the S1UDENT PREDICT struc-
ture have been processed and updated, then the Whole procedure is 
repeated for the next quarter. When there is enrollment information 
for all four quarters of the year, then, finally, the procedure 
named PRINT PREDICT is executed. 
PRINT_PREDICT prints a one page report of the projected 
enrollments of all the courses in CODBASE for the four quarters of 
the school year. 
Figure 4 presents a flowchart · diagram of SADVISE. Appendix I 
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FIGURE 4: Flowchart of SADVISE--The 
Student Advisement Program (continued) 
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FIGURE 4: Flowchart of SADVISE--The 
Student Advisement Program (continued) 
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· FIGURE 4: Flowchart of SADVISE--The 
Student Advisement Program (continued) 
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FIGURE 4: Flowchart of A SADVISE--The Student AdvisEIJlent Program 
(continued) 
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CALL PRINT PREDICT 
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ftGURE· 4: Flowchart o£ SADVISE--The Student Advisement J?rogram 
(continued) 
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UPDATE_ STATUS: PROCEDURE; 
START 
















EXN.fiNE EACH OF · 
-· 1HE SPECIFIC 
ENVIRONMENfAL 
STUDIES CDURSES--







FIGURE 4: Flowchart of SADVISE--The Student Advisement Program 
(continued) 
EXAMINE FAO-l 
_ . rNGINEERING 
: OPTIONS C00RSE 
--00 I = 1 TO 8; 
NO 
SI'OP 
GE STATUS FR~ 
blank to ELIGIBLE 





UPDATING lliE DATABASES 
(l)UPIIT--_fot'Fses Database Update Program 
This program provides the user with the capability of adding 
a course, deleting a course, examining a course, or changing any part 
of a course record. In addition to declaring the data types of the 
variables l.Lc;ed in this program, the initialization defines two struc-
tures: CDURSE, 'Which is the stntcture read from the course database; 
and CDUPSE_P, which is used for a temporary holding area for course 
records being added to CODBASE. 
The first program instruction requests '" the user to supply one 
of the following update conmands: 
1. instruct - if instructions are needed, this must be the 
first conmand 
2. delete - delete an existing course record from ODDBASE 
3. print - print a particular course record 
4. change - change one or more data elements of an existing 
course record 
5. add - add an entirely new course record to CDDBASE 
6. stop - the user is finished updating CODBASE 
If the user responds with the instruct conunand, operating 
instructions are printed throughout all program steps. The print 
oonmand generates another question asking for the nruoo of the course 
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to be printed. After the user respcnds, the infonnation contained in 
the specified course record is printed. Then another computer request 
for an update connnand is issued. In fact, after every conmand is 
executed, the -program asks for another connnand mtil it receives a 
stop cormnand. 
S~ilarly, a delete connnand generates a request for the name 
of the course to be deleted. Also, when a change conunan.d is issued, 
the program requests the name of the course to be changed. 
After a change command is issued and the appropriate course 
name supplied, the program reads the corresponding course record into 
the CDURSE structure in the procedure named CHANGE. The user nrust 
then supply one of the following codes to signify the area of the 
CDURSE structure to be changed: 
0 - no change 
1 - coreq1:rlsites 
-2 - prerequisites 
3 seasons-offered 
4 - credit hours 
5 - description 
Then, depending upon which section of the structure is to be 
changed, appropriate program-issued instructions are printed. These 
instructions will be brief unless the user specified "instruct" 
initially. 
When an add conmand is issued, the program calls the procedure 
named ADD. First, a course is read from OODBASE into the CDURSE struc-
ture . Next, the user is asked to supply the nl.Dllber of courses which 
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will be added to CODB.ASE. Then, in the procedure named READ_OOURSE_P, 
a series of questions is asked to secure the various elements of infor-
mation necessary to fill the COURSEy structure. This series of ques-
tions is posed by the procedure named . READ_ CDURSE _P, which is called 
by ADD. The questions ask for the course name, corequisites, prere-
quisites, seasons to be offered, the number of credit hours, and a 
course description. 
Then, back in ADD, the new course, or one of the new courses, 
is inserted in the course database through the following process: 
CDURSE.N.AME is compared to CDURSE_P.NAME. The structure with the 
"smallest" name, i.e., the name first in alphabetical order, is then 
written on a temporary sequential file (CDDBSEP). If the ffiURSE 
structure contained the smallest name, then a new record nrust be read 
from CDDBASE into COURSE. If the CDURSE_P name was the smallest, then 
there are two different paths to take. If only one course was to be 
adde9,, the process of reading from OODBASE into CDURSE and then 
writing CDURSE onto CODBSEP, will continue. until the end-of-file for 
CDDB.ASE is encotmtered. If more than one course was to be. added, the 
entire process of asking for a new cotrrse name, corequisites, prere-
quisites, etc., will be repeated tmtil all additions have been com-
pleted. When all of the courses originally existing on CODBASE as 
well as all of the added courses have been written on the temporary 
file named CDDBSEP, then all of the cotrrses are read from OODBSEP 
into the CDURSE structure and, finally, written onto the course 
database (CDDBASE) keyed by each course's name. 
When a stop c<:>mmand is issued, a list~g of the courses on 
the course database will be printed on either the tenninal 's printer 
or the batch printer, depending on the user ts response to a final 
question ~egarding printout rout~g. The user may answer this final 
question with either "batch" or "tenn". 
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Figure 5 presents a flowchart of COUPDT. Appendix E provides 
a p~ogram list~g of COOPDT. And Appendix J presents user instruc-
tions and a sample output for mUPur. 
OOREUPD--Course ·Reguitemertts ·natabase 
· lJPdate ·P.tag-tam 
The initialization block of COREUPD defines, in addition to 
the variables used in the program, two :important structures: 
COURSES_RE~IRED, which is the structure for the __ records of the dif-
ferent majors on COREDBS (the course requirements database); and 
COURSES_ REQUIRED_ TEMP, which is the struc~ure used to hold records 
be~g added to COREDBS. 
There are also two files declared; COREDBS is declared as a 
keyed, indexed file for possible direct access. RFQUPDT, a temporary 
work.i_ng file, is declared for sequential access. 
The next block of program-user conversational programmjng is 
identical to that of the courses update program- .:.cOOPDT. The update 
·canunands, "instructu, "delete", "print", "ch~ge", "add", and "stop" 
are used in this program for the same reasons and with similar con-
sequences as in COUPDT. 
I£ the user issues an instruct canmand, operating instructions 
are printed throughout all program steps. The print canmand generates 









INSI'RUcr = 1 : 
'ADD ' CALL ADD 






00 TO GET _IN·; 
CALL CHANGE; 
00 TO GET_IN; 
INPUT COORSE 
NAME 
00 ro GET_ IN; 
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PEN FILE (CDDBASE) 
R:>R~IAL 
INPUT ON ENDFILE 
·(CODBASE) 










00 TO GET _IN; 






-----NUM OF ADDS - - · 
OPFN FILE (CDDBSEP 
FOR OtJrPliT AS 
TEMPORARY 
l\ORKING FILE. 
,OPEN FILE (CODBASE 
I • FOR S~IAL . 
ACCESS INroT; ON 
ENDPILE.lCXID~ 
00 TO ADD_ON; 
YES 





, CDURSE. _P ~NAME 
G\LL. 
READ COURSE P 
INSERT niE NEW 
READ CXXJRSE P : - -
PROCEDURE 
PROMPTS USER TO 
~-"-__,. SUPPLY INFO. FOR 
· TBE. CURRlaJLUM OF 
niE NEW MAJOR 
CCIJRSE IN 1HE LIS'I..,_ _ _, OR CDURSE _P, .__,....,.. 
OF&I~I~ WI~IS 
COORSES ~tALLEST 
fND RED C: - -
. FIGJRE 5: Flowchart of CDUPDI'--Courses Database Update Program 
(continued) 
·· sa 
DELETE ALL · OOURSE 
CDRDS IN OODBASE : 
ON ENDFILE · ~---""" 
CDDBSEP GO 
TO END ADD 
WRITE 
CllJRSE 

















CALL CliA COR TO 
OIANGE 
OOREQUISITES 
OF niE CDURSE 




I CALL QIA SEA TO 
OIANGE 1HE. 
SEASONS 1HE 
CDURSE IS OFFERED 
! CALL OiA_ CRE TO 
CHANGE 1HE 
CREDIT HOURS OF 
nm mURSE 










00 TO READ C 
GO TO OIG 




a request for the desired major's name . . Once supplied with the name 
of the major, the program reads the corresponding record from the 
course requireroonts database (CDREIES) and prints the record. As soon 
·as the print' cO~d, or any other update command, has been executed, 
the program asks the user for its next instruction. 
Similar to the print command, the delete command generates a 
request for the name of the major to be deleted. Chce supplied with 
the name of the major, the p~gram deletes that major from COREIES. 
Deletion is executed in the procedure named DELETES. 
When a change collDllBild is issued, the program requests the 
name of the major to be changed in the procedure named CHANGE. cnce 
supplied with the name of the major, the rnANffi procedure reads that 
major record from COREDBS. Then, the user is as~ed to specify a code 
which infonns the program which section of the record is to be 
changed. These codes and their definitions are: 
0 - no change 
1 - one of the engineering core cours'es 
2 -one of the specific courses for env1ranmental .studies 
3 - one of the advanced enviroruoontal studies areas 
4 - cne of the engineering options courses . 
5 - one of the general areas of environnental studies 
6 - the hours of restricted electives 
7 - the hours of electives 
8 - total number of hours needed for graduation 
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Then depending upcn which section of the record is to be 
changed, appropriate questions are .- cis}ced of the user. These questions 
ask for the name of the course to b~ changed in the case of .m alte-
, .. 
ration in an area such as the engineering core courses. The appro-
priate set of courses is then searched. When the position of the 
course to be ch~ged is located, the user is asked to supply the n.GlJOO 
of the new course and its correspcnding credit hours. 
When the user issues an ''add" conmand, the main proc(~dure 
calls the procedure named ADD. First, a major is read from COREDBS 
into the CDURSE.S_REQUIRED structure. Next, ADD asks the use-r how many 
courses · will be added. Then the READ_MAJOR procedure is executed to 
ask the user for all of the infonnation needed to fill the COlJRSES RE-
QUI RED TEMP structure. The user is asked to supply the new major's - . 
nmoo; engineer~g options courses--names and credit hours; general 
areas of envircnmental studies--names and ranges of credit hours; and 
the .number of credit hours in the areas of· restricted electives, el~c­
tives, and total hours necessary for gradUation. 
Then, back in ADD, the new major, or one of the new majors, 
is added to COREDBS. The process of adding a new major to COREDBS is 
almost identical to the process used in the CDUPUf program to add a 
new course to CD DBASE. 
To add a new major, the first · step is to compare CDU~ES RE-
QUIRED. MAJOR and OOURSES_REQUIRED_TE:MP.MAJOR in order to det·3nn.ine 
which name belongs first in an alphabetically ordered set. '[he major 
nanie which belongs first in alphabetical order is then written an the 
temporary fil~, REQUPDf. If COURSES_ REQUIRED. MAJOR is detennined as 
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being the major to be first in order, :then a new major nrust be read 
into the CDURSES_REQUIRED structure from CDREDBS to .replace the one 
written on REQUPDT. If the program detects an end-of-file for CDREDBS, 
then only new rria.Jors will be read and written on REQ~DT. 
If, on the other hand, CDURSES _REQUIRED_ TEMP .MAJOR is deter-
mined as being the major to be first in alphabetical order, then the 
entire process, begirming with supplying the naiOO .of a new major, is 
repeated. If, at this pcijnt, all additions have been exeruted, then 
any majors remaining on COREDBS or in CDURSES._REQUIRED nrust be written 
an REQUPIJr. 
·When all of the original majors, as well as all of the added 
majors have been written on the temporary file, REQUPDT, then all of 
the majors are read from REQUPDT into CDURSES_REQUIRED, and are then 
written onto the course requirements database (COREDBS) keyed accord-
ing to each major's name. 
When a stop connnand is issued, a listing of the majors on 
COREDBS is printed en either the terminal's printer or the batch 
printer, depending on the user's response to a final ques.tion regard-
ing printout routing. The user may answer this final question with 
either ''batch" or "tenn". 
Figure 6 displays a flowchart of CDREUPD. Appendix F presents 
·a program listing of CoREUPD, while .Appendix K provides user instruc-
tions for and a sample output of COREUPD. 
STUPDT:-Student Database Update Program 
The update connnands which applied to the other two update pro-
grams, i.e. CDUPID' and COREUPD, also apply to SWPUf. Therefore, 
NOTE: SINCE THE PROCESSES OF ADDITION, DELETION, 
PRINI'ING, rnANGING, AND STOPPING FOR THIS 
PROGRAM PARALLEL THOSE PROCESSES USED IN 
OOUPIYI', niESE PROCEllJRES ARE NOT DETAILED 
IN TIIIS FLOWrnARI'. PLEASE REFER TO FIGURE 
5 FOR INFORMATION OONCERNING Tim GENERAL 
FI.DW OF TIIESE PROCESSES. 
FIGURE 6: Flowchart of CDREUPD--Course Requirements 
Database Update Program 
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INSTRUCT = 1 : 
t ADD I CALL ADD 
FIGURE 6: Flowchart of CDREUPD--Course Requirements 






GO TO GET_IN; · 
CALL OIANGE; 




00 .TQ GET _IN; 
FIGURE 6: Flowchart of OOREUPD--Course . Requirements 















(COREDBS) ; . 
00 TO FINI91; 
SlOP . 
ELSE 00 10 GET_ IN; 
. 
FIGURE 6. Flowchart of CQREUPD .. -Course Requirements 




explanations of the update conmands "instruct", '.'print", "delete", 
and "stop" .will not be repeated in this section. 
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The update conunands "add" and "change" produce results similar 
to the ones :i.il.-CDUPUf and COREUPD . . However, there is a new asrect to . . 
these two conunands when they are used in STIJPUf. This new aspect 
concerns the updating of the eligibility status of courses. For ftn--
ther clarification, explanations of both "add" and "change" update 
conmands are detailed below. 
The general process of adding a stuient to the student data-
base (STDB.ASE) parallels the process of adding a course to the course 
database, or a major to the cotrrses required database. That is, the 
user DUlSt supply the new student's social seOJ.rity number (serves as 
the key for each stuient record), name, advisor's ·~, and major. In 
addition, the user llU.lSt supply the name of every course the . stu-
dent has coDIDleted--"C'' or taken--"'r' 1 as well as the ntnnber of ... , , . 
hour.s completed in the general areas of envir~ntal studies, 
restricted electives, and general electives. 
Before the new student record can be added to STDB~E, however, 
a procedure naned UPDATE _STATUS is executed. The ptrrpose of UPDATE 
SfATIJS is two fold. One purpose is to calculate the total hours 
earned. To do this, .UPDATE_:_SfATIJS uses the record from the courses 
·required database correspcnding to the student's major to overlay the 
student's record. The positions of all courses completed are recorded. 
By comparing these position indexes with the courses required record, 
l''T" might apply to an equivalent course taken in high school. 
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UPDATE_ SfA1US is able to retrieve the credit hours of the courses 
'Which correspond to the indexes recorded. The credit hours retrieved 
' 
are then totaled along with the credit hours recorded ~ the student 
record for the general areas of environmental studies, restricted 
electives, and electives. This sum is then stored in the TOTAL IDURS 
data element of the student record. 
The second purpose of UPDATE_ SI'A1US is to detenn:i.ne, on the 
basis of courses completed or taken, those courses which the student 
requires and for 'Which the student is eligible. The courses 'Which are 
investigated are those Which have a blank status in the student record. 
That is, those courses 'Which have not been already marked as completed 
("C"), taken ("T"), or eligible (''E"). 
To accomplish this status update, the s~ent record is exam-
ined. When a course is found 'Which possesses a blank status, the posi-
tion is recorded and the courses required . record 'Which corresponds to 
the ~tudent's major is examined to obtain the name of the course. 
Next, that course's record is read from the courses database. The 
course's record is inspected to detect the existence of prerequisites. 
If no prerequisites exist, that course's status is immediately updated 
to eligible in the student's record. If there are prerequisites, 
their names are recorded. Then the courses-required database is 
' checked to find the course's position, Which corresponds to the posi-
tion of that course in the student record. Next, that position in the 
student record is examined. If that position contains either "C" or 
'T .. , then the prerequisite has been satisfied. If the course had more 
than one prerequisite, then the other prerequisites are checked in the 
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same way. Finally, if all prerequisites have been completed or taken, 
then the course's position in the student record is marked with an ''E" 
for eligible~. ~ 1- courses in the student record which possess a blank 
status are process:d in this way. The one real weakness of this up-
date system is that it is unable to Check for the completion of such 
prerequisites as consent of instructor' senior status ' junior status ' 
or such things as high school chanistry. 
After the student record has been completely processed by 
UPDATE_SfA1US, the record is then added to the student database in 
much the same way a.S cqurses are added to the course database and as 
course requirements are added to the course requirements database. 
The general process of changing a student record resembles . 
the process of changing a course record or a course requirements 
record. However, when a student reco-rd is updated at the end of a 
quarter to record completed courses, the ~GE procedure must also 
call' the UPDATE STATUS. 
As was previously described, UPDATE SfA1US totals the hours 
completed and changes the status to eligible for any courses for 
which the student has completed all prerequisites or which do not 
require any prerequisites. 
When a stop conmand is issued, the listing of all students on 
the database will automatically be routed to the batch printer .. . 
Figure 7 displays a flowchart of the SIUPDT program. Appendix 
G presents the program listing While ~pendix L provides user 
instructions along with a sample output for SWPDI'. 
NOTE : SINCE 'lHE PROCESSES OF .ADDITION, DBLETI rn, PRINriNG, 
CHANGING, AND STOPPING RJR THIS PROGRAM PARALLEL 
TIIOSE PROCESSES USED IN CDUPDT, THESE PROCEDURES 
ARE NOT DHI'AILED IN THIS FLClfCHA.Rr. PLEASE REFER 
TO FIGURE 5 FOR INR>RMATION CDNCERNING THB GENERAL 
FLOW OF 'IHESE PROCESSES. .ALSO, 'lHE UPDATE _STATIJS 
... 
PROCEIIJRE IN 1HIS PROGRAM IS IDENTICAL TO 1HAT IN 
SADVISE. 'IHERERJRE, PLEASE REFER TO FIQJRE 4 FOR 
INR>RMATICN OONCERNING niE . GENERAL FLOW OF 
UPDATE SfATIJS. 
FI QJRE 7 : Flowchart of STUPDT- -Student 
Database Update Program 







INSfROCT = 1: 
GOTO 
GET IN 
FIGURE 7: Flowchart of S1UPDT--Student 


















GO _ TO GET_IN; 
I 
. GE A SPECIFIED . ~TE 
.PORTION OF niE STATIJS-, 
INDICATED GO ·ro 
SWDENT RECDRD GET IN; 
FIGURE 7: Flowchart of S'IUPirr--Student 















GET IN• - ' 
FIGURE t: Flowchart of SI1JPDT- -Student 





CHAPTER VI II 
SYS1EM INfEGRI1Y AND SEQJRITY 
Throughout the interactive programs, nurooro~ integrity con-
straints and security reasures have been installed to protect the 
system from possible user or hardware errors. 
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The problem of integrity is the pro}?lem cf enstn"ing--insofar as . 
it can be ensured--that the data in the database is acrurate at 
all ti.IOOs. There is a limit an the extent to which this objec-
tive can be achieved. In particular, the system cannot check 
the correctness of every individual value entered into the 
database ... although it clearly can check each such value for 
plausibility •.. [ 7] . 
Therefore, the integrity constraints existing in the advisement 
infonnation system programs check the plausibility · "f user inputs. 
. I 
· Security, in this case, refers to the measut:es taken to guard 
the infonnation. in the databases against total or partial loss. In 
order to preserve the infonnation in the 4atabases, each time a data-
base is successfully updated, a copy of the database ~s made on 
another file. The database.s and the names of ~eir corresponding · 
security files are: 
S1DBASE - FI'U. OU. Pl09 5. BKUP. STDBASE 
CODBASE - FTU.OU.Pl095.BKUP.OODBASE 
OOREDBS FTU.OU.Pl095.BKUP.OOREDBS 
In case of a system crash due to hardware, software, or envirOIUiental 
causes resulting in ~e total or partial loss of one of the databases, . 
the contents of the security file for that database may be copied into 
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the database. Then, the activity which was in progress during the 
crash must be started anew. Complete directions for recovery ·a£ infor-
mation are available in .Appendix N. 
The user can help to prevent data losses as well as personal 
inconvenience by following these safeguards: 
1. When operating any of the four system programs, proceed with 
utmost care when inputting data or user commands. 
2. Before changing any existing record in any of the databases, first 
issue a print command to check the current contents of the record. 
3. When updating one of the databases, it is best to change, add, or 
delete a few records; issue a stop connnand and thereby have the 
database copied an the security file. By "a few records" means 
ten, twenty, or even thirty additions, del~tions, or changes in 
contrast to two h1.mdred. This suggestion is made to protect the 
user from the inconvenience of having .to repeat all of the instruc-
tions used to update, for instance, two hm.dred records, in case of 
a system crash. Processing only a "few'' update commands at a 
time provides the user with a more useful backup system. 
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rnAPTER IX 
CONCLUSIONS .AND REffiMeiDATIONS 
The interactive student advisement infonnation system provides 
a convenient, user-oriented system capable of providing advisement 
reports for each student majoring in one of the engineering options. 
These advisement reports will be an effective aid for both the student 
and the student's advisor in defining a· feasible, useful trial advise-
ment schedule quickly and ~ccurately. 
. . 
. The system is also capable of providing a fairly accurate 
prediction of course enrollnents for each quarter over a period of 
one· year for all courses offered in connection with one of the tmder-
graduate engineering degree programs·. 
Although integrity constraints and. security measures have been 
incorporated in . all of the interactive programs, only time and system 
usage will tell whether or not these measmes are sufficient. In the 
event of an unforeseen program ''bug", or the desire for additional 
capabilities arising, it is hoped that the ~annentation contained 
herein will be sufficient to aid any future debugging or progranming 
efforts. Figure 8 summarizes the interactions between all programs, 






· S'IUPI11' .$.DATA 
OOUPIJI' 
I OOUPIJI'.$.DATA 
FIGURE 8: Program-Time Sharing Files-Database Interactions 
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Appendix C: Listing and Output of 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix D: Listing of SADVISE 
SADVISEI PROCEDURE OPTIONS .CMAIN) I 
I• . SADVISE -- AN INTERACTIVE PROGRAM WRITTEN IN PL/1 WHICH 
PROVIDES STUDENTS AND THEIR ADVISORS WITH AN ACCURATE 
CHECK OF THE STUDENTtS ACADEMIC PROGRESS TOWARDS GRADUATION 
AND PROVIDES ADMINISTRATIVE PERSONNEL IN THE COLLEGE OF 
ENGINEERING WITH PROJECTIONS OF COURSE ENROLLMENTS FOR FOUR 
QUARTERS. 
VAR AND IHESARC ARE USED TO TRANSFER A RETURN CODE TO A 
STUDENT_P STRUCTURE TO THE STUDENT_PAEDICT STRUCTURE AND 
101 
·EXTERNAL TIME SHARING CLIST. THE VALUE OF VAR DETERMINES 
WHETHER THE FINAL PRINTOUT WILL BE ROUTED TO THE TERMINAL OR 
TO THE BATCH PRINTER. IF VAR • 1 THEN THE PRINTOUT IS SENT 
TO THE BATCH PRINTER. IF VAR ~ 0 THEN THE PRINTOUT IS SENT 
TO THE TER~INAL. *I 
DECLARE VAR FIXED BINARY~31t0)1 
DECLARE IHESARC .ENTAYCFIXED 81N~RYC31t0))1 
I* TEMP IS A VARIABLE USED TO FACILITATE INPUT/OUTPUT USING 
THE ASSEMBLY ROUTINES -- TGET AND TERMPUTt WHICH ARE LISTED *I 
I* IN THE TIME SHARING FILE UND~R THIS USER I.D. WITH THE NAME 
TERMIO. •1 
DECLARE TEMP CHARACTER (9)1 
102 
1• THE STUDENT STRUCTURE IS USED TO RETRIEVE INFORMATION FROM 
THE STUDENT DATABASE •• STDBASEe •1 
DECLARE 1 STUDENT UNALIGNEDt 
2 SOCIAL_SECUR~TY CHARAClEAC9)t 
2 NAME CHARACTER C25)t 
2 MAJOR CHARACTER C20)t 
2 ADVISOR CHARACTER C26Jt 
2 COURSES, 
3 ENGR_COAEC33) CHAAACTEACllt . 
3 ENVIA_STUDIES_SPE CSJ CHA~AACTER ( 1 J t 
3 ADV_ENVIA_STUDIESC3) CHARACTERCllt 
3 ENGR_OPTIONSCIOJ CHARACTERCllt 
3 ENVIA_STUDIES_GENC3J FIXED DECIMALC3tllt 
J ·REST_ELECTIVES FIXED DECIMALC3t1Jt 
3 ELECTIVES FIXED DECIMALC3tllt 
2 TOTAL_HOURS . FIXED DECIMALC4tl)l 
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1• THE STUDENT_P STRUCTURE IS USED FOR PURPOSES OF PAINTING THE •1 
I• THE STUDENT RECORD. *I 
DECLARE 1 STUDENT_P UNALIGNEDt 
2 SOCIAL_SECURITV CHARACTEA(9)t 
2 NAME CHARACT£A C25)t 
2 MAJOR CHARACTER C20)t 
2 ADVISOR CHARACTER C26)t 
2 COURSES, 
3 ENGR_CORECll) CHARACTEACl)t 
3 ENVIR_STUOIES_SPEC8) CHARACTERCl)t 
3 ADV_ENVIR_STUDIESCJ) CHARACTERCl)t 
3 ENGR_OPTIONSC10) CHARACTERCl)t 
3 ENVIA_STUDIES_GENCJ) FIXED DECIMALC3tl)t 
3 REST_ELECTIVES FIXED DECIMALC3tl)t 
3 ELECTIVES FIXED DECIMALC3tl)t 
2 TOTAL_HOUAS FIXED DECIMALC4el)l 
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1• THE STUDE~T_I STRUCTURE IS USED TO HOLD STUDENT RECORDS 
SPECIFIED AFTER THE SOME OPTION IS TAKEN. *I 
DECLARE 1 STUDENT~IC15) LIKE STUDENT UNALIGNEDI 
I* THE COUASE_PAEOICT_ARAAY IS USED TO STORE THE ENROLLMENTS 
FOR EACH OF FOUR QUARTERS FOR A PARTICULAR STUDENT. *I 
DECLARE 1 COURSE_PREDICT_AARAYC63) UNALIGNED, 
2 NAME CHAAACTEAC8)t 
2 QUARTEAC4)t 
3 OFFERED FIXED DECIMALCl)t 
3 ENROLLMENT FIXED BINARVC4) INITIALCO)I 
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I* THE COURSE STRUCTURE IS USED TO RETRIEVE INFORMATION FRO~ 
THE COURSE DATABASE -- COOB4SE. •I 
DECLARE 1 COURSE UNALIGNEDt 
2 NAME CHARACTERCB)t 
2 COREQUISITESC3) CHARACTERC8)t 
2 PREREQUISITES(5) CHARACTERC8)t 
2 SEASONS:OFFEREOC4) FIXED DECIMALC1), 
2 CREDIT_HOURS FIXED DECIMAL(1)t 
2 DESCRIPTION CHARACTER(20)1 
I* THE COURSE_O STRUCTURE CONTAINS ALL OF THE NAMES OF THE 
COURSES OFFERED DURING THE SPECIFIED QUARTER. •1 
DECLARE 1 COURSE_OC63) LI~E COURSE UNALIGNEDI 
I* PRINT_ARRAY .IS USEDt AS ITS NA~E SUGGESTSt FOR PRINTING THE 
THE NAMES OF THE COURSES THE STUDENT IS ELIGIBLE TO TAKE 
ANO ·WHICH WILL AE OFFERED DURING THE COMING QUARTER. */ 
DECLARE 1 PRINT_ARRAYC63) CHARACTERC26)1 
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I* THE COURSES_REQUIRED STRUCTURE IS USED TO RETRIEVE INFOA~ATION 
FROM THE COURSE REQUIREMENTS DATABASE -· COREDBS. */ 
DECLARE 1 COURSES_REQUIRED UNALIGNEDt 
2 MAJOR CHARACTERC20)t 
2 ENGR_COREC33)t 
3 NAME CHARACTEAC8)t 
3 CREOIT_HOUAS FIXED DECIMALCl)t 
2 ENVIR_STUDIES_SPEC8)t 
3 NAME CHARACTERC8)t 
3 CREDIT_HOURS FIXED DECIMALCl)t 
2 ADV_ENVIR_STUDIESC3)t 
3 NAME CHARACTERC8)t . 
3 CREDIT_HOURS FIXED DECIMALCllt 
2 ENGR_OPTIONSCR), 
3 NAME CHARACTERC8)t 
3 CREOIT_HOURS FIXED DECIMALCl)t 
2 ENVIR_STUDIES_GENC3)t 
3 NAME CHARACTERC20)t 
. 3 HOURS_LOW FIXED DEC~MALCltl)t 
3 HOURS_HIGH F·IXED OECIHALCltll t 
2 RESJ_ELECTIVES FIXED DECIMALC3tl), 
2 ELECTIVES FIXED DECIMALClt.l)t 
2 TOTAL_HOURS FIXED DECIMALC4tl)l 
RECORDS OF UP TO 200 STUDENTS FOR PREDICtiON PURPOSES. 
THAT 1St THE STUDENT. PREDICTCIJ STRUCTURE IS •UPDATED• 
BY. THE PROGRAM TO FACILITATE MAKING PROJECTIONS FOR . 
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THE ENROLLMENTS OF COURSES OFFERED AS A·SPECIFIC REQUIREMENT 
FOR ONE OF THE OPTIONS OFFERED BY THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING. 
IF MORE THAN 200 STUDENTS EXISTe THEN SIMPLY DIMENSION . 
STUDENT_PAEDICT LAAGER. •1 
DECLARE 1 STUDENT_PAEDICTC200) LIKE STUDENT UNALIGNEDI 
1• THE COURSE_PAEOICT_FALL • • • COUASE_PAEDICT_SUM~EA 
DIMENSIONED STRUCTURES ARE USED TO KEEP TRACK OF THE NAMES 
AND ENROLLMENTS OF COURSES OFFERED DURING THE ASSOCIATED 
QUARTER. •I 
DECLARE 1 COUASE_PREDICT_FALLC63) UNALIGNED• 
. 2 NAME CHARACTEAC8) INITIAL(' t), 
2 ENROLLMENT FIXED BINAAYC4) · INITIALCO)I 
DECLARE 1 COU~SE_PAEDICT_WINTERC63) UNALIGNEDt 
2 NAME CHAAACTERC8) INITIAL(' t), 
2 ENROLLMENT FIXED BINARVC4) INITIALCOJI 
DECLARE 1 COURSE_PREQICT_SPAINGC63) UNALIGNED• 
2 NAME CHARACTERC8) INITIAL(' t), 
2 ENROLLMENT FIXED BINAAYC4) INITIALCOJI 
DECLARE 1 COURSE_PREDICT_SUMMERC63) UNALIGNED• 
2 NAME CHARACTERC8) INITIAL(' t), 
2 ENROLLMENT FIXED BINAAYC4) INITIALCOJI 
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I• MOST OF THE FOtLOWING VARIABLES ARE USED AS COUNTERS IN 
VARIOUS PARTS OF THE PROGRAM. •1 
"DECLARE OPTION_l CHAAACTERC4) VAAVINGt 
WHICH_PROC LABELt . 
NUM_OF_STUOENTS FIX.ED 'BINARYCJ) INITIAL CO) t 
SOC_SEC_NOC15) CHAAACTEAC9)t 
QUARTER_COM CHARACTEAC6) VARVINGt 
CINOXCtiNDX) FIXED BINAAYC2) lNITIALCO)t 
CIFAltiWltiSPltiSUl) FIXED BINARYC2) INITIALCO)t 





O_E_COURSESC10)) FIXED BINAAYC2) INITIALCO)t 
N_E_COURSESC54) CHARACTERC8)t 
JCALL FIXED BINARYf2) INITIALCO)t 
HOURS_TO_GOC6) FIXED DECIMALCStl) INITIALCft)t 




O_C_COURSESC10)) FIXED BINAAYC2) INITIALCO)t 
C_COURSESC~O) CHARACTERC8~t 
( INDXPl·t INOXP2t INDXP3t INOXP4t INDXPSt INOXP6) 
FIXED BINARYC2) INITIALCO)t 
CINOXC1tlNOXC2tiNOXCltiNDXC4tiNDXC5) FIXED BINARYC2) 
INITIALCO), 
I* RLINESt NLINESt AND PRINT_VECTOR ARE USED TO PRINT THE NAMES 
OF COURSES WHICH THE STUDENT IS EITHER ELIGIBLE FOR OR HAS 
COMPLETED. *I 
RLINES FIXED DECIMAL C5tl.) INITIAL CO) t 
NLINES FIXED 81NARYC4t0) INITIALCO)t 
PRINT_VECTORC8) CHARACTERCA)I 
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I* ALL THREE OF THE DATABASES ARE DECLARED FOR DIRECT KEYED INPUT•~ 
I* THAT 1St THIS PROGRAM IS INCAPABLE OF UPDATING ANY . OF THE 
DATABASES. •I 
DECLARE STDBASE FILE RECORD INPUT KEYED 
ENVIRONMENTCFC147) INDEXED)I 
DECLARE CODBASE FILE RECORD INPUT 
KEYED ENVIRONMENTCFC97) INDEXED)I 
DECLARE COREDBS FILE RECORD DIRECT INPUT 
KEYED ENVIRONMENTCFCS67) INDEXED)I 
ON ENDFILECSTDBASE) GO TO C_PI 
ON ENDFILECCODBASE) GO TO WHICH_STUDENTI 
I* THE FOLLOWING ON KEY TESTS ARE INCLUDED TO NOTIFY THE USER OF 
INCORRECT INFORMATION WITHIN ONE OF THE DATABASES OR WITHIN 
THE PROGRAM. NEITHER OF THESE T~STS GUARD AGAINST INCORRECT 
USER INPUT SINCE INFORMATION FOR' THESE KEYS ARE NOT INPUT 
BY THE USER . *I 
. ON KEYCCODBASEJ. BEGINI 
CALL TERMPUTC•FOR THE COURSE NAMEDt)l 
CALL TERHPUTCCOURSE.N4ME)I 
CALL TE~MPUTC•RECORD NOT FOUND IN .THE COURSE DATABASEt)l 
GO TO FINISHI . 
ENOl 
ON KEYCCOREOBS) BEGINI 
CALL TERMPUTC•FOR THE MAJOR NAMEDt)l 
CALL TERMPUTCCOURSES_REQUIRED.MAJOR)I 
CALL TERMPUTC•RECORO NOT .FOUND IN COURSE REQUIREMENTSt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•OATABASEt)l 
CLOSE FILECCOREOBS)I 
GO TO "FINISH I 
ENOl 





COURSE~PREDICT_FALL.ENROLLMENT • 01 
COURSE_PREDICT_WINTER .• ENROLLME.NT • 0 I 
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COURSE_PAEDICT_SPAING~ENAOLLMENT • 01 
COURSE_PREDICT.:_SUMMEReENROLLMENT • 01 
CALL TEAMPUTC• t)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•AFTEA EACH COMPUTER ISSUED REQUESTt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•FOA INPUTt ENTER YOUR RESPONSE ANOt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•HIT T~E . RETURN KEY ON THE RIGHT HANDt)l 
CALL TEAMPUTC•SIDE OF THE TEAMINAL••s KEYBOAADt)l 
OPll PUT PAGEl 
CALL TERMPUTC•INDICATE WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING OPTJONStll 
CALL TERMPUTC•YOU DESIRE BY · TYPING EITHtR ALLt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•OA SOME.•JI 
PUT SKIPC2)1 
CALL TEAMPUTC•ALL -INDICATES THE OPTION TO PAOCESS')I 
CALL TEAMPUTC• ALL OF THE STUDENT RECORDS INt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC• THE STUDENT DATABASEet)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•SOME-INDICATES THE OPTION TOt)l 
~ALL TERMPUTC• PROCESS ONLY SOME · OF THEt)l 
CALL TEAMPUTC• STUDENT RECORDSe')l 
CALL TGETCOPTION_l) I 
I• PROCESS ALL OR ONLY SOME OF THE STUDENT RECORDS ON THE 
STUDENT DATABASE. •I 
QUAl 
CONTI I 
IF OPT ION_l • ''ALL t THEN VAR • 11 
ELSE IF OPTION_! • •SOME' THEN VAR • 01 
CALL TERNPUTC•ANOt IF YOU WOULD BE SO KINDe PLEASE 1 )1 
CALL TERMPUTC~INDICATE WHICH QUARTER IS FORTHCOMINGt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•BY ENTERING EITHER FALL• WINTEAt SPRJNGt)l 
CALL TERMPUTCtOR SUMMERt)f 
CALL TGET C QUARTER_COM) . I 
IF QUAATEA_COH••FALL' I QUAATEA_COM••WJNTER' I 
· QUARTER COM••SPRING• I QUARTER COM••SUMMER• 
THEN GO-TO CONTI.I . - · 
ELS~ CALL INPUT_MISTAKE_JI 
GO JO QUAl · 
IF OPTJON_l•'ALLt THEN ~HICH_PAOC•$EQUENTI 
ELSE IF OPTION_l••SOME' THEN CALL INOJV' 
ELSE CALL INPUT_MISTAKE_2t 
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INPUT_MISTAKE_21 PROCEDUREI 
CALL TERMPUTC• t)l 
CALL TERMPUT(t t)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•YOU HAVE MADE AN ERROR')I 
CALL TERMPUTC•IN ENTERING YOUR RESPONSE TO THE ALL')1 
CALL TERMPUT(tQR SOME OPTION. THE INSTRUCTIONS WILL BE')I 




PUT SKIP(4) LISTC•YOU HAVE MADE AN ERROR INt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•ENTERING YOUR RESPONSE TO WHICH QUARTERt)l 
CALL TERMPUT<•IS FORTHCOMING. THE INSTRUCTIONSt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•WILL BE PRINTED AGAIN. PLEASE RE-ENTERt)l 
END INPUT_MISTAKE_ll . 
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INOlVI PROCEDURE I 
I* THIS PROCEDURE PROCESS .THE FEW STUDENTS SPECIFIED IF THE •SOME• 
IS TAKEN. *I 
ON KEYCSTDBASE) BEGINI 
CALL TERMPUTC•FOR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER a t)l 
CALL TERHPUTCSOCIAL_SECURITY_NO)I 
CALL TERMPUTCtRECORO NOT FOUND IN STUDENT DATABASE--RE-ENTER t)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•INPUTt)J 
CALL TGETCSOC_SEC_NOCI))I 
GO TO READFSI 
ENOl 
PUT SKIPC4)1 
CALL TERMPUTC 1 YOU HAVE OPTED TO PROCESS A FEW STUDENTt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•RECORDS INDIVIDUALLY. PLEASE ENTER THEtJI 
CALL TERMPUTC•TOTAL NUMBER OF STUDENTS YOU WISH TQt)J 
CALL TERMPUTC•PROCESS. BV THE WAYt THIS NUMBER MUST BE')I 
CALL TERMPUTC•LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 15.•11 
MIST: CALL TGETCTEMP)I 
NUM_OF_STUOENTS = BINClEMP)I 
IF NUM_OF_STUOENTS <: 15 THEN GO TO SOCSECI 
ELSE CALL TERMPUTC•I REPEAT • • • THE NUMBER MUST BE')I 
CALL TERMPUTC•LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 15a 1 )1 
CALL TERMPUTC•PLEASE RE-ENTERt)l . 
GO TO ~ISTI 
SOCSECI PUT PAGEl 
CALL TERMPUT C • P.LEASE ENTER A SOCIAL SECUR I TV NUMBER FOR' I I 
CALL TEHMPUTC•EACH STUDENT~')I 
CALL TERMPUTC•ENTER IN NUMERICAL ORDER, 1 )1 
CALL TERMPUTC•ALSOt ENTER EACH AS A CONTINUOUS 9 DIGIT 1 11 
CALL TERMPUTC•NU~BE~ • OMIT DASHES OR SPACES 1 )1 
DO I = 1 BY 1 TO NUM_OF _STUDENTS I . 
CALL TGETCTEMP)I 
SOC_SEC_NOCII • TE~PI 
ENOl 
OPEN FILECSTDBASE) DIRECTI 
DO I = 1 BY 1 TO NU~_OF_STUOENTSI 
READFSI READ FILECSTD~ASE) INTO CSTUOENT_PI KEY CSOC_SEC_NOCIIII 
STUDENT_ICII • STUOENT_P, BY NAMEI 
ENOl 
CLOSE FILE CSTOBASE)I 
WHICH_PROC • SEQUENTI 
END INDIVI 
GO TO WHICH_PROCI 
SEQUENTI OPEN FILECCODBASE)SEQUENTIAL BUFFEREDI 
SEQ11 READ FILE CCOOBASEI . INTO CCOURSEII 
INDXC = INOXC • 11 
JINDX • JINDX • 11 
COURSE_PAEDICT_4RAAYCJINOXIeNAME • COURSE.NAMEI 
· DO I • 1 BY 1 TO 41 
I* THIS SECTION DETERMINES WHICH COURSES WILL BE OFFERED DURING 
THE APPROACHING QUARTER AND STORES THE INFORMATION FOR THAT 
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IF QUARTER_COHatFALL' & COURSE.SEASQNS_OFFEREDCl)•l 
THEN COURSE_OCINDXCJ a COURSEI 
ELSE GO · TO LBll 
GO TO CL_PAEDI 
LBll . IF QUARTER_COM = •WINTER• & COUR~E.SEASONS_OFFEREDC2J • 1 
THEN COURSE_OCINDXCJ s COURSEI 
ELSE GO TO LB21 , 
GO TO CL_PREDI 
LB21 IF QUAATER_COM = •SPRING• & COURSE.SEASONS_OFFEREDC3) = 1 
THEN COURSE_O C INDXC). = .COURSE I 
ELSE GO TO LB3t 
GO TO CL_PRED I . 
LB31 IF QUARTER_COM='SUMMER• & COURSE.SEASONS_OFFEREDC4) •· 1 
THEN COURSE_OCINDXCJ = COURSEI 
ELSE I~OXC c INDXC - 11 
I* C_P_:ASSIGN ASSIGNS COURSE RECORDS TO ELEMENTS OF THE ARRAY·.S 
ESTABLISHED FOR PREDICTJON, IeEet COURSE_PREDICT_FALL • • • 
FOR THOSE COURSES OFFERED DURING THE ASSOCIATED .QUARTER. *I 
CL_PREDI CALL C_P_ASSIGNI 
GO TO SEQll 
C_P_ASSIGNI - PROCEOUREI 
FALLI IF COURSE.SEASONS_OFFEREDC1) • 0 THEN GO TO WINTERI 
IFA z IFA • 11 
COURSE_PREOICT_FALLCIFA)eNAME•COURSE.NAMEI 
COURSE_PREDICT_FALLCIFA)eENROLLMENT = 01 
WINTERI IF COURSE.SEASONS_OFFEREDC2) • 0 THEN GO TO SPRINGI 
IW • IW • 11 
COUASE_PREOICT_WINTERC!W)eNAME•COURSEeNAMEI 
COURSE_PREDICT_WINTERCIW)eENROLLMENT = 01 
SPRINGl IF COURSE.SEASONS_OFFEREOCJ) = 0 THEN GO TO SUMMERI 
ISP = ISP • 11 
COURSE_PREDICT_SPRINGCISP).NAME = COURSEeNAMEI 
COURSE_PREDICT_SPRINGCISP).EN~OLLMENT = Oel 
SUMMERs IF COURSE.SEASONS_OFFERE0(4) • o. THEN GO TO STOPI 
ISU = ISU • 11 
COURSE_PREDICT_SUM~ERCISU)eNAME • COURSE.NAMEI 
COURSE_PREDICT_SUMMERCISU)eENROLLMENT = 0.1 
STOPI END C_P_ASSIGNI 
wHICH_STUDENT: INOX = INOX • 11 
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I• THIS SECT .[ON PROCESSES THE INFORMATION IN EACH STUDENT RECORD 
TO BE EXAMINED, IF THE 'ALL' OPTION WAS SPECIFIED• THEN 
STOBASE IS READ SEQUENTIALLY. OTHE~WISEt IF THE •SOME• 
OPTION WERE SPECIFIED• THE DESIGNATED STUDENT RECOROSt 
TEMPORARILY STORED IN STUDENT_ICI) ARE ASSIGNED TO THE 
STUDENT STRUCTURE, INDX KEEPS TRACK OF THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS 
PROCESSED. *I 
IF OPTION_1 = •SO~E• THEN STUDENT= STUDENT_ICINOX)I 
ELSE READ FILECSTOBASE) INTO CSTUOENT)I 
I~ FIRST, THE INDEXES OF ALL COURSES FOR WHICH THE STUDENT 
IS ELIGIBLE ARE RECORDED FOR THE VARIOUS AREAS OF STUDY SUCH AS 
ENGINEERif~G CORE COURSEStSPECIFIC ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 
COURSES, ~OVANCEO ENVIRONMENTAL STjDIES COURSE AREASt AND 
ENGINEERif~G OPTIONS COURSES. •1 · 
INOXPl II 01 
LOOP11 DO I • 1 BY 1 TO 331 
- ·INOXP 1 • .. INDXP 1 • 1 t ·. 
IF STUDENT.COURSES.ENGR · CORECI) • •E• THEN 
C_E_COURSES C INDXP1) ·· ; I I 
ELSE INDXPl = I~OXPl - 11 
END LOOPll 
INOXP2 = 01 
LOOP21 00 I = 1 BY 1 TO 81 
INOXP2 = INOXP2 + 11 
.IF STUOENT.COURSES.ENVIR_STUOIES_SPECI ) = •E• THEN 
S_E_COURSESCINOXP2) = II 
ELSE INOXP2 = INOXP2 - 11 
END LOOP21 
INOXPJ • 01 
LOOP31 00 I • 1 BY 1 TO 31 
INOXP3 = INOXPJ • 11 
.IF STUDENT .COURSES.AOV_ENVIR_STUDIES C I) = •E• THEN 
A_E_COURSESCINOXPJ) = II 
ELSE INDXPJ = INOXPJ • 11 
END LOOP31 
INOXP4 = 0' 
LOOP41 DO I a 1 BY 1 TO 101 
INOXP4 c INOXP4 + 11 
IF STUOENT.COURSES.ENGR_OPTIONSCI) • •E • THEN 
O_E_COURSESCINOXP4) = II 
ELSE INDXP4 = INOXP4 - 11 
END LOOP41 
INOXC1 = 01 
llS 
I* THIS SECTION RECORDS THE INDEXES OF ALL COURSES FOR WHICH THE 
STUDENT HAS COMPLETED. •I 
LOOP _1: 
LOOP_21 
DO I = 1 BY 1 TO 331 
INOXCl = INOXCl • 11 
IF STUDENT.COU~SES.ENGR_CORECI) = tCt THEN 
C_C •• COURSES C I NO XC 1) =I I 
ELSE INOXCl = INDXCl • 11 
END LOOP _11 
INOXC2 c OJ 
DO I = 1 BY 1 TO 81 
INDXC~ • JNDXC2 • 11 
IF STUDENT.COURSES~ENVJA STUOJES.SPECI) • •C• THEN 
S_C_COUASESCINDXC2J ztl -
ELSE INDXC2 • INOXC2 - 11 
END LOOP_21 
INDXCJ z 01 
LOOP_Ja DO I • 1 BY 1 TO 31 
INDXCJ • INDXC3 • 11 
IF STUDENT.COURSES.ADV_ENVIA_STUDJESCI) • tCt THEN 
A_C_COURSESCINDXClJ • 21 
ELSE INDXCJ • INDXCl - 11 
END LOOP_JI 
INDXC4 • 01 
LOOP_41 DO I • 1 BY 1 TO 101 
INOXC4 • INOXC4 • 11 
IF STUOENT.COURSES.ENGR_OPTIONSCJ) • •c• THEN 
O_C_COURSESCINOXC4J • II 
ELSE INOXC4 • INOXC4 • 11 
END LOOP_41 
COURSES_REQUIRED.MAJOR • STUDENT.MAJOR'I 
I• READ THE RECORD FROM THE COURSE REQUIREMENTS DATABASE WHICH 
CORRESPONDS TO THE STUDENT•S MAJOR. THIS COURSES_REQUIRED 
STRUCTURE IS THEN USED TO •OVERLAY• THE STUDENT•S RECORD 
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IN ORDER TO DETERMINE THE NAMES OF THE COURSES WHOSE INDEXES 
WERE RECORDED tN THE TWO PREVIOUS SECTIONS. . . •I 
READ FILECCOREDBSJ INTO CCOURSES.AEQUJREO) 
KEYCCOURSES_REQUIRED.HAJOA)I . 





DO 11 = 1 BY 1 TO INDXPll 
N_E_Ct)URSES C I 1 J • COURSES AEQU I REO • ENGA_CORE C C_E_COUASE'S C I 1) ) 
. -.N~MEI 
END LOOPSI 
DO I2 • 1 BY 1 TO INDXP21 
N_E_COURSESCINOXPl • 12) • COUASES_AEQUIREO. 
ENVIR~STUOIES_SPE CS_E_COUR'SES C J2J J eNAME I 
END LOOP61 .. 
DO 13 • 1 BY 1 TO INDXP31 
LOOPS I 




DO 14 z 1 BY 1 TO INDXP41 
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N_E_COUASESllNDXPl + INDXP2 + INOXP3 + 14) c 
COURSES_REQUIRED.ENGR_OPTIONStO_E_COURSESCI4))eNAMEI 
END LOOP81 
INOXPS : INOXPl + INOXP2 + INOXPJ + INOXP41 






00 11 = 1 BY 1 TO INOXC11 
C_COURSESCI1) = COURSES_REQUIRED.ENGR_CORE 
CC_C_COURSESC11)).NAMEI 
END LOOP_SI 
DO 12 a 1 BY 1 TO INDXC21 
C_COURSESliNDXCl + 12) • COURSES_REQUIRED 
.ENVIA_STUDIES_SPECS_C_COURSESCI2J).NAMEI 
END LOOP_61 
DO 13 = 1 BY 1 TO INDXCJI 
C_COURSESCINDXC1 + INDXC2 + 13) a COURSES_REQUJRED. 
ADV_ENVIR_STUDIESCA_C_COURSESCIJ))eNAMEI 
END LOOP_71 . 
00 14 = 1 BY 1 TO INDXC41 
C_COURSESCINDXC1 + INDXC2 • · INOXC3 + 14) a COURSES_REQUIRED. 
ENGR_OPTIONSCO_C_COURSESC14))eNAMEI 
END LOOP_81 
INOXCS = INDXC1 + INOXCZ + lNDXCJ + INOXC41 
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* 
I* · COMPUTE THE HOURS STILL REQUIRED CUNCOMPLETED) IN THE GENERAL 
AREAS OF GENERAL ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES, RESTRICTED ELECTIVES, . 
ELECTIVES• AND TOTAL HOURS REQUIRED FOR GRAOUATlON, *I 
LOOP91 DO IS • 1 TO 31 · 
HOURS_TO_GOCIS) • COURSES_REQUIREO,E~VIR_STUDIES_GENCIS) 
,HOURS_LOW • STUDENTeCOURSES,ENVIM_STUDIES_GENCI5)1 
END LOOP91 
HOURS_TO_GOC4) • COURSES_REQUIREO,AEST_ELECTIVES 
• STUOENT,COUASES,REST_ELECTIVESI 
HOUAS_TO_GOC5) • COURSES_AEQUIRED,ELECTIVES 
• STUOENTeCOURSES,ELECTIVESI 
HOURS_TO_GOC6) a COUASES_REQUIRED,TOTAL_HOUAS 
• STUDENT.TOTAL_HOURSI 
INDXP6 • 01 
I* COMPARE THE NAMES OF THE COURSES FOR WHICH THE STUDENT IS 
ELIGIBLE TO THE NAMES OF THE COURSES TO BE OFFERED DURING 
THE APPROACHING QUARTER, WHEN A MATCH IS FOUNDt RECORD THAT 
COURSES NAME IN THE APPROPRIATE ELEMENT OF THE PRINT_AARAY 
STRUCTURE, *I 
COM~AREI DO I6 • 1 BY 1 TO INDXPSI · 
00 17 • 1 BY 1 ' To INDXCI 
INDXP6 • INDXP6 + 11 
IF N_E_ COURSES C I 6) • COURSE_O c· I 7) • NAME THEN DO I 
IF COUASE_O C I7) ,COREQtJISITES C 1) ... 1 ' THEN 
PRINT_ARRAYCINDXP6)=COURSE_OCI7J ,NAMEII• CCOR•>' II 
COURSE_OCI7JeCOREQUISITESC1)11')'1 
ELSE PRINT_ARRAVCINDXP6) = COURSE_OCI7J,NAMEI 
ENOl 
ELSE INOXP6 = INDXP6 - 11 
ENOl 
END C0'1PAREI 
I* PRINT THE TRIAL ADVISEMENT SCHEDULE AND GRADUATION CHECK FOR 
THE STUDENT, *I 
CALL PRINTI 
-1• IF THE •SOME' OPTION WAS TAKENt THEN END TH£ PROGRAM. 
HOWEVERt IF THE tALL• OPTION WAS SPECJFIEDt THEN ASSJGN .THE 
STUDENT STRUCTURE TO THE STUDENT_PREDICT STRUCTURE AND CALL 
PREDICT_ARAAYa •1 
IF OPTJON_l • •SOME• It INDX >• NUt.t_OF_STUDENTS THEN GO TO 
EXIT I 
ELSE IF OPTION_l • 'ALL' THEN DOl 
STUDENT_PREOICTCINDX)•STUDENTtBY NAMEI 
INOXST • INDXI 
CALL PAEDICT_ARRAYI 
I• PREDICT_AARlY INCREMENTS BY ONE THE ENROLLMENTS OF ALL 
.COURSES FOR WHICH THE STUDENT IS ELIGIBLE AND WHICH WILL 
BE OFFERED DURING THE COMING QUARTER. •I 
ENOl 
GO TO WHICH_STUDENTI 
. C_PI CLOSE FILECCODBASE)I 
INDX a INDX • 11 
I* · WHEN THE •ALL' OPTION WAS TAKEN AND ALL STUDENT RECORDS IN 
THE STUDENT DATABASE HAVE BEEN PROCESSED• THEN CALL THE PREDICT 
PROCEDURE. THIS PROCEDURE PAINTS A ONE PAGE FOUR QUARTER 
ENROLLMENT PROJECTION REPORT. •I 
Jo AFTER THE PREDICTION PROCESS HAS SEEN COMPLETEDt THE 
PROGRAM "IS FINISHED. *I 
EXIT I 
CALL PREDICTI 
GO -TO FINISHI 
PREDICT_ARRAYI PAOCEOUREI 
I• THJS ~ PROCEDUAE INCREMENTS BY ONE THE ENROLLMENTS OF COURSES 
FOR WHICH THE STUDENT IS ELIGIBLE AND WHICH WILL BE OFFERED 
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DURING THE APPROACHING QUARTER. •1 
I• AFTER THIS INFORMATION IS STOREDt THE STATUS oF· THE COURSE 
IN THE STUDENT . RECORD IS CHANGED FROM •E• TO tCt, leEet 
FROM ELIGIBLE TO COMPLETEDt FOR PREDICTION PURPOSES BY 





IF QUARTEA_COM • •FALL' THEN GO TO 'ALL_ll 
ELSE IF QUAATER_COM • •WINrEA• THEN GO TO WINTEA_11 
ELSE IF QUAATER_COM • •SPRING• THEN GO TO SPRING_ll 
ELSE IF QUARTER_COM • •SUMMER• THEN GO TO SUMMEA_11 
DO 18 • 1 BY 1 TO INOXPSI 
DO 19 • 1 BY 1 TO IF.AI 
IF N_E_COURSESCI~) • COURSE_PREOICT_FALLCJ9)eNAME 
THEN COUASE_PREDICT_FALLCI9).ENA0LLMENT • 
COUASE_PREDICT_FALLCI9).ENROLLMENT • 11 
IF N_E_COURSESCI8)aCOUASE_PAEDICT_FALLCI9).NAME 
THEN CALL STUO_PREDI . 
END FALL 11 
GO TO E_P_AI 
DO 18 •1 BY 1 TO INDXPSI 
DO 19 • 1 BY 1 TO IWI 
IF N_E_COURSESCJA)•COUASE_PAEOJCT~WJNTEACI9).NAME 
THEN COURSE_PREDICT .WINTEACI9).ENROLLMENT • 
COUASE_PREDICT_WINTERC19).ENAOLLMENT • 11 
IF N_E_COURSESCI8) • COURSE_PREOICT_WINTEACI9).NAME 
THEN CALL STUO_PREOI 
END W IN.TER_11 
GO TO E_P_AI 
00 18 • 1 BY ' 1 TO INDXPSI 
DO 19 a 1 BY 1 TO ISPI . 
IF N_E_COURSESCI8) • COURSE_PAEDICT_SPRINGCI9).NAME 
THEN COUASE.PREOICT_SPRINGCI9).ENROLLMENT • 
COlJRSE_PREDICT_SPRINGCI9).ENROLLMENT • 11 
IF N_E_COURSESCI8) • COUASE_PREOICT_SPRINGCI9)eNAME 
THEN CALL STUO~PREOI 
END SPRING_11 
GO TO E_P_AI 
DO 18 • 1 BY 1 TO INDXPSI 
00 19 • 1 BY 1 TO ISUI . 
IF N.E_COURSESCI8) • COURSE_PAEDICT_SUMMERCJ9).NAME 
THEN COURSE PREDICT SUMMERCI9).ENROLLMENT • 
COURSE_P~EDICT_S~MM~RCI9).ENAOLLMENT • (I 
IF N_E_COURSESCI8) • COURSE_PREOICT_SUMHERCJ9).NAME 




1• FOR THE APPROPRIATE QUARTER, THE ENTIRE PROCESS OF •ADVISI~G• 
THE STUDENT IS AEPEATEDt THIS TIME BY THE PREOICT_ADVISE 
PROCEDURE WHICH PARALLELS THE WHIC~STUDENT SECTION OF THE 
MAIN PROCEDURE. BEFORE THIS ADVISEMENT PROCESS CAN TAKE 
PLACEt THE STUDENT RECORD MUST BE UPDATED SINCE COURSES 
STATUSES HAVE BEEN CHANGED FROM •E• TO •c•. TO DO THISt THE 
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THE PROGRAM CALLS THE UPDATE_STATUS PROCEDURE. •1 
ON KEYCCOREDBS) BEGINI 
CALL TERMPUTC•FOR THE MAJOR NAMEDt)l 
CALL TERMPUTCSTUOENT_PREDlCTCINDXST)eMAJOA)I 




START_Pa IF QUAATER_C~M a •FALL' THEN QUARTER_CO,M a 'WINTER• I 
ELSE IF QUARTER_COM = tW~NTERt THEN QUARTER_COM = ,SPRING• I 
ELSE IF QUARTER_COM z •SPRING• THEN QUARTER_COM • tSUMHERtl 
ELSE IF QUARTER~COM • •SUM~ER• THEN QUARTER_COM • •FALL'I 
DO INOXST = 1 TO INDXI . 
READ FILECCOREDBSJ INTO CCOURSES_REQUIREO) 
KEY. CSTUOENT_PREOICTCINOXST).MAJQR)I 




I* THIS ENTIRE PROJECTION •DVISEMENT PROCESS CONTINUES UNTIL 
ALL FOUR QUARTERS HAVE BEEN PROCESSED. THEN PRINT_PREDICT 
IS EXECUTED TO PRINT THE ENROLLMENT PROJECTION REPORT. •I 
JCALL • JCALL • 11 
IF JCALL >• 3 THEN CALL PRINT_PREDICTI 




I* THIS PROCEDURE CHANGES THE STATUS OF COURSES FROM ELIGIBLE TO 
COMPLETED WHEN THE STUDENT IS •SCHEDULED• TO TAKE IT. •1 
IF Ia · ca INOXPl THEN 
STUDENT_PAEDICTCINOXST)eCOURSESeENGA_CORECC_E_COUASESCISJJ••C•I 
ELSE IF I8 c~ INOXPl • INDXP2 THEN 
STUDENT_PAEDICTCINOXSTJ.COURSES.ENVJA_STUDtES_SPECS_E_COUASESCI8• 
INDXPl)) ::. •C•I 
ELSE IF 18 c• INDXPl + INOXP2 + INDXPJ THEN 
STUOENT_PREOICT C INDXST) eCOURSES.ADV_ENVIA_STUO.IES CA_E_COURSES C 18 • 
CINOXPl • INDXP2))) • •C•I 
ELSE IF 18 <~ INOXPl • INDXP2 • INOXPJ + INOXP4 THEN 
5TUOENT_PREDJCTCINDXSTJ.COURSES.ENGR_OPTIONSCO_E_COURSESCI8 • 
CINDXPl • INOXP2 • INOXPJ))) • •C•I . 
END S TUD_PRED 1. 
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PREDICT _AO·V.I SE I PROCEDURE C STUDENT) I .. 
I• THIS PROCEDURE DIRECTLY PARALLELS THE SECTION IN THE MAIN 




tiECLAAE 1 STUDENT UNALIGNED• 
2 SOCIAL_SECURITY CHAAACTERC9), 
2 NAME CHARACTERC2S)t 
2 MAJOR CHARACTERC20)e 
2 ADVISOR CHARACTERC26)t 
2 COURSES, 
3 ENGR_CORECJ3) CHARACTEACl)t 
3 ENVIR_STUDIES_SPEC8) CHARACTERCl)t 
3 ADV_ENVIR_STUDIESC3) CHARACTERCl)t 
3 ENGR_OPTIONSC10) CHARACTERCl)t 
3 ENVIR_STUDIES_GENCJ) FIXED OECIHALC3t1)t 
3 REST_ELECTIVES FIXED DECIMALClel)t 
3 ELECTIVES FIXED OECI~ALClel)t 
2 TOTAL_HOURS FIXED DECIMALC4tl)l 
INOXP1 z: 01 
DO I • 1 BY 1 TO 331 
INOXPl a INDXP1 • 11 
IF STUOENT.COURSES.ENGR_CORECIJ s tft THEN 
C_E_COURSESfiNDXP1) ~ Ii 
ELSE INDXPl ~:INDXPl • 11 
END LOOP11 
INOXP2 • 01 
DO I • 1 BY 1 TO 81 
INOXP2 c INDXP2 • 11 
IF STUDENT.COURSES.ENVIA_STUDIES_SPE(J) • •E• THEN 
S_E_COURSESCINDXP2) a II 
ELSE tNDXP2 s INDXP2 • 11 
END L•10P21 . 
INDXPJ • 01 






!NOXP3 • INDXP3 • 11 
!F STUOENT.COURSES.ADV_ENVIA_STUDIESCI) • tft THEN 
A_E_COURSESCINOXPJ) s II 
.ELSE INDXPJ = INOXP3 - 11 
END LOOPJI 
INDXP4 = 01 
DO I a 1 BY 1 TO 101 
INDXP4 • !NOXP4 • 11 
IF STUDENT.COURSES.ENGR_OPTIONSCI) z •E• THEN 
.Q_E_COURSES ( I NO XP4, II I I 
ELSE INOXP4 = I~DXP4 - 11 
END LOOPitl 
READ FILECCORE085) INTO CCOURSES_AEQUIREO) 
KEY CSTUDENT.MAJOR)I 
DO Il :a 1 BY 1 TO INOXPll. 
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N_E_COURSESCI1J a COURSES_AEQUIREO.ENGR_CORECC_E_COURSESCI1)) 
• NAfi4E I . 
END LOOPSI 
DO I2 z 1 BY 1 TO INOXP21 
N_E_COURSESCINDXP1 • I2) = COURSES_REQUIREO. 
ENVIR_STUDIES_SPECS_E_COURSESCJ2))eNAMEI 
END LOOP61 ~ 
DO IJ = 1 BY 1 ,TO INDXP31 




00 I4 = 1 ·ey 1 TO INOXP41 
N_E_COURSESCINOXP1 • INOXP2 • INOXPJ • I4) = 
. COURSES_REQUIRED.ENGR_OPTIONSCO_E_COURSESCI4)).NAMEI 
END LOOP81 




I• THIS · ~ROCEDURE PRINTS A ONE PAGE REPORT ~HICH DISPLAYS 
PROJECTIONS OF CLASS ENROLL~ENTS IN ALL COURSES S~ECIFIED 
AS REQUIREMENTS FOR ANY OF THE OPTIONS IN THE ENGINEERING 







PUT SKIPClO) EDIT ('PROJECTED COURSE ENROLLMENT') CXCSO)tA)I 
PUT SKIPC2) EDITC•QUARTERt,tQUARTER•) CX(3A)tAtXC5J),A)I 




DO I n 1 BV 1 TO JINDXI 
IF COURSE_PREDICT_ARRAYCI),QUARTER(lJ.OFFERED .. ::~: 1 
THEN GO TO TWOI ~ 
IFA1 • IFA1 + 11 
COURSE_PREDICT_AAAAV C I) ,QUARTER.( 1) ,ENROLLMENT • 
COURSE_PREOICT_FALLClFA1)eENROLLMENTI 
.IF COURSE_PREQICT_ARRAYCI),QUARTERC2).0FFEREO ~~ 1 
THEN GO TO THREE·I 
IWla IWl • 11 . 
COURSE_PREDICT_ARRAYCJ)eQUA~TERC2J.ENROLLMENT = 
COURSE_PREDICT_WINTERCIWlJ.ENROLLHENTI 
IF COURSE_PREDICT_ARRAVCI),QUARTERCJ).OFFERED ~= 1 
THEN GO TO FOURI 
ISPl • ISPl + 11 
COUAS~_PREDICT_ARRAVCI),QUARTERCJJ.ENROLLMENT a 
COJRSE PREDICT SPRINGCISPl),ENROLLMENTI 
IF COJRSE:PREOICT:ARRAY(I),QUARTERC4),0FFERED ~• 1 
THEN GO TO END_BUILDI 
ISUl • ISUl • 11 
COURSE_PREDICT_ARRAY C I) .QUARTER c·4) .ENROLLMENT 
• COURSE_PREDICT_SUMMERCISUl)eENAOLLMENTI 
END_BUILDI END BUILDI 
RLINES • ~INDX I 2el 
NLINES • CEILC~INDX I 2e)l 
PUT SKIPI 
PAINT_21 DO I • 1 BY 1 TO NLINESI 
IF ALINES < NLINES & I • NLINES THEN GO TO ONE_ONLYI 
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PUT SKIP EDITCCOURSE_PREDICT_ARAAYCI).NAMEt 
CCOURSE_PREDICT_ARRAY C I) .QUART'EA CJ) .ENROLLMENT 00 J • 1 TO 
4)t COUASE_PREDICT_ARRAYCNLINES • I)eNAMEt 
CCOURSE_PREDICT_ARRAVCNLINES•I).QUAATERCJI).ENROLLMENT 
DO JI • 1 TO 4))(2CXC12)tAtX14)t 
FC4t0)t3CXC6)tFC4t0))))1 ~ 
END PRJNT_21 
. GO TO ENn_P_PI 
ONE_ONLYI PUT EDITCCOUHSE_PREOICT_ARAAYCI)eNAMEt 
CCOUASE_PREOICT_ARRAVCI).QUARTERCJ).ENAOLLMENT DO Ja 1 TO 4)) 
CSKIPtXC12)tAtXC4)tFC4t0)t3CX(6)tFC4t0)))1 
END_P_PI END PRINT_PREOICTI 
PAINT I PROCEDURE I 
I• THIS PROCEDURE PRINTS A ONE PAGE ADVISE~ENT AND GRADUATION 
CHECK REPORT FOR A STUDENT. · •I 
PUT PAGEl 
PUT SKIPClOJ EDITC•s.s. NO.I'tSTUOENT.SOCIAL_SECUAITYt 
tADVISORI'tSTUOENTeADVISORJ CXC6JtAtXC6JtAtXC62JtltAJ 
CC21J'-'• C26Jt_t) CSKIPCOJtXC15JtAtXC64JtAJI 
PUT EDITC•NAMEI'• STUDENT.NAMEJ CSKIPtXC6JtAtAJ 
C C 25 J t _ t ) C SKIP C 0 J t XC 11 J t A.J C t MAJOR I t t STUDE NT • MAJOR) 
CSKIPtXC6JtAtXC2JtAJ CC24Jt_t) CSKIPCOJtXCl2JtAJ 
C t TOTAL HOURS REQUIRE·o Itt COURSES_REQUIRED• TOTAL_HOUASJ 
CSKIPtXC6JtAtXC2JtFCStlJJ 
CC9Jt_t) CSKIPCOJtXC27JtAJ 
C•TOTAL HOURS COMPLETEDI'• STUDENT.TOTAL-~OURSJ 
CSKIPtXC6JtAtXC1JtFCSt1JJCC8Jt_t) CSKIPCOJtXC28JtAJI 












ICl • 01 
IPl • 01 
IC2 • INDXCll 
IP2 • I~OXPll 
ICJ • INDXCl • INDXC21 
IPJ • INDXPl + INDXP21 
IC4 • INOXCl • INDXC2 • INDXC31 
IP4 = INOXPl • INDXP2 • INDXPJI 
STAATI ICl • ICl + 11 
FINII 
- IP1 • IPl • 11 
IC2 • IC2 • 11 
IP2 • IP2 +11 
ICl • IC3 • 11 
!Pl • IPJ • 11 
IC4 = IC4 • 11 
IP4 ~ IP4 • 11 
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IF ICl > INDXC1 & IPl > INOXPl & IC2 > INDXC1 • INDXC2 L 
IP2 > INDXP1 • INDXP2 L IC3 > INDXCl • INDXC2 • INOXC3 
& IPJ > INDXPl • INOXP2 • INDXPl L IC4 > INOXCS ' 
IP4 > INOXPS THEN GO TO FINII 
IF IC1 > INDXCl THEN PRINT_VECTORCl) • t •1 
ELSE PRINT_VECTORCl) = C_COURSESCICl)l 
IF IP1 > INDXPl THEN PRINT_VECTORC2) = t 'I 
ELSE PRINT_VECTORC2) = N_E_COURSESCIPl)J 
IF IC2 > INOXCl •INDXC2 THEN PRINT_VECTORCJ) • t 'I 
ELSE PRINT_VECTORC3) = C_COURSESCIC2)1 
IF IP2 > INOXPl + INOXP2 THEN PRINT_VECTORC4) = t t1 
ELSE PRINT_VECTORC4) = N_E_COURSESCIP2)1 
IF IC3 > lNDXCl • INOXC2 • INDXC3 THEN PRINT_VECTORCS) = 
t . t I 
ELSE PRINT~VECTORCS) • C_COURSESfiCJ)I 
IF. IP3 > INOXPl • INDXP2 + INDXPl ~ THEN 
pqJNT_VECTORt~)= t 'I 
ELSE PRINT VECTORC6) • N E_COURSESCIPJ)I 
IF IC4 > INDXCS THEN PRINT_.VECTORC7) = • t I 
ELSE PRINT_VECTORC7) = C_COURSESCIC4)1 
IF IP4 > INOXPS THEN PRINT_VECTORC8) = ' 'I 
ELSE PRINT VECTORC8) = N E COURSESCIP4)1 
PUT EDITCCPRINT_VECTORCI) DO I. 1 TO 8)) 
C SKIP t XC 9) tAt 7 C XC 7) t A) ) I 
GO TO STARTI . 
PUT EDIT C C 12 0) t _ t , C 12 0) t _ t ) .. C SKIP C 0) t X C 6) t A~ SKIP • XC 6) "A) I 
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PUT EDITC•REQUIRED & ELIGIBLE COURSES NEXT QUARTER•tC120) 
t _ t J. C SKIP C 2) , XC SO) , At SKIP t XC 6) t A) I 
PUT EOITCCPRINT_ARRAYCIJ DO I • 1 TO INDXP6)) 
CSKIPtXC6),4CXC4)tA))I 
PUT EO IT C C 120) '_' t C 120) t _ t) C St< I PC 0) tX C 6) , A, SKIP, XC 6) t A) I 
PUT EOITC•ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES•,•RESTRICTED'• 
•ELECTIVES•,•GENERAL AREAS'•'ELECTIVES•,Cl20)t '• 
CCOURSES_REQUIREO.ENVIR_STUOIES_GENCIJ.NAME 00 I; 1 TO 3)J 
CSKIPtXC37)tAtXC2l)tAtXC5)tAtSKIPtXC41)tAtXC25)tAtSKIPCO)t 
. X C 6) tAt SKIP' X C 16) t At X C 1 ) tAt X ( 1 ) t A) I . 
PUT EDITC•REQUIRE0 1 t 
CCOURSES_REQUIRED.ENVIR_STUOIES_GENCI)eHOURS_LOW DO 1•1 TO 3)t 
COURSES_REQUI~ED.~EST_ELECTIVEStCOURSES_REQUIRED.ELECTIVES) 
CSKIPtXC6)tAtXC9)tFC3t1)tXC19)tFC3tl)tXC17JtFC3t1)tXC15)tFC4tlJt 
XC11) tFC3tl)) I 
PUT EDITC•COMPLETED•tCSTUDENTeENVIR_STUDIES_GENCl) 
DO I = 1 TO 3)t STUDENT.REST_ELECTIVEStSTUDENT.ELECTIVESJ 
CSKIPtXC6JtAtXC8)tFC3tl)tXC19JtFC3tl)tXC17)tFC3t1JtXC15JtFC4t1Jt 
XC11JtFC3tl))l . 
PUT EOITC•REMAININGt,CHOURS_TO_GOCIJ DO I• 1 TO SJJ 
CSKIPtXC6)tAtXC~JtFC3tlJtXC19JtFC3tlJtXC17)tFC3tlJtXC15JtFC4tl)t 
XC11) tFC3t1J) I .. 
END PAINTI 
UPOATE_STATUSI PROCEOURECSTUOENTJI 
1• THIS . PROCEDUAE UPDATES THE STUOENT_PREDICT STRUCTURE. IT 
ASSUMES THAT THE STUDENT WILL ENROLL IN ANO · COMPLETE ALL 
COURSES FOR WHICH THE STUDENT IS ELIGIBLE AND WHICH WILL BE 
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OFFERED DURING THE COMING QUARTER. •1 
DECLARE PRERSAT FIXED DEC!MALCltOJI 
OPEN FILECCOOBASE) DIRECT INPUTI 
DECLARE 1 STUDENT UNALIGNED• 
2 SOCIAL_SECURITY CHARACTERt9)t 
2 NAME CHA~ACTERC25)t 
2 MAJOR CHARACTERC20Jt 
2 ADVISOR CHARACTERC26Jt 
2 COURSES, ~ 
3 ENGR_COREl33J CHARACTERClJt 
3 ENVIR_STUDIES_SPEC8J CHARACTERCl)t 
J ADV_ENVIR_~TUDIESC3) C~ARACTERCl)t 
J ENGR_OPTIONSClO) CH4RACTERll)t 
3 ENVIR_STUOIES_GENCJ)FIXEO OECIMAL(3tl)t 
3 ELECTIVES FIXED DECIMALC3t)), 
2· TOTAL_HOURS FIXED. OECIMALl4tl) I 
TESTll DO I = 1 TO 331 
·1•· THIS SECTION EXAMINES THE STATUS OF ENGINEERING CO~E 
IN THE 
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STUDENT•S RECORD, IF THE STATUS IS BLANK THEN OVERLAY THE 
RECORD FRO~ THE COURSE REQUIREMENTS DATABASE WHICH CORRESPONDS 
TO THE STUDENT•S MAJOR TO DETERMINE THE NAME OF THE COURSE. 
· ELll 
IF THE ~OURSE HAS PREREQUISITES, CHECK TO SEE IF THt STUDENT 
HAS COMPLETED THESE. tF SOt CHANGE THE STATUS OF THE COURSE 
FROM BLANK TO COMPLETED -- •c•. •I 
PRERSAT = 01 
IF STUOENT.COURSES,ENGR_COAECI) • t t THEN OOJ 
IF COURSES_REQUIREO.ENGR_CORECI).NAME • t t 
THEN GO TO ENO_TESTll 
COURSE .NAME = COURSES_REQUIRED.ENGR_CORE C I) .NA:M'E I 
READ FILECCODBASE) INTOCCOURSE) KEYCCOURSE.NAME)I 
DO I \ol • 1 T 0 5 I 
IF COURSE.PREREQUISITESCIJ)~t ' THEN GO TO ELll 
DO IK = 1 TO 331 
IF COURSES_REQUIREO.ENGR_COAECIKJ.NAME ~ 
COURSE~PREREQUISITESClJJ THEN 
IF STUOENT.COURSES.ENGR_CORECIK) • tCt . 
I STUOENT.COURSES.ENGR_CORECIK) = tTt THEN 
PRERSAT = 11 
ELSE PRERSAT = 01 
ENOl 
IF PRERSAT = 0 THEN GO TO END_TESTll 
ENOl . 
IF IJ <= 1 THEN STUDENT.COURSES.ENGR_CORECI) 
ELSE IF PRERSA T • 1 THEN . 
STUOENT.COURSES.ENGR_CORECIJstEtl 
• •E t ~ 
ENOl 
END_TESTll END TESTll 
TEST21 DO I = 1 10 81 
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I* FOR EACH SPECIFIC ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES COURSEt IF THE 
STATUS IS BLANK IN THE STUDENT RECOROt THEN CHANGE THE STATUS 
TO COMPLETED -- •c• IF THE STUDENT HAS CO~PLETEO ALL NECESSARY 
PREREQUISITES. *I 
PRERSAT = 01 
IF STUDENT.COURSES.ENVIR_STUDIES_SPECI) • t ' THEN DOl 
IF COURSES_REQUIRED.ENVIR_STUDIES_SPE C I) .NAME•' , 
THEN GO TO ENO_TEST21 
COURSE.NAME = COURSES_REQUIRED.ENVIA_STUDIES_SPECI)eNAMEI 
READ FILE(CODBASE) INTO CCOURSE) KEY CCOUASE.NAME)I 
DO IJ = 1 TO 51 
IF COURSE.P~EREQUISITESliJ)c ' t THEN GO TO EL21 
DO IK • 1 TO 81 
IF COURSES_REQUIRED.ENVIR_STUDIES_SPECIK).NAME • 
COURSE.PREREQUISITESCIJ)THEN IF· 
STUOENT.COURSES.ENVIR_STUOIES_SPECIK) • •c• I 
STUDENT .COURSES.EN"VIR_STUDIES_SPE C IK) = tT ' THEN 
PRERSAT • 11 
ELSE PRERSAT c 01 
ENOl 
IF PRERSAT . • 0 THEN GO TO END_TEST21 
ENOl 
EL21 IF IJ <~ 1 THEN STUOENT,CbURSESeENVIA_STUDIES_SPECI) • 1E1 1 
ELSE IF PRERSAT = 1 THEN 
STUOENT.COURSES.~NVIR_STUOIES_SPECI) • •E• I 
ENOl . 
END_TEST21 END TEST21 
TEST31 DO I ~ l TO 81 
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I• FOR EACH ENGINEERING OPTIONS COURSEt IF THE COURSES STATUS IS 
BLANK IN THE STUDENT RECORD, THEN CHANr,E THE STATUS TO COMPLETED 
-· •c• IF THE STUDENT HAS COMPLETED ALL NECESSARY PREREQUISITES.*/ 
PRERSAT :a 01 
IF STUOENT.COURSES.ENGR_OPTJONSCI) • t t THEN DOl 
IF COURSES_REQUIRED.ENGR_OPTIONS(J)eNAME • t t 
THEN GO TO END_TEST31 
COURSE.NAME = COURSES_AEQUIREO.ENGR~OPTIONSCJ).NAMEI 
READ FJLECCOOBASEJ INTO (COURSE) KEY CCOUASE.NAME)I 
DO JJ = 1 TO 51 
JF COURSE.PAEREQUISITESCJJ)• t t THEN GO TO ELJI 
DO Jt< = 1 TO 81 
IF COURSES_AEQUJAED.ENGR_OPTJONSfJK)eNAME :a 
COURSE.PREREQUISJTESCJJ) THEN JF 
STUOENT.COURSES.ENGR_OPTlONSCJK) • •C• 
STUOENTeCOUASES.ENGR_OPTJONSCIK) • •T• THEN 
PRERSAT z 11 
ELSE PAERSAT • 01 
END I 
JF PRERSAT a 0 THEN GO TO END_TEST31 
ENOl 
Elll JF IJ. <• 1 THEN STUOENT.COURSES.ENGA_OPTJONSCI) = •E 1 1 
ELSE JF PRER~AT •1 THEN 
STUDENT.COURSESeENGR_OPTJONSCJ) • •E•I 
ENOl . 
END_TEST31 END TEST·J• 
CLOSE FILECCODBASEJI 
END UPOATE_STATUSI 
FINJSHI CALL IHESAACCVAR)I 
END SAD'JISEI 
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COUPOTJ _ PROCEDURE OPTIONSCMAIN)I 
I• COUPDT •• COURSE DATABASE UPDATE PROGRAM •• PROVIDES THE USER 
WITH THE CAPABILITY OF UPDATING THE COURSE DATABASE BY 
ADDING NEW COURSESt DELETING COURSESt CHANGING A PORTION OF 
A COURSE RECORD, OR JUST · PRINTING A COURSE RECORD. *I 
I* SYSTERM IS USED TO PRINT A STRUCTURE DURING USER I/0 *I 
DCL SYSTERM FILE STREAMI 
I* IHESARC A~D VAR ARE USED TO TRANSFER A RETURN CODE TO A 
EXTERNAL TIME-SHARING CLIST. THE VALUE OF VAR DETERMINES 
WHETHER THE FINAL PRINTOUT WILL BE ROUTED TO THE TERMINAL OR 
TO THE BATCH PRINTER, IF VAR c 1 T~EN THE PRINTOUT IS SENT 
TO THE BATCH PRINTER, IF VAR = 0 THEN THE PRINTOUT IS SENT 
TO THE TERMINAL. *I 
DCL IHESARC ENTRYCFIXEO ~INARYf3lt0))1 
I* TEMP lS A VARIABLE ·USED TO FACILITATE INPUT/OUTPUT USING 
THE ASSEMLER ROUTINES ·-- TGET AND TERMPUTt WHICH ARE LISTED 
IN THE TIME-SHARING FILE UNOER THIS USER I.o. WITH THE NAME 
TERMIOl AND TERMI02, 0 / 
DECLARE TEMP CHARACTERC20) VARYINGI 
DCL VAR FIXED BINClltO)I 
DECLARE INSTRUCTION CHARACTERC10) VARYINGI 
I• THE COURSE STRUCTURE IS USED TO RETRIEVE INFORMATION FROM 
THE COURSES DATABASE, •I 
DECLARE 1 COURSE UNALIGNEDt 
2 NAME CHAAACTER(8)t 
2 COREQUISITES(J) CHAAACTERC8)t 
2 PREREQUISITES(S) CHARACTER(8)t 
2 SEASONS_OFFERED(•) FIXED DECIMALCl)t 
2 CREDIT_HOURS FIXED DECIMAL(l)t 
2 DESCRIPTION CHARACTER(20)1 
~· THE COURSE_P STRUCTURE IS USED AS A TEMPORARY HOLDING AREA 
FOR COURSES BEING ADDEO TO THE COURSES DATABASE •• 
CODBASE. •I 
DECLARE 1 COUASE_P UNALIGNED LIKE COURSEI 
OECL~RE ADDITIONS CHAqACTERlJ) VARYING, 
FINISHED CHARACTER(J) VARYINGt 
DELET CHARACTER(J) VARYING, 
CHANGES CHARACTER(~) VARYING( 
DECLARE NUM_OF_ADDS FIXED OECIMAL(2t0)1 
1• COOBASE •• THE PERMANENT COURSES DATABASE. 
C009SEP -- A TEMPORARY FILE USED TO SOR'r ALL COURSES 
BEFORE RECREATING THE COURSES DATABASE WITH 
BOTH OLD AND NEW COURSES. •1 
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DECLARE (CODBASE) .FILE RECORD KEYED ENVIRONMENT (F (97) INDEXED) I 
·DECLARE (COOBSEP) FILE RECORD SEQUENTIAL BUFFERED 
ENVIRONMENT(F(97) CONSECUTIVE REWINO)I 
DECLARE lSEASt 
COREOt . 
PREREQ) CHARACTER(3) VARYINGI 
DECLARE (NU_COREQ, 
NU_PREREQJ FIXED OECIMAL(l•O)I 
DECLARE NCOURSE FIXED DECIMAL. C3t0) INITIAL CO) I 
1• BECAUSE OF THE FREQUENCY OF USER INSTRUCTIONSt MOST SECTIONS 
OF THIS PROGRAM DO NOT REQUIRE ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTATION. •1 
STARTI PUT PAGEl 
OPEN FILECSYSTERM) PAINTI 
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CALL TERMPUTC•THIS PROGRAMt IN CONJUNCTION WITH CORRECT USER IN· 
PUTt') I 
CALL TERMPUTC•UPOATES THE COURSE DATABASE.•)I 
CALL TERMPUTC•IF YOU NEED OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS, TYP£t)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•INSTRUCT.•)I 
GET_INI CALL TERMPUTC•PROVIDE AN UPDATE COMMANO.t)l 
CALL TG~TCINSTRUCTION)I 
IF INSTRUCTION = 'INSTRUCT• THEN 001 
INSTRUCT • 11 
CALL TERMPUTCtWHEN THE PROGRAM ASKS FOR ANt)l 
CALL TERMPUTCtUPOATE COMMANDt SUPPLY ONE OFt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•THE FOLLO~ING COMMANDS AND THEt)l 
CALL TERMPUT(•ASSOCIATED ACTION WILL BE EXECUTEO.t)l 
CALL TEAMPUT(t INSTRUCT • INSTRUCTIONS WILL BE')I 
CALL TERMPUTC• PRINTED THROUGHOUT THEt)l 
CALL TER~PUTC• PROGRAMet)l 
CALL TERMPUTC• ADD • ADDS A COURSE RECOROt)l 
CALL TER~PUTC• DELETE • ·DELETES A COURSE•) I 
C~LL TERMPUTC• RECORD.t)l 
CALL TERMPUTC• PRINT • PRINTS A RECORO.•)I 
CALL T~RMPUTC• CHANGE • .PROVIDES THE USER WITHt)l 
CALL TEAMPUTCt THE CAPABILITY TO CHANGE•)I 
CALL TERMPUT(t ANY PART OF A COURSEt)l 
CALL TER~PUTC• RECORD.•)I 
CALL TERMPUTCt STOP ··STOPS THE PROGRA~ ANDt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC• PROVIDES THE USER WITHt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC• A FINAL LISTING OF ALL')I 
CALL TERMPUT(t COURSE RECORDS IN THEt)l 
CALL TERMPUT(t COURSES D4TABASE.t)l 
ENOl 
ELSE IF INSTRUCTION • •ADD• THEN CALL AOOI 
ELSE IF INSTRUCTION = •DELETE• THEN CALL DELETIONI 
ELSE IF INSTRUCTION = •CHANGE• THEN CALL CHANGEI 
ELSE IF INSTRUCTION = •PRINT' THEN DOl 
lF INSTRUCT = 1 THEN 001 
CALL TERMPUTC•INPUT THE COURSE NAME VOUt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC 1 WANT PRINTED AS 8')1 
CALL TERMPUTC'CHARACTERSI AAAA XXXt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•WHERE AAAA STANDS FOR THEt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•ACCEPTED ACRONYM FOR THE')I 
CALL TERMPUT ('COURSE,. WHILE XXX STANDS FORt) I 
CALL TERMPUTC•THE COU~SE NUMBER. FOR EXAMPLEI')I 
CALL TERMPUTC' IEMS 420')1 
ENOl 
ELSE CALL TERMPUTC•COURSE NAME?t)l 
CALL TGETCCOURSE,NAME)I 
OPEN FILE CCOORASE) DIRECT INPUTI 
READ FILE CCODBASE) INTO (COURSE) KEY 
CCOURSE.NAME)I ~ 
CLOSE FILE CCODBASE>I 
PUT SKIP FILECSYSTERM)I ~ 
PUT FlLEtSYSTERM) EDIT (tNAME•t•CO•l•t•C0-2 1 t'C0-3'• 
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tPR•l t, •PR-2', •PR-Jt t •PR•4', •PA-St t •F•·, tWt t tSPt t •su• t 
tHq•,•DESCWlPTIONt) 
CX (2) tAt CS) CX (4) tA) tX C2) t (5) CX C 1) tA) tX (4) tA) I 
PUT SKIP FILECSYSTERM) EDITCCOURSE) (X(l)t 
(9) AC8) tFCltO) ,FC2t0) tFC3t0) tFC2t0) tFC4,Q) tXC2) tA) I 
PUT FILECSYSTERM) SKIPI . . 
PUT FILECSYSTERM) SKIPI 
ENOl 
ELSE IF INSTRUCTION • •STOP• THEN 001 
OPEN FILE CCOOBASE) SEQUENTIAL BUFFERED INPUTI 
ON ENOFILE CCODBASEJ GO TO EXITI 
. PUT PAGE I 
PUT SKIPI 
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PUT SKIP EDIT (tNAME•e•CO•l'•'C0•2tetC0•3t, 
tPR•l•e•PR•2•,•PA-3te•PR•4tetPR-StetFtttWtetSPtetSUte 
tHRt,tDESCRIPTIONt) 
C XC 2) tAt C 8) C X C 4) t A )•, XC 2) t C 5) C XC 1) t A) t XC 4) t A) I 
FREAD_Fa READ FILE CCODBASEr INTO CCOURSE)I 
PUT SKIP EDIT (COURSE) 
CXCl)tC9)AC8)tFClt0)eFC2t0)tFC3t0)eFC2t0)tFC4tO)eXC2)eA)I 
GO TO FREAD_FI 
EXITI CLOSE FILECCODBASE)I 
GO TO FJNALI 
ENOl 
GO TO GET_JNI 
AODI ~AOCEDUREI 
_ PUl PAGE I 
ADD_INSTRll CALL TERMPUTC•PLE~SE INPUT THE TOTAL NUMBER OFt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•COURSES YOU WANT TO AOO.•)I 
CALL TGETCTEMP)I 
NUM_OF_ADOS = OECCTEMP)I 
CALL TERMPUTC•ENTER COURSE NAMES IN THE FORMt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC' AAAA XXX')I 
IF INSTRUCT = 1 THEN OOa 
CALL TERMPUTC•FOR EXAMPLEI IEMS 431')1 
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CALL TERMPUTC•IN OTHER ~OROS THE ENTIRE COURSE NAMEt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•MUST OCCUPY 8 SPACES.•)I 
I* 
CALL TERMPUTC'ALSO, BE SURE TO ENTER THE COURSES INt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•ALPHABETICAL AND NUMERICAL OROER.•)I 
CALL TERMPUTC•FOR EXAMPLEit)l 
CALL TERMPUTCt IEMS 433•)1 
CALL TERMPUTC• IEMS 434')1 
CALL TE~MPUTC• MATH 333•)1 
CALL TE~MPUTC' MEAS 215')1 
CALL TE~MPUTC• MEAS 314')1 
ENOl 
THIS SECTION USES THE TEMPORARY FILE -- CODBSEP, TO SORT 
THE COURSESt BOTH OLD AND NEW. ALL COURSES ARE THEN 
WRITTEN ON COOBASE --THE PERMANENT . COURSES DATABASE.*/ 
OPEN FILECCOOBSEP) OUTPUTI . 
ON ENDFILE CCODBASE) GO TO ADD_ONI 
OPEN FILECCOOBASE) SEQUENTIAL BUFFERED INPUTI 
READ FilECCODBASE) INTO CCOURSE)I 
READ_C: DO I AD = 1 TO NUM_OF _ADOS I . 
CALL TERMPUTC 1 COURSE NAME~••)I 
CALL REAO_COURSE_PI 
TESTI IF COURSE.NAME <= COURSE_P.NAME THEN DOl 
WRITE FILECCOOBSEP)FROMCCOURSE)I 
NCOURSE ~ NCOURSE + 11 
.READ FILECCOOBASE) INTO CCOURSE)I 
ENOl 
ELSE 001 
WRITE FILECCOOBSEP) FROM CCOURSE_P11 
NCOURSE = NCOURSE + 11 
GO TO ENO_READ_CI 
ENOl 
GO TO TESTI 
END_READ_CI END REAO_CI 
WAITE_FI WRITE FILE CCODASEPJ FROM CCOUASE)I 
NCOURSE • NCOURSE + 11 
READ FILECCOOBASE) INTO CCOURSE)I 
GO TO WAITE_FI 
ADD_ONI - ~F IAO <= NUM_OF_AOOS THEN DOl 
WRITE FILECCODBSEP) FROM CCOUASE P)l 
NCOURSE = NCOURSE + 11 -
ENOl 
IAI lAO = lAD • 11 
IF lAD c~ NUM_OF_AOOS THEN DOl 
CALL READ_COURSE_PI 
WRITE FILECCOOBSEP) FROM CCOUASE_P)I 
NCOURSE • NCOURSE • 11 
ENOl 
IF lAD cc NUM_OF_AODS THEN GO TO IAI 
CLOSE FILECCODBSEP)I 
CLOSE FILECCOOBASEJI 
OPEN FILE CCODBSEP) I~PUTI 
OPEN FILE CCODBASEJ SEQUENTIAL B~FFEAEO UPDATEI 
ON ENOF!LE CCODBSEP) GO TO END_ADDI 
ON ENDFILECCODBASE) GO TO END~DELETEI 
OELEI READ FILECCOOBASE) INTO CCOURSE)I 
DELETE FILECCODBAS£)1 
GO TO DELEI 
END_DELETEI CLOSE FILECCODBASE)I 
. OPEN FILE CCODB.SE) SEQUENTIAL BUFFERED OUTPUTI 
REOI READ FILECCODBSEP) INTO CCOUASEJl 
CALL TEAMPUTCCOUASE,NAME)I 
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WRITE FILECCOOBASE) FROM fCOUASE) KEYFROM CCOURSE,NAME)I 
GO TO REOI 




I* . THIS SECTION PROMPTS THE USER FOR ALL NECESSARY INFORMATION 
FOR ~ C6URSE BEING ADDED TO THE COURSES DATABASE. ALL 
INFORMATION IS TE~PORARILY STORED IN THE COURSE_P STRUCTURE. •1 
READ_COURSE_PI PROCEDUREI 
CALL TGET CCOURSE_P.NAME)I 
CALL TERMPUTC•A~E THERE ANV COREQUISITES FOR THIS COURSE?t)l 
CALL TGET CCOREQ)I 
IF COAEQ • •NO' THEN DO I • 1 TO 31 
COURSE_P,COREQUISITESCI) = ' tl 
ENOl 
ELSE 001 
CALL TERMPUTC•HOW MANY COREQUISITES ARE THERE?t)J 
CALL TGETCTEMP)I 
NU_COREQ = OECCTE~P)I 
CALL TERMPUTC•LIST THE COREQUISITESt)l 
DO I a 1 TO NU_COREQI 
CALL TGE 1' C TEMP) I 
COURSE_P.COREQUISITESCI)cTEMPI 
ENOl 
DO I • NU_COREQ • 1 TO 3 I 
COURSE_P,COREQUISITESCI) • t tl 
ENOl 
ENOl 
CALL TERMPUTC•ARE THERE ANY PREREQUISITES FOR THIS COURSE?t)J 
CALL TGETCPREREQ)I 
IF PREREQ = •NO• THEN 00 I • 1 TO 51 
COURSE_P • PREREQUISITES c·1) ·• ' ' I-
ENOI 
ELSE 001 
CALL TERMPtiTC•HOW MANY PREREQUISITES ARE THERE7t)J 
CALL TGETCTEMP)I 
\ NU_PREREQ a DECCTEMP)I ~ 
CALL TERMPUTC•LIST THE PAER£QUISITES')I 




DO I • ~U_PREREQ+l TO 51 
COURSE_P.PREREQUJSITESCJ) • t 'I 
ENOl 
ENOl · 
CALL TERMPUTC•WILL THIS COURSE BE OFFERED IN THE FALL?t)l 
CALL TGETCSEASJI 
IF SEAS a •NO' THEN COURSE_P.SEASONS_OFFEREOCl) • 01 
ELSE COURSE_P.SEASONS_OFFEREOCl)=ll 
CALL TERHPUTC•WILL TH1S COURSE BE OFFERED IN THE WINTER?t)l 
CALL TGETCSEAS)I 
IF SEAS = •NO• THEN COURS~_P.SEASONS_OFFEREOC2J•OI 
ELSE COURSE_P.SEASONS_OFFERED(2)~11 
CALL TERMPUTC•WILL THIS COURSE BE OFFERED IN THE SPRING?t)l 
CALL TGETCSEAS)I 
IF SEAS ~ tNQt THEN COURSE_P.SEASONS_OFFEREDC3):01 
ELSE COURSE_P.SEASONS_OFFEREOC3) = 11 
CALL TERMPUTC•WILL THIS COURSE BE OFFERED IN THE SUHMER? 1 )1 
CALL TGET CSEAS)I 
IF SEAS • tNO• THEN COURSE_P.SEASONS_OFFEREDC4) •01 
ELSE COURSE_P.SEASONS~OFFEREOC4)•11 
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CALL TERHPUfC•HOW MANY CREDIT HOURS IS THIS COURSE WORTH?t)l 
CALL TGETCTEMP)I 
COURSE PeCREDIT HOURS=DECCTEMP)I 
CALL TERMPUic•~ROVIO~ A DESCRIPTIVE NAME FOR THIS COUASE•)I 
CALL TERMPUTC•IN 20 CHARACTERS OR LESS.t)l 




I* THIS PROCEDURE DELETES A COURSE FROM THE COURSES DATABASE. */ 
DECLARE DEL FIXED DECIMALC3t0)1 
OPEN FILE CCODBASE) DIRECT UPOATEI 
PUT PAGEl 
CALL TERMPUT(tHOW MANY COURSES DO· YOU WISH TO DELETE?t)l 
CALL TGETCTEMP)I 
DEL • OECCTEMP)I 
DO ID • 1 TO ·DEL I .. 
CALL TERMPUTCtWHAT IS THE NAME (IN EXACTLY 8 CHARACTERS)t)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•OF THE COURSE TO BE DELETEO?t)l 
CALL TGETCCOURSE.NAME)I 





1• · THIS PROCEDURE ENABLES THE USER TO CHOOSE WHICH SECTION OF 
A PARTICULAR COURSE RECORD NEEDS TO BE CHANGED. THE USER 
DETERMINES WHICH AREA IS CHANGED BY SUPPLYING A CHANGE · 
CODE. •I 
DECLARE NUM_OF_C FIXED DECJMALC3t0)1 
DECLARE CODE FIXED DECIMAL CltO)I 
DECLARE ANSW CHAAACTERC4) VAAYINGI 
OPEN FILE CCODBASE) DIRECT UPDATEI 
CALL TERMPUTC•HOW MANY COURSES 00 YOU WISH TO CHANGE7t)l 
CA.LL TGET CTEMP) I 
NUM_OF_C • DECCTEMP)I 
NCHANGESI DO IC • 1 TO NUM_OF_CI 
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CALL TEAMPUTC•WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE COURSE TO BE CHANGED?t)t 
CALL TGET CCOUASE.~AME)I 
READ FILE CCODBASE) INTO CCOURSE) KEY CCOURSE.NAM£)1 
IF INSTRUCT • 1 THEN DOl 









TERMPUTC•YOU WISH TO CHA~GE BY ONE OF THE FOLLOWINGt)l 
TERMPUTCtAPPROPRIATE COOESit)l 
TEAHPUTC• 1 • COREQUISIT~S!)I 
TEAMPUTCt 2 • PREREQUISITES•)I 
TERMPUTC• 3 • SEASONS OFFEREOt)l 
TE~MPUT C• 4 • CREDIT HOURSt)l 
TERMPUTC• 5- DESCRIPTIONt)l 
CHGI CALL 
RE' AO_C a. CAL-L 
TERMPUfc•CHANGE CODEat)l 
TGETCTEMP)I 
CODE·cOEC C TEMP) I 
IF CODE • 1 THEN CALL 
ELSE IF CODE • 2 THEN 
ELSE IF CODE • 3 THEN 
ELSE IF CODE = 4 THEN 







CALL TERMPUTC•YOU HAVE MADE AN ERROR IN TYPING THE CHANGE 1 )1 
CALL TER~PUTC•COOEt PLEASE AE•ENTERt)l 
GO TO READ_CI 
. ENOl . 
CALL TERMPUT C'ARE THERE ANY MORE CHANGES TO THIS COURSE?t)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•ANSWER YES OR NOt)l 
CALL TGETCANSW)I . 
IF ANSW • •YES' THEN GO TO CHGI 
REWRITE FILECCODBASE) FROM CCOUASEI KEY CCOURSE.NAME)I 




CHA_CORI ' PROCEOUREI 
CALL TERMPUTC•INPUT ALL THREE COREQUISITES.•)I 
IF INSTRUCT = 1 THEN DOl . 
CALl TERMPUT C •1Ft FOR INSTANCE• THERE IS ONLY ON'Et) I 
CALL TERMPUTC• COREQUlSITEt THEN HIT RETURN FOR THE LAST TWOt) 
' ENOl 




END CHA .• COR I 
M7 
CHA_PREI PA~CEDUREI 
. . CAL~ TERMPUTC•INPUT ALL FIVE PREREQUISITES.•) I 
IF INSTRUCT = 1 THEN 001 
CALL TERMPUTC'AGAINt 1Ft FOR INSTANCE• THERE ARE ONLY TWO')I 
CALL TERMPUTC•PREREQUISITESt THEN HIT RETURN FOR THE LAST•)I 
CALL TERMPUTC•THREE.')I 
ENOl 







CALL TERMPUTC•INOICATE FOR EACH QUARTER WHETHER .OR NOTt)l 
CALL TERMPUTCtTHE COURSE WILL BE OFFERED BY INPUTTING l•JI 
CALL TERMPUTC•FOR OFFERED AND 0 FOR NOT OFFEREQ,t)l 
IF INSTRUCT = 1 THEN 001 
CALL TERMPUTC•THf FIRST QUARTER BEING FALL• THEN WINTERttJI 
CALL TERMPUTCtSPRINGtAND FINALLY• SUMMER,tJI 
ENOl 







CALL TERMPUTC•INDICATE THE TOTAL CREDIT HO~RS FOR THISt)J 






CALL TERMPUTC•INPUT THE NEW COURSE DESCRIPTION OF 20')1 





~lHALI IF INSTRUCT • 1 THEN 001 
CALL TERMPUTC•TO ROUTE THE FINAL PRINTOUTt)l 
CALL TER~PUTt•TO BATCHt TYPE BATCHit)J 
CALL TERMPUTC•TO ROUTE . THE FINAl PRINTOUTt)l 
CAL( TERMPUTCiTO THE TERMINALt TYPE ·TERM.•) I 
ENOl . 
CALL TER~PUTC•BATCH OR TERMINAL PRINTOUT--•)1 
CALL TGETCTEMP)I 
IF TEMP • •BATCH• THEN VAR • 11 . 
ELSE IF TEMP • •TERA4' . THEN VAR • 01 
ELSE 001 . 
CALL TERMPUTC•INPUT EA~OR••RE•ENTERt)l 
GO TO FINALI 
ENOl 
FJNISHI CALL 8ACKUPI . 
CALL IHESAACCVAR)I 
END COUPOT I . 
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COREUPOI PROCEDURE OPTIONS CMAINJI 
I* COREUPO -- COURSE REQUIRE~ENTS DATABASE UPDATE PROGRAM --
PROVIDES THE USER WITH THE CAPABILITY OF UPDATING THE COURSE 
REQUIREMENTS DATABASE BY ADOINGt DELETINGt CHANGINGt OR JUST 
PRINTING A MAJOR•S RECORD. *I 
I* VAR AND IHESARC ARE USED TO DETERMINE WHETHER OR NOT 
THE FINAL PRINTOUT IS ROUTED TO BATCH OR THE TERMINAL. *I 
DECLARE VAR FIXED BINARYClltO)I . 
DECLARE IHESARC ENTRY CFIXED BINARYClltOI)I 
DECLARE INSTRUCTION CHARACTERClO) VARYINGI 
DECLARE INSTRUCT FIXED BINARYC1~0)1 
I* SYSTERM IS USED TO PRINT A STRUCTURE DURING USER-
COMPUTER CONVERSATION. *I 
DECLARE SYSTERM .FILE STREAMI 
I* THE COUASES_AEQUJRED STRUCTURE IS U~ED TO RETRIEVE A RECORD 
FROM THE COURSE REQUIREMENTS DATABASE. •1 
- DECLARE 1 COUASES_REQUJRED UNALIGNED• 
2 MAJOR CHARACTERC20Jt 
2 ENGR_COREC33)t 
l NAME CHARACTEAC8)t 
l CREDIT_HOURS FIXED DECIMALClJt 
2 ENVIR_STUDIES_SPEC8Jt 
3 NAME CHA~ACTERC8)t 
3 CREDIT_HOUR$ FIXED DECIMALClJt 
2 AOV_ENVIR_STUDIESC3)t 
3 NAME CHAAACTEAC8)t 
l CREDIT_HOURS FIXED DECIMALClJt 
2 ENGR_OPTIONSC8)t 
3 NAME CHARACTERC8Jt 
l CREDIT_HOURS FIXED DECIMALClJt 
2 ENVIR_STUOIES_GE.NC3t• 
3 NAME CHARACTERC20Jt 
3 HOURS_LOW FIXED DECIMALC3tl)t 
3 HOURS_~IGH FIXED OECIMALC3tl)t 
2 REST_ELECTIVES FIXED DECIMALC3tl)t 
2 ELECTIVES FIXED DECIMALC3t1Jt 
2 TOTAL_HOURS FIXED DECIMALC4el)l 
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I* COURSES_REQUIREO_TEMP IS USED AS A· TEMPOAARY HOLDING 
STRUCTURE FOR COURSES BEING ADDED TO THE COURSE 
REQUIREMENTS DATABASE -- COREDRSe •I 




FINISHED) CHARACTER(]) VAAYINGI 
I* TEMP AND TEMPI ARE VARIABLES USED TO FACILITATE 110 USING 
THE ASSEMBLER ROUTINES ~- TGET AND TEAMPUT. *I 
· DECLARE TEMPl CHARACTERC8)1 
DECLARE TEMP CHARACTERC20)VAAYINGI 
DECLARE CIADtN~AJORtNCOURSEtCOREtDELETJ FIXED BINAAYC3tOJ INI~ALCOJI 
I• COREDBS .... THE PERMANENT COURSE AEQU I REMENT-5 OAT ABASE • 
· REQUPOT •• A TEMPORARY FILE USED TO SORT BOTH OLD AND 
NE~ HOJOR RECORDS BEFORE RECREATING THE 
PERMANENT DATABASE. *I 
DECLARECCOREDBS)FILE RECORD KEYr.D ENVIAONMENTCFC567J INDEXEDJI 
DECLARE CREQUPDT)FILE RECORD SEQUENTIAL BUFFERED 
ENVIRONMENTCFC567) CONSECUTIVE REWINDJI 
1• TEST CERTAIN POSSIBLE •ON• CONDITIONS TO ENSURE SYSTEM 
SAFETY. *I 
·ON KEYCCOREDBS) BEGINI 
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CALl TERMPUTC•RECORD NOT FOUND IN DATABASE-·RE•ENTER INPUTt)l 
CLOSE FILECCOREDBS)I 
GO TO GET_INI 
ENOl 
OPEN FILE CSYSTERM) PRINTI 
CALL TERMPUTC•THIS PROGRAMt IN CONJUNCTION WITH CORRECT t)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•USER INPUTt UPDATES THE COURSE REQUIREMENTSt)J 
CALL TERMPUTC•DATABASE. IF INSTRUCTIONS ARE NEEOEDt')l 
-CALL TERMPUTC•RESPONO TO THE REQUEST FOR AN UPOATE•)I 
CALL TERMPUTC•COMMAND WITH INSTRUCT.•)I 
GET_INI CALL TERMPUTC•PROVIOE AN UPDATE COMMAND.•)I 
CALL TGETCINSTRUCTION)I 
IF INSTRUCTION = •INSTRUCT• THEN DOl 
INSTRUCT a 11 
CALL TERMPUTC•WHEN THE PROGRAM ASKS FOR ANt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•UPOATE -COMMANOt SUPPLY ONE OFt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•THE FOLLOWING COMMANDS AND THEt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•ASSOCIATED ACTION WILL BE EXECUTED.t)l 
CALL TERMPUT(t INSTRUCT~ INSTRUCTIONS WILL BEt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC• PRINTED THROUGHOUT THE')I 
CALL TERMPUT(t PROGRAMet)l 
CALL TERMPUT(t ADD • ADOS A MAJOR RECOAOt)l 
CALL TERMPUT(t DELETE • DELETES A MAJORt)l 
CALL TEAMPUT ( t RECORD. t ) .1 
CALL TERMPUT(t PRINT • PRINTS A RECORDet)l 
CALL TERMPUT(t CHANGE • PROVIDES THE USER .WITH•ll 
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CALL TERMPUT(t THE CAPABILITY TO CHANG£t)l 
CALL TERMPUT(t ANY PART OF A MAJOR'll 
CALL TERMPUT(t AECOADet)l 
CALL TERMPUT(t STOP • STOPS THE PROGRAM ANOt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC• PROVIDES THE USER WITH'II 
CALL TERMPUT(t A FINA( LlSTING OF ALL'II 
. CALL TERMPUT ( t MAJOR RECORDS IN THE t I I 
CALL TERMPUT(t C60ASE REQMTS OATABASEe'll 
ENOl 
ELSE IF INSTRUCTION • ~AODt THEN CALL ADDI 
ELSE IF INSTRUCTION • . •DELETE• THEN CALL DELETESI 
ELSE IF · INSTRUCTION • 'CHANGE• THEN CALL CHANGEI 
ELSE IF INSTRUCTION = •PRINT• THEN 001 
IF INSTRUCT • 1 THEN DOl 
CALL TERMPUTC•INPUT THE MAJOR NAME YOUtJI 
·CALL TERMPUTC•WANT PRINTED AS 15 CHARAC~ERSit)l 
CALL ' TERMPUTCt AAAABBBBBBXX•XXt)l 
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CALL TERMPUTCtWHERE AAAA STANDS FOR THE ACCEPTED ACRONYM•JI 
CALL TERMPUTC•FOR THE MAJOR. 8 STANDS FOR A BLANK.t)l 
. CALL TERMPUTCtXX•XX STANDS FOR THE GOVERNING CATALOG•JI 
CALL TE~MPUTC 1 YEARSe FOR EXAMPLEI !EMS 76•77•)1 
END I 
ELSE CALL TERMPUTC•MAJOR NAME?•~I 
CALL TGETCCOURSES_REQUIREOeMAJOR )I 
OPEN FILE CCOREDBS) DIRECT INPUTI 
READ FILE CCOREDBS) INTO CCOURSES_REQUIAEOJ KEY 
(COURSES_REQUIRED.MAJOR)I 
CLOSE FILE CCOREDBSJI 
PUT FILECSYSTERMJEDIT 
CCOURSES_REQUIREO.MAJORJ CXC5)tAC20)) 
C•ENGI~EERING CORE COURSES') CSKIPC2JtXC5)tA) 
CCOURSES_REQUIAED.ENGR_CORE) CSKIPtC3JCXCSJtAC8JtFClt0))1 . 
(tSPECIFIC ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES COURSES•) CSKIPC2)tXCSJtA) 
CCOURSES_REQUIREO.ENVIR_STUDI"ES_SPE) C Cl) CSKIPt Cl) CXCS) t 
AC8) tFC3t0)))) 
C•ADVANCEO ENVIRONMENTAL STUOIES . AREASt) CSKIPC2JtXCS)tAJ 
CCOURSES_REQUIREDeADV_ENVIR_STUDIESJ CSKIPt 
. Cl) CX C5) tA (8) tF Clt 0))) 
C•ENGINEEAING OPTIONS COURSESt) tSKIPC2JtXCS)tAJ 
CCOURSES_REQUIRED.ENGR_OPTIONS)CC3JCSKIPtC3JCXC5JtAC8)tFC3t0) 
) ) ) . . 
C•GENERAL ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES AREAS•) CSKIPC2) tXCS) ~tA) 
CCOURSES_REQUIRED.ENVIR_STUD!ES_GEN) CSKIPt Cl) CSKIP C2) tX (5) tAC ·20) t 
FCStlJtFCStlJJ) . 
CtHOURS IN RESTRICTED ELECTIVES :t,COURSES_REQUIRED.REST_ELECTIVESt 
•HOURS IN ELECTIVES =•tCOURSES_REQUIREDeELECTIVESt 
•TOTAL HOURS REQUIRED =•• 
COURSES_REQUIRED.TOTAL_HOURSJCC3)(5KIPC2JtXC5)tAtF(6tl)))l 
PUT FILECSYSTERM) SKIPl 
PUT FILECSYSTERH) SKIPI 
ENOl 
ELSE IF INSTRUCTION • •STOPt THEN DOl 
OPEN FILE CCOREO~S) SEQUENTIAL BUFFERED INPUTI 
ON ENDFILE CCOREOBS) GO TO EXITI 
FREAD_FI READ FILE CCOREOBS) INTO CCOUASES .REQUIRED) I 
PUT PAGEl -
·puT SKIPCS) EDIT 
CCOURSES_AEQUIREO.MAJOR) CXC5)tAC20)J 
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CtENGINEERING CORE COURSES•) CSKIPC2)tXCSJtA) 
CCOURSES_R£QUIRED.ENGR_COREJ CSKIPtC3JCXC5JtAC8JtFC3tOJJ) 
C •SPECIFIC ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES COURSES• J CSKIP C2J tX CS) tAJ 
· CCOURSES_REQUIRED.ENVIA_STUDIES_SPEJCCJJ CSKIPtClJCXCS)t 
AC8)tFC3t0)))) 
(tADVANCED ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES AREAS') CSKIPC2JtXCS)tAJ 
CCOURSES_REQUIRED.ADV:ENVIA_STUDIESJ CSKIPt 
CJJ CX·CSJ tAC8) tFCltOJ) J 
C•ENGINEERING OPTIONS COURSES•) CSKIPC2J tXCSJ tA) 
CCOUHSES_REQUIREO.ENGR_OPTIONSJ C C3J CSKIPt CJJ C·X'CSJ tAC8J tFCltO) , , , 
C •GENERAL ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES AREAS• J .(SKIP C2) tX CSJ tAJ 
CCOURSES:REQUIREO.ENVIA_STUOIES_GENJ CSKIPt C3J CSKIP ('2) tX (5) tA CZOJ t 
FCStl) tFCStl)) J 
C•HOURS IN RESTRICTED ELECTIVES ••eCOURSES_REQUIRED.REST_ELECTIVESt 
•HOURS IN ELECTIVES ~•tCOURSES_REQUIAED.ELECTIVESt 
•TOTAL HOURS REQUIRED •'• . ~ 
COURSES_REQUIRED.TOTAL_HOURSJ CC31CSKIPC2JtXCSJtAtFC6tl)J)I 
GO TO FREAD_FI 
EXIT& CLOSE FILECCOREDBSJI 
GO TO FINALI 
ENOl 
GO TO GET_INI 
ADDI PAOCEDUAEI 
1• THIS P~OCEDURE ENABLES THE USER TO A NEW MAJOR TO THE 
COURSE REQUIREMENTS DATABASE. IT PROMPTS THE USER FOR 
ALL INFORMATION NECESSARY TO FILL THE COUASES_REQUIRED 
S TRUC.TURE • 'I 
CALL TERMPUTC' t)l 
CALL TERMPUTC• t)l 
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ADD_INSTI CALL TERMPUTCtiNPUT THE TOTAL NUMBER OF MAJORS YOU WISH•)I 
CALL TERMPUTC•TO ADD • ANSWER MUST BE AN INTEGER NUMBEA•)I 
CALL TGETCTEMP)I 
. NUM_OF _ADDS • DEC C TEMP) I 
IF INSTRUCT = 1 THEN DOl 
CALL TEAMPUTC•ENTER THE NAME OF THE NEW MAJOR.t)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•THIS NAME MUST BE ENTERED IN THE FOLLOWINGt)l 
CALL TEAMPUTC•FORMAT • AAAAB88BBBXX•XX. lEtA FOUR LETTERt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•ABBREVIATION OF THE MAJORS NAMEtFOLLOWED BY•)I 
CALL TERMPUTCt6 BLANKSCTHE 8 5) AND THEN THE CATALOG YEARSt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•WITH A DASH IN BETWEEN THE TWOtDATESt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•FOR EXAMPLE • EMCS 77•78t)l 
ENOl 
ELSE CALL TERMPUTCtNEW ~AJOA NAME•t)l 
OPEN FILECREQUPOT) OUTPUTI 
OPEN FIL£CCOHEOBS) SEQUENTIAL BUFF.EREO INPUTI 
ON ENDFILECCOREOBS) GO TO ADD_ONI 
READ FILE CCOREDBS) INTO CCOURSES_REQUIRED)I 
READ_CI DO lAD ~ 1 TO NUM_OF_AODSI . 
CALL TER~PUTC•ENTER THE NAME OF THE ~EW MAJORt)l 
CALL READ:MAJORI 
' I* SORT THE MAJORS AND INSERT THE NEW MAJOR. *I 
' 
TESTI IF COURSES_REQUIRED.MAJOR <• COURSES_REQUIRED_TEMP~MAJOR 
THEN 001 . 
WRITE FILECREQUPDT) FROM CCOURSES_REQUIREO)I 
NMAJOR a NMAJOR + 11 
READ FILECCOREDBS) INTO CCOURSES_REQUIRED)I 
ENOl 
ELSE COl 
WRITE FILE C REQUPOT) FROM C COURSES_REQU I R,ED_ TEMP.) I 
NMAJOR • NMAJOR + 11 
GO TO END_READ_CI 
ENOl · 
GO TO TESTI 
END_REAO_CI END READ_CI 
WRITE_FI WRITE FILE CREQUPOT) FROMCCOURSES_REQUIREO)I 
NMAJOR •N~AJOR + 11 
READ FILE CCOREDBS) INTO CCOURSES_AEQUIRED)I 
GO TO WRITE_FI 
I* RECREATE THE PERMANENT DATABASEt THIS TIME INCLUDING THE 
NE~ J4AJOR (5) • *I 
ADO_ONI IF lAD <a NUM_OF_ADDS THEN 
DOl 
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WRITE FILE CREQUPOT) FROM CCOURSES_REQUIRED_TEMP)I 
NMAJOR = NHAJOR + 11 
ENOl 
IAI lAO • lAD + 11 
IF lAD <= NUM_OF_ADDS THEN 
DOl 
CALL READ_MAJORI 
WRITE FILE (qEQUPDT) FROM CCOURSES_REQUIRED_TEMP)I 
NMAJOR = N~AJOR + 11 
ENOl 
IF lAD <• NUM_OF_ADDS THEN GO TO IAI 
CLOSE FILE CREQUPOT)I 
CLOSE FILE fCOREOBS)I 
OPEN FILE (~EQUPOT) INPUTI 
ON ENDFILE . CREQUPOT) GO TO ENO_ADOI 
OPEN FILE CCOREOBS) SEQUENTIAL BUFFERED UPDATEI 
ON . ENDFILE(CORED8S) GO TO END_OELI 
NCOURSE = NMAJOR - NUM_OF_ADDS~ 
DELl READ FILECCOREOBS) INTO CCOURSES_REQUIRED)I 
DELETE FILE CCOREDBS)I 
GO TO DELl 
END_DELICLOSE FILE CCOREDRSII . 
OPEN FILE CCOREDBS) SEQUENTIAL BUFFERED OUTPUTI 
DO 1 = 1 TO NMAJORI . . 
READ FILE CREQUPDT) INTO (COURSES_REQUIREO)I 
WRITE FILE CCOREDRS) FROM CCOURSES_R~QUIRED) 
KEVFROM CCOURSES_REQUIREOeMA,JOR) I 
ENOl 
E~D-AOOI CLOSE FILE CREQUPOT)I 




I* T~IS-IS THE PROCEDURE ~HICH PROMPTS THE USER FOR THE NECESSARY 
INFORMATION REQUIRED TO FILL THE COURSE_P STRUCTURE SO THAT 
A NEW COURSE MAY BE ADDEO TO THE COOBASE. */ 
CALL TGET CCOURSES_AEQUIRED_TEMPeMAJORJI 
DO I • 1 TO 331 
COUASES_REQUIREO_TEMP.ENGR_CORECI) • · 
COURSES_REQUIRED.ENGR_CORECI)t BY . NAMEI 
END I 
DO I • 1 TO AI 
· COUASES_AEQUIREO_TEMP.ENVIR_STUDIES_SPECI) • 
COUASES_REQUIREO.ENVIR_STU'DIES_SPE C I) t BY NAME I 
ENOl 
DO I = 1 Tn 31 
COURSES_REQUIREO_TEMPeAOV_ENVIA_STUDIESCI) • 
COURSES_REQUIRED.AOV_ENVIR_STUOIESCI)t BY NAMEI 
ENOl . 
CALL TERMPUTC•LIST THE . ENGINEERING OPTION COURSES')I 
DO I • 1 TO AI 
CALL TERMPUTC•WHAT IS THE COURSE NAME?')I 
CALL TGETCTEMP)I 
COURSES_REQUIAEO_TEMP.ENGR_O~TIONS(I).NAME • TEMPI 





IF INSTRUCT • 1 THEN 001 
CALL TERMPUTC•LIST THE GENERAL ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIESt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•COURSES ALONG WITH LOWER AND UPPER LIMIT t)l ' 
CALL TER~PUTC•OF HOURS RtQUIRED FOR EACHtFOR EXAMPLEI')I 
CALL TERMPUTC•CUL 'HIST FNPTS•)I 
· CALL TER.MPUT ( ' 17 t ) I . 
CALL TERMPUT(t 19t)l 
ENOl 
·. 
ELSE CALL TERMPUTC•GENERAL ENVIRONMENTAL STUOIESt)l 
DO I 2 1 TO 31 
CALL TERMPUT(tWHAT IS THE COURSE-AREA NAME?t)l 
CALL TGETCTEMP)I . 
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· COURSES_REQUIRED_TEMP.ENVIR_STUDIES_GENCI)eNAME • TEMPI ' 
CALL TERMPUT(tWHAT IS THE LOWER LIMIT OF HOURS REQUIREO?t)J 
CALL TGETCTEMP)I · 
COURSES_REQUIRED_ TEMP.ENVIR_S.TUDIES_GEN (I) eHOURS_LOW = 
DECCTEMP)I 
CALL TERMPUTC•WHAT IS THE UPPER LIMIT 0~ HOURS. REQUIRED?•) I 
CALL TGETCTEMP)I 
COURSES_REQUIRED_TEMP~ENVIR_STUOIES_GENCI)eHOURS_HIGH = 
DECCTEMP)I · · 
ENOl 
CALL TERHPUTC•HOW MANY HOURS OF RESTRICTED ELECTIVES AREt)l 
CALL TERt1PUT C 'REQlJ I RED? t) I 
CALL TGE TCTEMP)I . 
COURSES REQUIRED TEMPeREST ELECTIVES =· DECCTEMP)I 
CALL TER~tPUT C •HOW MANY HOURS : OF ELECTIVES ARE R'EQUIREO?t) I 
CALL TGETCTEMP)I 
COURSES_REQUIREo:TEMP.ELECTIVES = DECCTEMP)I 
CALL TERHPUTC•HOW MANY HOURS ARE REQUIRED TO GRAOUATE?•)I 
. CALL TGET (TEMP) I 





. . OPEN FILE CCOREOBS) DIRECT UPDATEI 
CALL TERMPUTC• t)f 
CALL TERMPUTC•HOW MANY MAJORS 00 YOU WISH TO DELETE?')I 
CALL TGETCTEMP)' 
DELET = DECCTEMPJI 
DO I = 1 TO DELETI 
CALL TERMPUTC'WHAT IS THE NAME AND YEARS OF THE MAJOR?•rl 
CALL TGETCCOURSES_REQUIREDeMAJORJI 
DELETE FILECCOREOBSJ KEY CCOURSES_REQUIREO.MAJOA)I 
ENOl . 
· CLOSE FILECCOREDBS)I 
END OELETESI 
CHANGE& PROCEDUAEI 
· "DECLARE CNUM_OF_CtCODE)FIXED DECIMALC2t0)1 
D~CLARE ANSW CHARACTERC3)VARVINGI 
OPEN FILECCOREDBS) DIRECT UPDATEI 
CALL TEAMPUTC•HOW MANY MAJORS DO VOU WISH TO. CHANGE?•) I 
CALL TGETCTEMP)I 
NUM_OF_C • OECCTEMP)I 
NCHANGESI DO ICH • 1 TO NUM_OF_CI 
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CALL TERMPUTC•WHAT IS THE NAME AND THE YEAR OF THE MAJOAt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•YOU WISH ·TO CHANGE1•)1 
CALL TGElCCOURSES_REQUIRED.MAJORJI 
READ FILECCOREDBS) INTO CCOUASES_AEQUIRED) KEY 
CCOURSES_REQUIRED.MAJOR)I 
CALL TERMPUTC• t)l 
IF INSTRUCT • 1 THEN DOl 
CHGI CALL TERMPUTC•INPUT THE AREA OF THE COURSES REQUIRED')I 
CALL TERMPUTC•FOR THIS MAJOR YOU WISH TO CHANGE•)I 
CALL TERMPUTC•ACCORDING TO ONE OF THE FOLLOWINGt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•APPROPRIATE COD£51')1 
·CALL TERMPUTCt 0 • NO CHANGE$')1 
CALL TEAMPUTC• 1 • ENGINEERING COREt)l 
CALL . TERMPUTC• 2 • ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES SPECIFIC•)t 
CALL TERMPUTCt l • ADVANCED ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES')I 
CALL TER~PUTC' 4 • ENGINEERING OPTION COURSESt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC' 5 • ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES••GENERAL')I 
CALL TERMPUTC' 6 • ·RESTRICTED ELECTIVES•• HOURS ONLYt)1 
CALL TERMPUTl' 1 • ELECTIVES••HOURS ONLY••I . 
CALL TERMPUTC• 8 • T01A~ HOURS REQUIRED TO GAADUATE•)I 
ENOl 
CALL TERMPUTC•CHANGE CODE••)I 
READ_C~1 CALL TGETCTEMP)I 
. CODE = DEC CTEMP) I 
IF CODE = 0 THEN GO TO PGM_ENOI 
ELSE IF CODE = 1 THEN CALL CHA_ECI 
ELSE IF CODE .z: 2 THEN CALL CHA_ESSI 
ELSE IF CODE = 3 THEN CALL CHA_AESI 
ELSE IF CODE • 4 THEN CALL CHA_EOI. 
ELSE IF CODE • 5 THEN CALL CHA_ESGI 
ELSE IF CODE = 6 THEN CALL CHA_REI 
ELSE IF CODE z 7 THEN CALL CHA_EI 
ELSE IF CODE = 8 THEN CALL CHA_THI 
fLSE 001 
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CALL TERMPUTC 1 YOU HAVE MADE AN ERROR IN TYPING THE CHANGE')I 
CALL TERMPUTC•CODEt PLEAsE· RE-ENTER.•) I 
GO TO REAO •• CH I 
ENOl 
CALL TEAMPUTC 1 ARE THERE ANY MORE CHANGES TO THIS COURSE?•t)l 
CALL TEAMPUTC• YES OR NQt)l 
CALL TGETCANSW)I 
IF ANSW = •YES' THEN GO TO CHGI 
REWRITE Fil.ECCOREDHS) FROM CCOURSES_REQUIREO) 
KEY CCOURSES_REQUIRED.MAJOR)I 
END NCH.ANGES I 




CALL TERMPUTC•OLD ENGINEERING CORE COURSE NAME•')I 
CALL TGETCTEMP)I 
CALL TEAMPUTC•WHAT IS THE NEW NAME?t)l 
CALL TGET (TEMP 1) I. 
DO I • ·1 TO 331 
IF TE~P • COURSES_AEQUIREO.ENGR_CORECI)eNAME THEN 001 
COURSES REQUIRED.ENGR CORE(I).NAME•TEMPll - -CALL TERMPUTC•HOW MANY HOURS IS THIS COURSE WORTH?t)l 
CALL TGETCTEMP)I 
COURSES REQUIRED.ENGR CORECI).CREOIT.HOURS a - - -OECCTEMP)t 
GO TO END_cH·A I 
ENOl 
ENOl 
ENO_CHAI END CHA_ECI 
' . 
CHA.ESSI PR~CEDUREI 
CALL TERMPUTC•OLO ENVIRONMENTAL STUO!tS COURSE NAME••)I 
CALL TGETCTEMP)I 
CALL TEAMPUT(•WH~T IS THE NEW NAME7t)l 
CALL TGETCTEMPl)J 
DO I • 1 TO 81 . 
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IF TE~P • COURSES_REQUIREO.ENV!A_STUD!ES_SPEC!).NAME THEN 001 
COURSES_REQUIRED.ENVI~-STUDIES_SPEC!)eNAME•TEMPll 




GO TO END_CHAI 
ENOl 
ENOl 
ENO_CHAI END CHA_ESSI 
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CHA_AESI PAnCEDUREI 
CALL TE~MPUTC•OLD ADVANtED ENVIRONMENTAL COURSE AREA NAME••Jt 
CALL TGETCTEMP)I 
CALL TERMPUTCtWHAT IS THE NEW NAME7t)l 
CALL TGETCTEMPl)l 
DO I • 1 TO 31 
IF TEMP • COURSES_AEQUIAEDeADV_ENVIA_STUOIES C I) .NAME THEN DO 'I 
COUA.SES_REQUIAED.ADY_ENVIA_STUDIES C I) eNAME•TEMPll 




GO TO END_CHAI 
ENOl 
END I 
END_CHAI END CHA_AESI 
CHA_EOI PAOCEOUAEI 
·- CALL TERMPUTC•OLD ENGINEERING OPTION COURSE NAME•') I 
CALL TGETCTEMP)I 
CALL TERMPUTC•WHAT IS THE NEW NAME?t)l 
CALL TGETCTEMPl) I . 
DO 1 • 1 TO 81 . 
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IF TE ... P • COUASES_REQUIREDeENGA_OPT!O,NS C I) eNAt.tE THEN 0.01 
COUASES_REOUIRED.ENGR_OPTIONSCIJ.NAME•TEMPll 




GO TO END_CHAI 
ENOl 
ENOl 
END_CHAI END CHA_EQI 
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C~A-~SGI .PROCEDUAEI 
CALL TEAMPUTC•OLD GENERAL ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIEStll 
CALL TERMPUTC•COURSE AREA NAME IN 20 CHARACTERS OR LESSt)l 
CALL TGETCTEMP)I 
CALL TERMPUTC•WHAT IS THE NEW NAME?t)l 
CALL TGETCTEMPl)l 
DO I = 1 TO 31 
IF TEMP • COURSES_REQUIRED.ENVIA_STUDIES_GENCII.NAME THEN DOl 
COUASES_REQUIREO.ENVI~_STUDIES_GENCIJ.NAME•TEMPll 








GO TO END_CHAI 
ENOl 
END I 




CALL TERMPUTC•HOW MANY HOURS OF RESTRICTED ELECTIVES')I 
CALL TEAMPUTC•ARE ALLOWED?t)l 
CALL TGETCTEMP)I 




CALL TERMPUTC•HOW MANY HOURS OF ELECTIVES ARE REQUIREO?t)l 
CALL TGETCTEMP)I 
COURSES_REQUIREO.ELECTIVES a DECCTEMP)I 
END CHA_E I . 
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. CH~-THJ . . PROCEDURE I 
CALL TERMPUTC•HOW MANY TOTAL HOURS ARE REQUIRE07t)l 
CALL TGET(TEMP)I . 
COURSES_REQUIREO.TOTAL_HOURS a OECCTEMP)I 
·END CHA_THI 
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PG~ ENOl END CHANGE• 
- FlNALI IF INSTRUCT · = 1 THEN DOl 
CALL TERMPUT(tTO ROUTE THE FINAL PRINJOUT TO BATCH•~I 
CALL TERMPUTC•TYPE BATCHI TO ROUTE THE FINAL t)l 
CALL TERMPUT(tPRINTOUT TO THE TERMINAL• TYPE TE~M.t)l 
ENOl 
CALL TERMPUTC•BATCH OR TERMINAL P~INTOUT--•)1 
CALL TGET(TEMP)I 
IF TEMP = •BATCH• THEN VAR • 11 
ELSE IF TEMP = •TER~' THEN VAR • 01 
ELSE 001 . . 
CALL TERMPUTC•INPUT ERROR--RE-ENTERt)l 
60 TO FlNALI 
END' 




Appendix G: Listing of SWPDT 
STUPOTI PROCEDURE OPTIONSCMAIN)I 
I* -STUPOT -- STUDENT UPDATE PROGRAM -- A PROGRA~ WRITTEN IN 
PL/1 TO PROVIDE THE USER WITH THE CAPARILITY OF CORRECTING 
AS WELL NORMAL COURSE STATUS UPOATI~G •I 
DECLARE SYSTERM FILE STREAMI 
I* THE STUDENT STRUCTURE IS USED TO RETRIEVE INFORMATION FROM 
THE STUDENT DATABASE -- STDBASE *I 
DECLARE 1 STUDENT UNALIGNEDt 
2 SOCIAL_SECURITY CHARACTERC9), 
2 NAME CHARACTERC25)t 
2 MAJOR CHARACTERC20), 
2 ADVISOR CHARACTERC26)t 
2 COURSESt 
3 ENGR_COREC33) CHARACTER(1)t 
3 ENVIR_STUOIES_SPEC8) CHARACTER~!)• 
3 AOV_ENVIR_STUDIESC3) CHARACTERCl)t 
3 ENGR:OPTIONSC10) · cHARACTERCl)t 
3 ENVIR_STUniES_GENC3) FIXED OECIMALC3tl)t 
3 REST_ELECTIVES FIXED DECIMALl3t1)t 
3 ELECTIVES FIXED DECIMALf3tl), 
2 TOTAL HOURS FIXED DECIMALC4tl)l . -
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1° THE. STUOENT_P STRUCTURE IS USED TO TEMPORARILY HOLD INFORMATION 
PERTAINING TO A STUDENT RECORD BEING PRINTED FROM THE STUDENT 
DATABASE. *I 
DECLARE 1 STUDENT_P LIKE STUDENT UNALIGNEOI 
I* VAR AND ItiESA~C ARE USED TO TRANSFER A RETURN CODE TO AN 
EXTERNAL YIME SHARING CLIST. THE VALUE OF VAR DETERMINES 
WHETHER TtfE FINAL PRINTOUT WILL BE ROUTED TO THE TERMINAL OR 
TO THE BATCH PRINTER. IF VAR = 1 THEN THE PRINTOUT IS SENT 
TO THE BATCH PRINTER. IF VAR a 0 THEN THE PRINTOUT IS SENT 
TO THE TERMINAL. *I 
DECLARE VAR FIXED BINARYClltO)I 
DECLARE IHESARC ENTRYCFIXED BINARYC31t0))1 
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I* THE COURSES_REQUIREO STRUCTURE IS USED TO RETRIEVE RECORDS 
CORRESPONDING TO A STUOENT•S MAJOR FROM THE COURSE 
REQUIREMENTS DATABASE. *I 
DECLARE 1 COURSES_REQUIRED ·UNALIGNEDt 
2 MAJOR CHARACTERC20)t 
2 ENGR_COREC33)t 
3 NAME CHARACTER(8)t 
3 CREDIT_~OURS FIXED DECIMAL(l)t 
2 ENVIR_STUOIES_SPEC8)t 
3 NAME CHARACTER(8)t 
3 CREOIT_HOURS FIXED DECIMALCl)t 
2 AOV_ENVIR_STUDIESC3)t 
3 NAME CHARACTERC8)t 
3 CREDIT_HOURS FIXED DECIMALCl)t 
2 ENGR_OPTIONS(8)t 
3 NAME CHARACTERC8)t 
3 CREDIT HOURS FI~ED DECIMAL(l)t 
2 ENVIR_STUDIES_GEN(3)t 
3 NAME CHARACTERC20)t 
3 HOU~S_LOW FIXEO ~ DECIMALC3tl)• 
3 HOURS HIGH FIXED· DECIMALCltl) t 
2 REST ELECTIVES FIXED DECI~AL(3tl)t 
2 ELECTIVES FIXED DECIMALC3tl)t 
2 TOTAL_HOURS FIXED DECIMALC4tl)l 
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1• THE COURSE STRUCTURE IS USED TO RETRIEVE INFORMATION 
CONCERNING A CERTAIN COURSE FROM THE COURSE DATABASE. •1 
DECLARE 1 COURSE UNALIGNED, 
2 NAME CHARACTERC8)t 
2 COREQUISITE5(3) CHARACTERC8)t 
2 PREREQUISITES(5) CHARACTERCS), 
2 SEASONS_OFFEREDC4) FIXED DECIMALCl)t 
2 CREDIT_HOURS FIXED DECIMALCl)t . 
2 DESCRIPTION CHARACTERC20)1 
I* THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES ARE USED AS ·COUNTERS IN 'VARIOUS 
SECTIONS OF THE PROGRAM. ~I 
1~ 
DECLARE ~NUMCORT,NUMESTtNUMAETtNUMEOT)FIXEO BINARYC2t0) INITIALC0)1 
DECLARE CNU~COREtNUMESS,NU~AEStNUMEO)FIXED BINARYC2t0) INITIAL(O)I 
I* CNAME IS USED AS TE~PORARY STORAGE FOR A COURSE NAME 
INPUT BY THE USER. THIS NAME IS THEN COMPARED TO 
THE NAMES OF COURSES INt FOR INSTANCEt THE RECORD 
IN THE COURSE REQUIREMENTS DATABASE CORRESPONDING TO 
THE STUOENT•S MAJOR. OJ 
DECLARE CCNAME) CHARACTERC8)1 
DECLARE CICOUNTtWROTE) FIXED BINARYC2t0)1NITIAL(0)1 
DECLARE CODE FIXED BINARYCltO)INITIALCO)I 
DECLARE STATUS FIXED BINARYCltO)INITIALCO)I 
I• THE STUOENT_TEMP STRUCTURE IS USED TO TEMPORARILY HOLD 
INFORMATION PERTAINING TO A STUDENT RECORD BEING ADDED TO 
THE STUDENT DATAAASE. •I 
. 
DECLARE 1 STUOENT_TEMP LIKE STUDENT UNALIG~EDI 
I* TEMP IS USED TO READ AND PRINT USER I/0 TO AND FRO~ THE 
TERMINAL. */ 
DECLARE TEMP CHARACTERC25) VARYINGI 
DECLARE INSTRUCT FIXED RINARYCltO) INITIAL(O)I 
DECLARE INSTRUCTION CHARACTERClO) VARYINGI 
DECLARE SOCIAL_SECURITY_NO CHARACTERC9)1 
I~ STOTEMP IS A TEMPORARY FILE USED TO HELP INSERT NEW 
STUDENT RECORDS TO STDBASE -- THE STUDENT DATABASE. *I 
I* THE COURSES DATABASE AND THE COURSf. REQUIREMENTS 
DATABASE ARE BOTH USED AS INPUT QNLY. STDTEMP AND 





FILE RECORO KEYED DIRECT INPUT 
ENVIRONMENTCFC567) INDEXEO)I 
FILE RECORD KEYED DIRECT INPUT 
ENVIRONMENTCFC97) INDEXEO)I 
FILE RECORD SEQUENTIAL BUFFERED 
ENVIRONMENTCFC147) CONSECUTIVE REWINOll 
FILE RECORD KEYED 
ENVIRONMENTCFC147) INOEX£0)1 
1•· CERTAIN tONt CONDITIONS ARE TESTED TO HELP ENSURE .USER 
l/0 ACCURACY. •1 
OPEN FILECSYSTERM) PRINTJ 
ON ERROR BEGINI VAR ~ 11 
CALL IHESAAC CVAR) ·I 
ENOl 
ON KEYCCOOBASEI BEGINI 
CALL TERMPUTC•FOR THE COURSE NAMEO•)I 
CALL TERMPUTCCOURSE.NAME)I 
CALL TERMPUTC•RECORO NOT FOUND IN THE COURSE DATABASEt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•·-RE•ENTEA INPUT•)I 
CLOSE FILECCOOBASE)I 
GO TO GET_INI 
ENOl 
ON KEYCSTOBASEI BEGINI 
CALL TERMPUTC•FOR SOCIAL SECURITY ~UMBER • t)l 
CALL TEHMPUTCSOCIAL_SECURITV_NO)I 
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CALL TERMPlJTC•RECORO NOT FOUND IN STUDENT DATABASE••RE•ENTER t)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•INPUT•)I 
CLOSE f"ILECSTOBASE)I 
GO TO GET_INI 
ENOl 
·oN KEY (COREDBS) BEGIN I 
CALL TERMPUTC•FOR .THE MAJOR NAMEDtll 
CALL' TERHPUTCCOURSES_REQUIREDeMAJOR)I 
CALL TERMPUT.(tRECORD NOT FOUND IN COURSE REQUIRE"ENTSt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•DATABASE-·AE•ENlER INPUT•II 
CLOSE FILECCOREDB$11 




CALL TERMPUTC• t)l 
CALL TERMPUTC• t)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•THIS PROGRAM IN CONJUNCTION WITH CORRECT USER•)I 
CALL TERMPUTC•INPUTt UPDATES THE STUDENT OATABASEet)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•IF YOU NEED OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS, TYPEt)f 
CALL TERMPUTC•INSTRUCT.•JI 
CALL TER~PUTC•PROVIDE AN UPDATE COMMAND')I 
CALL TGETCINSTRUCTION)I . 
IF INSTRUCTION = •INSTRUCT• THEN INSTAUCT • 11 
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.ElSE IF INSTRUCTION = •PRINT• THEN 001 
CALL TERMPUTC'WHAT IS THE STUDENTS 50CIAL SECURITY NUMBER?t)l 
CALL TGETCSOCIAL_SECURITY_NO)I 
OPEN FlLECSTOBASE) DIRECT INPUTI 
1• FINO THAT STUDENT'S RECORD IN THE STUDENT DATABASE 
AND RETRIEVE THE INFORMATION IN THAT RECORD USING 
THE STUDENT STRUCTURE. *I 
READ FILECSTDBASE> INTOCSTUDENT) KEY CSOCIAL_SECURITY_NO)I 
CLOSE FILECSTDBASE>I 





1• FINO THE STUO!NT•S RECORD CORRESPONDING TO THE SOCIAL 
SECURITY NUMBER INPUT BY lHE US~Rt AND DELETE IT. *I 
ELSE IF INSTRUCTION • •DELETE• THEN 001 
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CALL TERMPUTC•WHAT IS THE STUDENTS SOCIAL SECURITY NUM9ER?t)l 
CALL TGETCSOCIAL_SECURITY_NO)I 
OPEN FILECSTORASE) DIRECT UPOATEI 





I• WHEN THE USE~ ISSUES 4 STOP COMMANOt PRINT ALL 
STUDENT RECORDS IN THE STUDENT DATABASE TO ENSURE 
THE USER OF CORRECT IIO. 0 / 
r 
ELSE IF INSTRUCTION = •STOP• THEN 001 
PUT PAGEl 
OPEN FILECSTDBASE)SEQUENTIAL BUF INPUTI 
ON ENOFILECSTORASE) GO TO E~ITI 
READ_FI READ FILECSTDBASE) INTOCSTUOENT)I . 
PUT SKIPC2) EOITCSTUDENT) 
(X ( 1 ) t A ( 9) t A C 25) t A ( 2 0) t A C 26) t SKIP t X C 1 ) t 
(54) A C 1) t C 5) F C 4 t 1 ) t F C 5 t 1) ) I 
GO TO READ~FI 
ENOl 
I* IF TH£ USER ISSUES AN ADO COMMANOt THE FIRST STEP IS TO 
INITIALIZE THE TEMPORARY HOLDING· STRUCTURE FOR THE 
NEW STUOENT•S INFORMATION -- STUDENT_P. *I 
. -
ELSE IF INSTRUCTION = 'ADO• THEN DOl 
STUOENT_P.SOCIAL_SECURI~Y = t 'I 
STUDENT_P.NAME =• tl 
STUOENT_P.MAJOR=• 'I 
STUDENT_P.AOVISOR:t 'I 
00 I = 1 TO 331 
STUDENT_P.COURSES.ENGR_CORECI) = t 'I 
ENOl . 
DO I = 1 TO 81 
STUOENT_P.COURSES.ENVIR_STUDIES_SPECI) = ' 'I 
ENOl 
DO I = 1 TO 31 
STUOENT_P.COURSES.AOV_ENVIR_STUDIESCJ) = ' 'I 
ENOl 
DO I = 1 TO 101 
STUO~NT_P.COURSES.ENGR_OPTIONSCI) = ' 'I 
ENOl 
DO I = 1 TO 31 
STUDENT_P.COURSES.ENVIR_STUDIES_GENCI) = 0.1 
STUDENT P.COURSES.REST ELECTIVES = 0.1 
STUDENT:P.COURSES.ELECTIVES : · o.l 
STUDENT_P.TOTAL_HOURS = 0.1 
ENOl 
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1• THENt ASK THE USER TO SUPPLY ALL NECESSARY INFORMATION 
FOR THE NEW STUDENT'S RECOROt GIVING INSTRUCTIONS IF 
THEY wERE INITIALLY REQUESTED. */ 
IF INSTRUCT = 1 THEN DOl 
: CALL TERMPUT C t ' ) I 
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CALL TEqMPUTC 1 INPUT THE NEW STUDENTS SOCIAL SECURITY•)I 
CALL TERMPUTC•NUMBER AS A 9 DIGIT NUMBER--I.EetWITHOUT•)I 
CALL TERMPUTC 1 0ASHES.•)I 
ENOl 
ELSE CALL TERMPUTC•SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER~•)I 
CALL TGETCSTUDENT_P.SOCIAL_SECURITVJI 
IF INSTRUCT = 1 THEN DOl 
CALL TERMPUT(t t)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•INPUT THE NEW STUDENTS NAME IN 25t)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•CHARACTERS OR LESSet)l 
ENOl 
ELSE CALL TERMPUTC•STUOENT NAME••)I 
CALL TGETCSTUDENT_P.NAME)I 
IF INSTRUCT = 1 THEN 001 
CALL TERMPUT ( t t ) I . 
CALL TERMPUTC•INPUT THE STUDENTS MAJOR IN THE FOLLOWINGt)l 
CALL TEqMPUT(•FORMAT CONSISTING OF iS SPACES:t)l 
CALL TERMPUTC 1 t)l 
CALL TERMPUTC• AAAABBBBBBXX•XXt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC• t)l 
CALL TERMPUTC'WHERE AAAA REPRESENTS THE ACCEPTED 4 LETTER 1 ) 
' CALL TERMPUTC'ACCRONYM OF THE MAJORtEeGetiEMStEECStETC.•)I 
CALL TERMPUTC'ANDtWHERE 888888 REPRESENTS 6 SPACES. 1 )1 
CALL TERMPUTC•ANDtWHERE XX-XX REPRESENTS THE YEARS OF t)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•THE GOVERNING CATALOGt E.G., 76•77t)l 
CALL TERMPUTC• 1 )1 




ELSE CALL TERMPUTC•STUOENTS MAJOAat)l 
CALL .TGETCSTUOENT_P.MAJORtl 
OPEN FILECCOREORS) DIRECT INPUTI 
READ FILECCOREDBS) INTO CCOURSES_REQUIREO) 
KEY CSTUOENT_P.MAJOR)I 
CLOSE FILECCOREOBS)I 
IF INSTRUCT = 1 T~EN 001 
CALL TERMPUTC' 1 )1 
CALL TERMPUTC 1 INPUT THE STUDENTS ADVISORS NAME !Nt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC'26 CHARACTERS OR LESS')I 
ENOl 






I* NOWt SORT ALL OF THE STUDENT RECORDS -- BOTH NEW AND OLD 
WITH REFERENCE TO THEIR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS.· 
THENt RECREATE THE STUDENT DATABASE FILEt THIS TIME 
~ WITH THE NEW STUDENT RECORD(S). •1 
OPEN FILE CSTDBASE) SEQUENTIAL BUFFERED lNPUTI 
ON ENOFILECSTOBASE) GO TO END_ADDI 
OPEN FILE CSTOTEMP) OUTPUll 
WROTE = 01 
READ FILE CSTDBASE) INTOCSTUDENT)I 
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TEST: IF STUDENT.SOCIAL_SECURITY <= STUDENT_P.SOCIAL_SECURITY 
THEN 001 
WRITE FILECSTOTEMP) FROM CSTUDENT)I 
READ FILE CSTDBASE) INTOCSTUDENT)I 
END I 
ELSE oo; 
WRITE FILECSTOTEMP) FROM CSTUOENT_P)I 
wROTE = 11 
ENOl 
IF WROTE = 0 THEN GO TO TESTI · 
ELSE 001 
WRITE_F: WRITE F~LECSTDTEMP) FROM .(STUDENT) I 
READ FILE CSTDBASE) INTO CSTUOENT)I 
GO TO WRITE_FI · 
END_ADO: CLOSE FILECSTDBASE)I 
CLOSE FILECSTDTEMP)I . 
OPEN FILECSTOTEMP) INPUTI 
OPEN FILECSTDBASE) SEQUENTIAL BUFFERED UPDATEI 
ON ENDFILECSTOTEMP) GO TO ENO_AOI 
ON ENDFILECSTDB~SE) GO TO ENO_DELI 
DELl READ FILE CSTDBASE') INTO (STUDENT) • 
DELETE FILECSTOBASE)I 
GO TO nELl 
ENO_DEL: CLOSE FILECSTDBASE)I 
OPEN FILE CSTDBASE) SEQUENTIAL BUFFERED OUTPUll 
READ_FSI READ FILE CSTDTEMP) INTO CSTUOENT)I 
END_AOI 
CALL TER~PUTCSTUDENT.SOCIAL_SECURITY)I 
WRITE FI-E CSTDBASE) FROM CSTUOENT) KEVFROM 
CSTUOENT.SOCIAL_SECURITY)I 





ELSE IF INSTRUCTION = •CHANGE• THEN 001 
. STATUS = 01 
· I F -1 N S T R U C T = 1 THEN 0 0 I 
CALL TEi?MPUTC 1 ')I 
CALL TERMPUT( 1 wH4T IS THE SOCIAL SECURITY NUMRER OF THEt) ·l 
CALL TERMPUTC•STUDENT WHOSE RECORD IS TO BE CHANGED=')I 
CALL TE~MPUTC 1 INPUT THE NUMBER 4S A 9 DIGIT INTEGER•)I 
CALL TE~MPUTC•I.E.,OMIT DASHES OR SPACES•); 
ENLll 
ELSE CALL TERMPUTC 1 SOCIAL SECURITY NU~BER:t)l 
CALL TGETCSTUOENT.SOCIAL_SECURITY)I 
OPEN FILE CSTOBASElDIRECT UPDATEI 
READ FILECSTDBASE) INTO <STUDENT) KEY 
CSTUDENT.SOCIAL_SECURITY)I 
OPEN FILECCO~EDBS) DIRECT I~PUTI 
READ FILECCO~EDBS) I~TOCCOURSES_REQUIRED) 
KEYCSTUDENT.MAJOR)I 
CLOSE FILECCORED85) I 
IF INSTRUCT = 1 THEN 001 
CALL TERMPUTC 1 ')I 
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CALL TERMPUTC•INPUT THE CODE CORRESPONDING TO THE AREA•)I 
CALL TE~MPUT( 1 0F THE STUDENTS RECORD YOU wiSH TO CHANGE:•)I 
CALL T~RMPUTC•TO EXIT THE CHANGE LOOP--ENTER 0')1 
CALL TE~MPUTC• 1- NAME t)l 
CALL TE ~MPUT ( 1 2 - MAJOR -- t) I 
CALL TE~MPUT( 1 3- ADVISORS NAME t)l 
CALL TE~MPUTC 1 4- SPECIFIC COURSE STATUS t)l · 
CALL TE~MPUT( 1 5- GENERAL AREA CREDIT HOURS•)I 
CALL . TE.~MPUT ( 1 0 - NO CHANGE t) I 
CALL TE~MPUTC•NOTE THAT THE SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER CAN NOT• 
) I 
CALL TERMPUTC•8E CHANGED')I 
ENOl 
I• THE INSTRUCTIONS TO 8E PRINTED UPON REQUEST ARE 
SUFFICIENT TO EXPLAIN THIS SECTION OF THE PROGRAM. •1 
GET_COOEI CALL TERMPUTC•CHANGE COOEzt)l 
CALL TGETCTEMP)I 
CODE= BINCTEMP)J 
IF CODE = 1 THEN DO' 
CALL TER~PUTC 1 STUOENTS NAME:t)l 
CALL TGETCSTUOENT,NAME)I 
ENOl 
ELSE IF CODE = 2 THEN 001 
IF INSTRUCT = 1 THEN DOl 
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CALL TERMPUTC•INPUT THE STUOENTS NEW MAJOR IN THE•)I 
CALL TERMPUTC•FOLLOWING FORMAT: AAAABBBB8BXX•XXt)f 
CALL TERMPUT(tWHERE AAAA STANDS FOR THE LEFft)l 
CALL TERMPUT(tJUSTIFIED 3~4 LETTER ACRONYM FOR THE•JI 
CALL TERMPUTC•COURSE, BBBBBB STANDS FOR 6 SPACES,t); 
CALL TERMPUTC•XX•XX STANDS FOR THE YEARS OF THE')I 
CALL TERMPUTC•GOVERNING CATALOG. FOR EXAMPLEit)l · 





ELSE JF CODE = 3 THEN DOl 
CALL TERMPUTt•ADVISORS NAME~•)I 
CALL TGETCSTUDENT.ADVISOR)I · 
END' 




ELSE IF CODE = 5 THEN OOa 
CALL INPUT_HOURSCSTUDENT)I 
sTArus = 11 
END a 
ELSE IF CODE = 0 THEN GO TO ENO_CHANGE1 
ELSE :ALL TERMPUTC•ERROR·-RE•ENTER CHANGE COOEt)1 
GO TO GET_CODEI 
END_CHANGEI IF STATUS = 1 THEN 
CALL UPDATE_STATUSCSTUDENT)I 




ELSE CALL TERMPUTC•ERROR--RE•ENTER UPDATE COMMAND•ll 
GO TO GET_INI 
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I* END-OF PROGRl~ •• ROUTE THE FINAL PRINTOUT. •1 
EXITI CLOSE FILECSTDBASE)I 
IF INSTRUCT = 1 THEN DOl 
CALL TERMPUTC•INDICATE BY TYPING BATCH OR TE~M WHETHER YOUt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•WANT THE FINAL LISTING TO BE PRINTED ON THEt)l 
CALL TERMPUT(•BATCH PRINTER OR AT THE TERMINAL')I 
CALL TERMPUTC•IT IS STRONGLY SUGGESTED THAT IF THERE AREt)l 
· CALL TERMPUT(tMANY STUOENTStTHAT THE PRINTOUT BE ROUTED•) I 
CALL TERMPUTC•TO THE BATCH PRINTER.•)I 
ENOl 
ELSE CALL TERMPUTCtBATCH OR TERM:t)l 
BATTERMI CALL TGETCTEMP)I 
IF TEMP = •BATCH• THEN VAR =11 
ELSE IF TEMP = •TERM' THEN VAR . •OI 
ELSE 001 
CALL TERMPUTC•ERROR·-RE•ENTER TERM OR BATCHt)l 
GO TO BATTERMJ 
ENOl 
INPUT_COURSES a· PROCEDURE (STUDENT) I 
I• THIS PROCEDURE PROMPTS THE USER TO SUPPLY ANY CHANGES 
IN THE STATUS OF A COURSE IN THE STUDENT RECORD. •1 
DECLARE 1 STUDENT UNALIGNEDt 
~ 2 SOCIAL_SECURITY CHARACTER(9)t 
2 NAME CHAAACTERC25)t . 
2 MAJOR CHARACTERC20Jt 
2 ADVISOR CHARACTERC26)t 
2 COURSES, . 
3 ·ENGR_CORECJJ) CHARACTERC1), 
3 ENVIR_STUDIES_SPEC8) CHARACTEACl)e 
3 ADV_ENVIR_STUDIESCJ) CHARACTERCl)t 
3 ENGR_OPTIONSClO) CHARACTERCl)t 
3 ENVIR_STUDIES_GENCJ) FIXED DECIMALCltl)t 
3 REST_ELECTIVES FIXED DECIMALC3tl)t 
3 ELECTIVES FIXED DECIMALCltl)• 
2 TOTAL_HOURS FIXED DECIMALC4tlJI 
IF INSTRUCT = 1 THEN 001 
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CALL TERMPUTC'A COURSE STATUS ·IN · A STUDENT RECO'RD MAY HAVE•JI 
CALL TERMPUTC•ONE OF THE FOLLOWING VALUESSt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC• C- COMPLETED FOR CREDIT•JI 
CALL TERMPUTC• T- TAKEN• ~UT RECEkVED NO CREDIT• EeGetAt)l 
. CALL TERMPUT C' HIGH SCHOOL COURSE EQUIVALENT t) I . 
'CALL TERMPUTC• E ~ • STUDENT IS ELIGIBLE TO TAKE THE COURSE•JI 
CALL TERMPUTC' B • WHERE B IS ACTUALLY A BLANKt SIGNIFIESt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC• AN UNCOMPLETED, INELIGIBLE COURSE'JI 
ENOl 
IF INSTRUCT .=1 THEN 001 · 
CALL TERMPUTC•INPUT THE NAME OF EACH COURSE IN THE FOAMI 1 )1 
CALL TERMPUTCt AAAA XXXt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•FOR EXAMPLEit)l 
CALL TERMPUTC' IEMS 420')1 
CALL TERMPUTC•OR ENG 310t)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•NOTICE THAT .THE ALPHABETIC PART OF THE')I 
CALL TERMPUTC•NAME IS LEFT JUSTIFIED IN THE EIGHT SPACES')I 
CALL TERMPUTC•WHILE THE NUMER~C PART IS RIGHT JUSTIFI£o.•rl 
ENOl 
CNAMI CALL TERMPUTC•COURSE NAME • 7t)t 
CALL TGETCCNAMEJI ~ 
DO I' = 1 TO 331 
IF STUOENT.COURSES.ENGR_CORECJ) = •E• THEN 
STUOENT.COURSES.ENGR_CORECI) = t 'I 
ENOl 
DO I = 1 TO 81 
IF STUOENT.COURSES.ENVIR_STUDIES_SPECI) 2 'E' THEN 
STUOENT.COURSES.ENVIR_STUDIES_SPE(l) z ' 'I 
ENOl 
DO I = 1 TO 101 
IF STUOENT.COURSES.ENGR_OPTIONSCI) = •E• THEN 




NSTATI CALL TERMPUT(tNEW ST4TUS a ?t)l 
CALL TGETCTEMP)I 
IF LENGTHCTEMP) ~= 1 THEN 001 
CALL TERMPUTC•INPUT ERROR ----·•)1 
CALL TERMPUT('A NEW COURSE ST4TUS MAV BE ONLY 1 CHARACTER•)I 
CALL TERMPUTC•RE-ENTER NEW STATUS.t)l 
GO TO NSTATI 
END I 
IF TEMP ~= tC• & TEMP ~• tTt & TEMP ~= tEt & TEMP ~• t t 
THEN 001 
CALL TERMPUTC•INPUT ERROR ----·t)l 
CALL TERMPUTCtNEW STATUS MUST BE EITHER BLANKtTtCtOReE•JI 
CALL TERMPUTC•RE-ENTER NEW STATUSet)l 
GO TO NSTATI 
ENOl . 
DO I = 1 TO 331 
IF CNA~E = COURSES_REQUIRED.ENGR_CORECI).NAME THEN 001 
STUOENT.COURSES.ENGR_CORECI) = TEMPI 
GO TO ENO_INPUTI 
ENOl 
ENOl 
DO I = 1 TO 81 
IF CNAME = COURSES_REQUIRED.ENVIA_STUDIES_SPECI).NAME 
THEN DOl 
STUDENT.COURSES.ENVIR_STUDIES_SPE.CI) = TE~PI 
GO TO END_INPUTI 
ENOl 
ENOl 
DO I = 1 TO 31 
IF CNAME = COURSES_REQUIREDeADV_ENVIR.-STUOIESCI).NAME 
THEN DOl 
STUDENT.COURSES.ADV_ENVIR_STUDIESCI) = TEMPI 
GO TO ENO_INPUTI 
ENOl 
ENOl 
.DO I = 1 TO 81 
IF CNAME ~ COURSES_REQUIRED.ENGR_OPTIONSCIJ.NAME 
ENOl 
THE~ 001 . 
STUDENT.COURSESeENGA_OPTIONSCI) c TEMPI 
GO TO END_INPUTI 
ENOl 
END_INPUTI CALL TERMPUTC•MORE STATUS CHANGES?- YES OR NO.•JI 
CALL TGET CTEMP) I ... 
IF TEMP = tVES• THEN GO TO CNAMI 
END INPUT_COURSESI 
INPUT~HOURSI PROCEOURECSTUOENT)I 
I* THIS PROCEDURE PROMPTS THE USER TO SUPPLY ANY CHANGES 
IN THE NUMBER OF HOURS COMPLETED IN GENERAL COURSE 
AREAS. */ 
DECLARE 1 STUDENT UNALIGNEDt 
2 SOCIAL_SECURITY CHARACTER(9)t 
2 NAME CHARACTERC25)t 
2 MAJOR CHARACTERC20)t 
2 ADVISOR CHARACTERC26), 
2 COURSES, 
3 ENGR_COREC33) CHARACTER(l)t 
3 ENVIR_STUOIES_SPEC8) CHARACTER(l)t 
3 ADV_ENVIR_STUDIESC3) CHARACTER(l)t 
3 ENGR_OPTIONSClO) CHARACTER(l)t 
3 ENVIR_STUOIES_GENC3) FIXED OECIMALC3tllt 
3 REST_ELECTIVES FIXED OECIMALC3tl)t 
3 ELECTIVES FIXED OECIMALC3tl)t 
~5 
2 TOTAL HOURS FIXED DECIMAL(4,1)1 
LABLll CALL TERMPUTC•IN~UT POSITIVE OR NEGATI~E TO INDICATE TYPE OF•)I 
CALL TERMPUTC 1 CHANGEe')l 
CALL TGETCTEMP)I 
IF TEMP = •POSITIVE• THEN J = il 
ELSE IF TEMP = •NEGATIVE• THEN J a 01 
ELSE 001 _ 
CALL TERMPUT(tiNPUT ERROR•-RE-ENTERt)l 
GO TO L~BLll 
ENOl 
IF TEMP = •NEGATIVE• THEN GO ·TO NEGI 
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I• IF THE CHANGE IN HOURS COMPLETED IS POSITIVEt THEN GO TO 
POSe OTHEP.WISEt IF THE CHANGE IN HOURS IS NEGATJVEt THEN 
GO TO NEG. *I 




CALL TERMPUT (tHOW MANY HOURS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED JNt)f 
CALL lERMPUT CTEMP)t 
CALL TGETCTEMP)' 
STUOENT.COURSES.ENVIR_STUDIES_GENCJ) = DECCTEMP) • 
STUOENTeCOURSES.ENVIR_STUOIES_GENCI)I 
·ENOl 
CALL TERMPUTC•HOW MANY HOURS OF RESTRICTED ELECTIVESt)l 
CALL TERMPUTC•WERE COMPlETED=')I 
CALL TGETCTEMP)I 
STUOENT.COURSES.REST_ELECTIVES s DECCTEMP) • 
STUOENT.COURSES.REST_ELECTIVESt 
CALL TERMPUTC•HOW ~ANY HOURS OF ELECTIVES WERE COMPLETED•')I 
CALL TGETCTEMP)I 
STUOENT.COURSES.ELECTIVES = OECCTEMP) • 
STUOENT.COURSESeELECTIVESI 
GO TO f:NO_INI 
DO I = 1 TO 31 
TEMP = COURSES_REQUIREO.ENVIR_STUD~IES_GEN C I) .NAM'EI 
CALL Tt:RMPUT ( t HOW · MANY HOURS HAVE BEEN CHANGED IN •) I 
CALL TERMPUT CTEMP)I . 
CALL TliETCT~MP)I 
STUDENT.COURSES.ENVIR_STUOIES_GENCI) = OECCTEMP) • 
STUOENT.COURSESeENVIR_STUDIES_GENCJ)I 
ENOl 
CALL. T~RMPUT C •HOW MANY HOURS OF' RESTRICTED ELECTIVES•) I 
CALL TfRMPUTC•WERE CHANGED=·t)l 
CALL TGETCTEMP)I 
STUDENT.COURSES.REST_ELECTIVES s OECCTEMP) • 
STUDENT.COURSES.REST_ELECTIVESI 
CALL TERMPUTC•HOW MANY HOURS OF ELECTIVES WERE CHANGED=•)I 
CALL TGETCTEMP)I 
STUDENT.COURSES.ELECTIVES = DECCTEMP) • 
STUOENT.COURSESeELECTIVESI 
END JNPUT_~OURSI 
I* THIS PROCEDURE CONSIDERS THE CHANGESt IF ANYt IN COURSE 
STATUS, AND UPDATES THE STUDENT'S ELIGIBILITY TO TAKE 
orHER-COURSES. •1 
UPOATE_STATUS: PROCEDURECSTUOENT)I 
DECLARE PRERSAT FIXED DECIHALCltO)I 
OPEN FILECCODBASEJ DIAECT INPUTI 
DECLARE 1 STUDENT UNALIGNEDt 
2 SOCIAL_SECURITY CHARACTERC9)t 
2 NAME CHARACTERC25)t 
2 MAJOR CHARACTERC20Jt 
2 ADVISOR CHARACTERC26)t 
2 COURSESt 
3 ENGR_COREC33) CHAAACTEA(l)t 
3 ENVIR_STUDIES_SPE(8) CHARACTERCl)t 
3 AOV_ENVIR_STUDIESCJ) CHARACTERCl)t 
3 ENGA_OPTIONSClO) CHARACTERClJt 
3 ENVIR_STUOIES_GEN(3)FIXED DECIMALC3tl)t 
3 REST_ELECTIVES. FIXED DECIMAL(3tl) t 
3 ELECTIVES FIXED OECIMALC3tl)t 
2 TOT AL_HOURS FIXED DEC I~ AL ( 4 tl.) I 
STUDENT.TOTAL_HOURS = 0.1 
DO I = 1 TO 33 I · 
IF STUOENT.COURSES.ENGR_CORECI1~•c• THEN 
STUOENT.TOTAL_HOURS = STUDENl.TOTAL_HOURS + 
ENOi 
COURSES_REQUIREO.ENGR_CORECI).CREOIT_HOURSI 
DO I = 1 TO 81 
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IF STUDENT .COURSES.ENVIR_ST.UDIES_SPE C I) =•C• THEN 
STUOENT.TOTAL_HOURS = STUDENT.TOTAL_HOURS + 
COURSES_REQUIRED.E~VIR_STUOIES_SPECIJ.CREOIT_HOURSI 
ENOl 
DO I = 1 TO 31 
·IF STUOENT.COURSES.ADV_ENVIR_STUDIESCIJ=•C• THEN 
STUCENT.TOTAL_HOURS = STUDENT.TOTAL_HOURS + 
COU~SES_REQUIRE0eAOV_ENVIR_S1UDIESCI)eCREOIT_HOURSI 
ENOl 
·o 0 I = 1 T 0 1 0 I 
IF STUDENT.COURSES.ENGR_OPTIONSCIJ = 'C' THEN 
STUOENT.TOTAL_HOURS = STUDENT.TOTAL_HOURS + 
COURSES_REQUIREO.ENGR_OPTIONSCIJeCREDIT_HOURSI 
· ENOl · 
STUOENT.TOTAL_HOURS = STUOENT.TOTAL_HOURS • 
STUOENT.COURSES.REST_ELECTIVESI 
STUOENT.TOTAL_HOURS = STUDENT.TOTtL~HOURS + 
STUDENT.COURSES.ELECTIVESI 
1• TEST ENGINEERING CORE COURSES. IF THE STUDENT HAS 
NOT COMPLETED A COURSE AND THE STATUS IS NOT REGISTERED AS 
ELIGIBLE~- •E•t THEN CHECK TO SEE IF THE COURSE · HAS ANY 
PREREQUISITES. IF SOt CHECK TO SEE IF THE STUDENT HAS 
COMPLETED THEM. IF SOt CHANGE THE BLANK STATUS TO •E•. •1 
TEST11 DO I = 1 TO 331 
PRERSAT = 01 
IF STUOENT.COURSES.ENGR_CORE(l) a • • THEN 001 
IF COURSES_REQUIREO.ENGR_CORECI)eNAME = t t 
THEN GO TO ENO_TESTll 
COURSE.NAME = COURSES_REQUIREO.ENGR_CORE(I).NAMEI 
READ FILECCOOBASEJ INTOCCOURSE) KEYCCOURSE.NAME)J 
DO IJ = 1 TO 51 
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IF COURSE.PREREQUISITESCIJJ = t t THEN GO TO EL11 
EL11 
DO IK = 1 TO 331 
IF COURSES_REQUIRED.ENGR_CORECIK).NAME = 
COURSE. PREREQUISITE~·( I J) THEN 
IF STUOENT.COURSES.ENGR_CORECIKJ = •c• 
ENOl 
I STUOENT.COURSES.ENGR.CORECIK) = •T• THEN 
PRERSAT = 11 
ELSE PRERSAT = 01 
IF PRERSAT = 0 THEN GO · TO ENO_TESTll 
ENOl 
IF IJ <= 1 THEN STUDENT.COURSES.ENG~_CORECIJ a •E•I 
ELSE IF . PRERSAT = 1. THEN 
STUOENT.COURSES.ENGR_CORECI>=•E•I 
ENOl 
END_TEST11 END TESTll 
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I* THIS SECTIO~ PROCEEDS IN A MANNER PARALLEL TO THAT 0' TESTlt . 
BUT THIS TIME FOR SPECIFIC ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES COURSES. •1 
TEST21 ·oo I = 1 TO 81 
PRERSAT = 01 
IF STUDENT.COURSES.ENVIR_STUDIES_SPECI) = t t THEN DOl 
IF COURSES_REQ.UIRED.ENVIR_STUDIES_SPE (I) .NAME = t ·• 
THEN GO TO END_TEST21 
COURSE.NAME • COURSES_REQUlRED.ENVIR_STUOIES_SPE(I)eNAMEI 
READ FILECCODBASE) INTO (COURSE) KEY CCOURSE.NA~EJI 
DO IJ = 1 TO 51 
IF COURSE.PqEREQUISITESCIJ)= t t THEN GO TO EL21 
DO IK = 1 TO 81 
IF COURSES_REQUIREO.ENVIR_STUDIES_SPECIK)eNAME • 
COURSE.PREREQUISITESCIJJTHEN IF 
STUDENT.COURSES.ENVIR_STUDIES_SPECIKJ = •C• I 
STUDENT.COURSES.ENVIR_STUDIES_SPECIKJ = tTt THEN 
PRERSAT = 1' 
ELSE PRERSAT = 01 
ENC•I 
IF PRERSAT = 0 THEN GO TO ENO_TEST21 
ENOl ~ 
EL21 IF IJ <= 1 THEN STUOENT.COURSES.ENVIR_STUDIES_SPECIJ =•E•I 
ELSE IF PRERSAT = 1 THEN . 
STUDENT.COURSES.ENVIR_SlUDIES_SPECIJ = •E• ' 
ENOl 
END_TEST21 END TEST21 
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I* THIS SECTION PROCEEDS IN A ~ANNER PARALLEL TO THAT OF TESTl• 
AND TEST2t BUT THIS TIME FOR ENGINEERING OPTIONS COURSES. *I 
TESTJI oo · I = 1 TO 81 
PRERSAT = 01 
IF STUOENT.COURSES.ENGR_OPTIONSCI) = t t THEN DOl 
IF COURSES_REQUIREO.ENGR_OPTIONSCI),NAME • t t 
TttEN GO TO END_ TEST3 I 
COURSE.NAME = COURSES_REQUIREO.ENGR_OPTIONSCI),NAMEI 
READ fiLECCOOBASE) INTO CCOURSE) KEY CCOURSE.NAME)I 
00 IJ = 1 TO 51 
IF COURSE.PREREQUISITESCIJ)~ t t THEN GO TO EL31 
00 IK = 1 TO 81 
If COURSES_REQUIREO.ENGR_OPTIONSCIK),NAME a 
COURSE.PREREQUISITESCIJ) THEN IF 
5 TUDE NT • COURSES • ENGR_OI'T IONS C I K) 1! t C' 
STUOENT,COURSES.ENGR_OI'TIONSCIK) = •T• THEN 
PRERSAT = 11 
ELSE PRERSAT • 01 
END1 . 
IF PRERSAT = 0 THEN GO TO ENO_TEST31 
ENOl 
ELla IF IJ <= 1 THEN STUOENT,COURSESeENGR_OPTIONSCI) • t£tl 
ELSE IF PRERSAT =1 THEN · 
STUDENT,COURSES.ENGR_OPTIONSCI) a •E•I . 
ENOl 
END_TEST31 END TEST31 
CLOSE FILECCODBASE)I 
END UPDATf_STATUSI 





Appendix H: General .User Instructions 
GENERAL USER INSTRUCTIONS 
User Instructions 
The most attractive feature of the student advisement system 
is the fact that it is highly user oriented. The user is not 
required to do any progarmming. In order to. use the system, the user 
must first have access to a camputer _ter.minal ~ich, in turn, accesses 
F. T. U. 's IBM 360-75. Then, the user must turn on the tenninal and 
hit the return key in or~er to conmunicate with the computer. The 
following "conversation" must then be executed between the user and 
the canputer. Words in all capital. letters have been printed by 
the computer. ..Words in all small leters have been typed by the user. 
After every user response is ·typed, the user must hit the tenninal 's 





ENTER PASSWORD -> tM•t 




After the computer responds w;J.th READY, the use'r must type in the 
name of the program to be run: 
sadvise student advisementaand enrollment projection 
program 
coupdt - course database update program 
coreupd • course requirements database update program 
stupdt - student database update program 
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After the program name is typed, the computer will respond with some 
messages before initial instructions are pr~ted. 
sadvtse 
UTILITY OATA SET NOT FRE~"' IS NOT ALLOCATE~ 
ATTR-ll ST-NAt1E THE~1 NOT FOliN£' 
ATTR-LIST-NA~E THOSE NOT FOUND 
ATTP.-ll ST- NA~4 E TI!ES E NOT FOUND 
ATTP- LIST- NA~1E TER~A NC1T FOUNO 
AFTEr EJ\CJ 1 cn~ 4 PUTER I SSUEO REQUEST .. 
FOP. INPl'T, ENTEP YOUR RE~PONSE AN[) 
HIT THE RETUR~! KEY 0~! TH.E R I GH·T HAND 
SlOE OF THE TERMINAL'S Y.EYBOAR£' 
I tH1 I CATE ~!til C~J OF THE FOLLO~II ~!G OPTIONS 
VOlt DESIRF. BY TYPI~JC EITHER All 
on . so~1E. 
All -I r1n I CATES THE OPT I ON TO PROCESS 
All OF T.IE STUDENT RECORDS IN 
THE STUnENT DATJ\BASE. 
S0~·1E-I r1n I CATES THE OPT.I O·N TO 
PROCESS ONLY SO~AE OF THE 
STUOENT RECORDS. 
The user should not be concerned with these messages, but should 
continue, following user instructions for the appropriate program 
as presented. 
Instructions for eaCh of the four interactive programs in the 
system are presented in Appendices I, J, K, and L. Each user manual 
is in the form of an example program run. It is suggested that the 
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the first time through the program the user type INSTRUCT as the 
first update command. Issuing. this command results in. instructions 
being p~i~t.ed throughout the run to guide the user. All program ins 
inst~ctions are straight forward and quite detailed. Subsequent 
runs will proceed more quickly if the user omits the INSTRUCT cammand, 
Then, only short, prompting quiestions will be issued ~and the user 
may refer to the first run instructions or to the appropriate user's 
manual. 
At the end of each update program, the user is requested .to 
specify whether a batch computer printout or a tenninal printout is 
desired. This is up to the user. However, ·if as in the instance 
of the student update program, there are large nunbers of records to 
be printed, it is suggested that the user request a batch output. 
If a batCh listing is requested, the user may inquire as to 
the status of the job by typing: 
@ 0 
o.r by typing : 
st 
The @ o conmand is the most useful. It may result in the following 
sequence of responses: 
READY 
@ 0 
JOB 839 ZF0414TH,,Plll(31.6) 
P.EAOY 
@ 0 
JOB 839 ZF0414TH,,Plll(23.8) 
~ REAflY 
@ 0 
JOB 839 ZF0414TH,,Plll(l3.9) 
RE/\OY 
@ 0 
Jnr, 839 ZF0414TH,,LKED(ll.O) 
R E.Af'Y 
@ 0 
JOn 839 ZF0414TH PRINT ACTIVE 
READY 
@ 0 
Jnr 839 ZF0414TH PRINT ACTIVE 
REt\nY 
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Thus, the job nunber is provided as well as a progress report. The 
PLlL(XX.X) section indicates the number of CPU seconds remaining. 
This section may be replaced by XAUE-N Where N ~11 represent the 
number of jobs ahead of this job. 
These batCh printouts ~11 be ~uted to the remote 2 printer 
in Room 113 of the computer center. 
Whenever an update program is succe.ssfully executed, a copy 
of the database is written on tape. A successful completion of this 
copy routine ~11 be printed ~ th the name ZF0414BK. In order to 
obtain the listing of this copy routine, type: 




This series of user commands routes the printout to remote printer 2. 
'When all programs needed have been run, .. the user must type 
. "logoff" to end communication with the canputer. 
Programmer's Guide 
In case of program additions or changes, type: 
qed2 program name 
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where ''program name" is either SADVISE, STUPDT, COOPDT, or mREUPD. 
Using the IR-I text editor ·language, changes may then be made to the 




Then, the program must be recanpiled and stored in the partitioned 
data set called $.LOAD. This is done, sllnply, by typing: 
thesub program name r(2) 
When this job is finished, the new listing ~y be obtained from the 
remote 2 printer. If the changes re~ul ted in any syntax errors, the 
program will not be saved in the load module. 
If logical errors should occur, type: 
list syspnt 
This conunand will list the error at the tenninal. .If the printout 
is long, hit the attention key and route the printout to remote 2 by 
typing: 
print syspnt r(2) 
.Appendix I: User Instructions For 




· uTILirY _DATA SET NOT FREED, IS _NOT ALLOCATED 
ATTR-LIST-NAME THOSE NOT FOUND 
AFTER EACH COMPUTER ISSUED REQUEST 
FOR INPUT, ENTER YOUR RESPONSE AND 
HIT THE RETURN KEY ON THE RIGHT HAND 
SIDE OF THE TERMINAL'S KEYBOARD 
INDICATE ~JHICH OF THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS 
YOU DESIRE BY TYPING EITHER ALL 
OR SOME. 
ALL ~INDICATES THE OPTION TO PROCESS 
ALL OF THE STUDENT RECORDS IN 
THE STUDENT DATABASE. 
SOME-INDICATES THE OPTION TO 
PROCESS ONLY SOME OF THE 
STUDENT RECORDS. 
a 11 
AND, IF YOU WOULD BE SO KIND; PLEASE 
INDICATE WHICH QUARTER IS FORTHCOMING 
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AFTER EACH COMPUTER ISSUED REQUEST . 
FOR INPUT~ ENTER YOUR RESPONSE AND 
HIT THE RETURN KEY ON THE RIGHT HAND 
SIDE OF THE TERMINAL'S KEYBOARD 
INDICATE WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS 
YOU DESIRE BY TYPING EITHER ALL . 
OR SOME. 
ALL -INDlCATES THE OPTION TO PROCESS 
ALL OF THE STUDENT RECORDS IN 
THE STUDENT DATABASE. 
SOME-INDICATES THE OPTION TO 
PROCESS ONLY SOME OF THE 
STUDENT ~ECORDS. 
some 
AND, IF YOU WOULD BE SO KIND, PLEASE 
INDICATE WHICH QUARTER IS FORTHCOMING 
BY ENTERING EITliER FALL, WINTER, SPRING 
OR SUMMER 
fall 
YOU HAVE OPTED TO PROCESS A FEW· STUDENT 
RECORDS INDIVI .DUALLY. PLEASE ENTER THE 
TOTAL NUMBER OF STUDENTS YOU WISH TO 
PROCESS. BY THE WAY, THIS NUMBER MUST BE 
LESS THAN 0~ EQUAL TO 15. 
1 
PLEASE ENTER A SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER FOR 
EACH STUDENT. 
ENtER IN NUMERICAL ORDER. 
ALSO, ENTER EACH AS A CONTINUOUS 9 DIGIT 
NUMBER - OMIT DASHES OR SPACES 
263041248 
ATTR-LIST-NAME SYS NOT FOUND 
ADVANCE PAPER TO TOP OF FORM AND 
HIT RETURN. WHEN PRINT IS FINISHED 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.Appendix J: User Instructions for CDUPIJr 
with Sample Output 
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coupdt 
THIS PROGRAM, IN CONJUNCTION WITH CORRECT USER INPUT, 
·UPDATES THE COURSE DATABASE. 
IF You· ~EED OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS, TYPE 
INSTRUCT. 
PROVIDE AN UPDATE COMMAND. 
instruct 
WHEN THE PROGRAt-1 . ASKS FOR AN 
UPDATE C0~1~1AND, SUPPLY ONE OF 
THE FOLLOWING COMMANDS AND THE 
ASSOCIATED ACTION WILL BE EXECUTED. 
INSTRUCT- INSTRUCTIONS WILL BE 
PRINTED THROUGHOUT THE 
PROGRAM. 
ADD - ADDS A COURSE RECORD 
DELETE - DELETES A COURSE 
RECORD. 
PRINT - PRINTS A RECORD. 
CHANGE - PROVIDES THE USER WITH 
THE CAPABILITY TO CHANGE 
ANY PART OF A COURSE 
RECORD. 
STOP - STOPS THE PROGRAM AND 
PROVIDES THE USER WITH 
A FINAL LISTING OF ALL 
COURSE RECORDS IN THE · 
COURSES DATABASE. 
PROVIDE AN ·UPDATE COMMAND. . 
add 
PLEASE INPUT THE TOTAL NUMBER OF 
COURSES YOU WANT TO ADD. 
1 
214 
ENTER COURSE NAMES IN THE FORM 
AAAA XXX 
. FOR EXA~1PLE: I EMS 431 
IN OTHER WORDS THE ENTIRE COURSE NAME 
MUST OCCUPY 8 SPACES. 
ALSO, BE SURE TO ENTER THE COURSES IN 







COURSE NAME = 
eng 103 
ARE THERE ANY COREQUISITES FOR THIS COURSE? 
no 
ARE THERE ANY PREREQUISITES FOR THIS COURSE? 
yes 
HO\~ tw1ANY PRE.REQU IS I TES ARE THERE? 
1 
LI·ST THE PREREQUISITES 
eng 101 
WILL THIS COURSE BE OFFERED IN THE FALL? 
yes 
WILL THIS COURSE BE OFFERED IN THE WINTER? 
yes 
WILL THIS COURSE BE OFFERED IN THE SPRJNG? 
yes 
WILL THIS COURSE BE OFFERED IN THE SUMMER? 
yes 
215 ~ 
HOW MANY CREDIT HOURS IS THIS COURSE WbRTH? 
. 3 
PROVIDE A. DESCRIPTIVE NAME FOR THIS COURSE 
IN 20 CHARACTERS OR LESS. 











































· ENGR 443 
HUM · ZO"l 
IEMS 301 
I E~1S 414 
IEMS 424 
IEMS 432 
I E~1S 434 
IEMS 447 















PROVIDE AN UPDATE COMMAND. 
delete 
HOW MANY COURSES DO YOU WISH TO DELETE? 
1 
WHAT IS THE NAME (IN EXACTLY 8 CHARACTERS) 
OF THE COURSE TO BE DELETED? 
eng 103 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































HO~J MANY COURSES DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE? 
3 
WHAT IS TI-lE NA~1E OF THE COURSE TO BE CHANGED? 
engr 103 
PLEASE INPUT THE AREA OF THE COURSE INFORMATION 
YOU WISH TO CHANGE BY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING 
APPROPRIATE CODES: 
1 · - COREQUISITES 
2 - PREREQUISITES 
3 - SEASONS OFFERED 
4 - CREDIT HOURS 
. 5 - DESCRIPTION 
CHANGE CODE= 
1 
INPUT ALL THREE COREQUISITES. 
I.F, FOR INSTANCE, THERE IS ONLY ONE 
CORE QUISITE, THEN HIT RETURN FOR THE LAST TWO 
"" 
c. i . 
ARE THERE ANY ~10RE CHANGES TO THIS COURSE? 




INPUT ALL FIVE PREREQUISITES. 
AGAIN, IF, FOR INSTANCE, THERE ARE ONLY TWO 
PnEREQUISITES, THEN HIT RETURN FOR · THE LAST 
THREE. 
ARE THERE ANY MORE CHANGES TO THIS COURSE? 
·ANSWER YES OR NO 
no 
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WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE COURSE TO BE CHANGED? 
engr 443 
PLEASE i~JPUT THE AREA OF THE COURSE INFORMATION 
YOU ~IISH TO CHANGE BY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING 
APPROPRIATE CODES: 
1 - COREQUISITES 
2 - PREREQUISITES 
3 - SEASONS OFFERED 
4 - CREDIT HOURS 
5 - DESCRIPTION 
CHANGE CODE= 
1 
INPUT ALL THREE COREQUISITES. 
IF, FOR INSTANCE, THERE IS ONLY ONE · 
COREQUISITE, THEN HIT RETURN FOR THE LAST TWO 
senior 
ARE THERE ANY MORE CHANGES TO THIS COURSE? 
ANSWER YES OR NO 
no 
WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE COURSE TO .BE CHANGED? 
phys 354 
PLEASE INPUT THE AREA OF THE COURSE INFORMATION 
YOU WISH TO CliANGE BY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING 
APPROPRIATE CODES: 
1 - COREQUISITE< 
2 - PREREQUISITES 
3 - ¢EASONS OFFERED 
4 - CREDIT JIOURS 
5 - DESCRIPTION 
CHANGE CODE= 
2 
INPUT ALL FIVE PREREQUISITES. 
AGAIN, IF, FOR INSTANCE, THERE ARE ONLY TWO 





ARE THERE ANY MORE CHANGES TO THIS COURSE? 
ANSWER YES OR NO 
no 
PROVIDE AN UPDATE COMMAND. 
stop 
TO ROUTE TilE FINAL PRINTOUT 
TO BATCH, TYPE BATCH; 
TO ROUTE THE FINAL PRINTOUT 
TO THE TERHINAL, TYPE TERM. 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.Appendix K: User Instructions for 




ATTR-LIST-NAME THIS NOT FOUND 
-
THIS PROGRAM, IN CONJUNCTION WITH CORRECT 
USER INPUT, UPDATES THE COURSE RE.QU I REMENTS 
DATABASE. IF INSTRUCTIONS ARE NEEDED, 
RESPOND TO THE REQUEST FOR AN UPDATE . 
COMMAND WITH INSTRUCT. 
PROVIDE AN UPDATE COMMAND. 
instruct 
WHEN THE PROGRAM ASKS FOR AN 
UPDATE COMMAND, SUPPLY ONE OF 
THE FOLLOWING COMMANDS AND THE 
ASSOCIATED ACTION WILL BE EXECUTED. 
INSTRUCT- INSTRUCTIONS WILL BE 
PRINTED THROUGHOUT THE 
PROGRAM. . 
ADD - ADDS A MAJOR RECORD 
DELETE - DELETES A MAJOR 
RECORD. 
PRINT - PRINTS A RECORD. 
CHANGE - PROVIDES THE USER WITH 
THE CAPABILITY TO CHANGE 
·ANY PART OF A MAJOR 
RECORD. 
STOP - STOPS THE PROGRAM AND 
PROVIDES THE USER WITH 
A FINAL LISTING· OF ALL 
MAJOR RECORDS IN THE 
. COURSE REQMTS DATABASE. 
PROVIDE AN UPDATE COMMAND. 
add 
INPUT THE ·TOTAL NUMBER OF MAJORS YOU WISH 
TO ADD - ANSWER MUST BE AN INTEGER NUMBER 
1 
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ENTER THE NAME OF THE NEW MAJOR. 
THIS NAME MUST BE ENTERED IN THE FOLLOWING · 
FORMAT - AAAABBBBBBXX-XX. IE,A FOUR LETTER 
ABBREVIATION OF THE MAJORS NAME,FOLLOWED BY 
6 BLANKStTHE B S) AND THEN THE CATALOG YEARS 
WITH A DASH IN BETWEEN THE TWO,DATES 
FOR EXAMPLE - EMCS 77-78 
ENTER THE NAME OF THE NEW MAJOR 
iems 77-78 
LIST THE ENGINEERING OPTION COURSES 
WHAT IS THE COURSE NAME.? 
iems 301 
HOW MANY HOURS IS THIS COURSE WORTH? 
4 
WHAT IS THE COURSE NAME?· 
lems 424 
HOW ~1ANY HOURS IS THIS COURSE W9RTH? 
3 
WHAT IS THE COURSE NAME? 
iems 461 
HOW MANY HOURS IS THIS COURSE WORTH? 
3 
WHAT IS THE COURSE NAME? 
terns 432 
HOW MANY HOURS IS THIS COURSE WORTH? 
3 
WHAT IS THE COURSE NAME? 
iems 447 
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HOW MANY HOURS IS THIS COURS.E WORTH? 
~ 
-
WHAT IS THE COURSE NAME? 
lems 434 
HOW MANY HOURS IS THIS COURSE WORTH? 
3 
WHAT JS THE COURSE ' NAME? 
lems 414 
HOW MANY HOURS IS THIS COURSE WORTH? 
4 
WHAT IS THE COURSE NAME? 
HOW MANY HOURS IS THIS COURSE WORTH? 
LIST THE GENERAL ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 
COURSES ALONG WITH LOWER AND UPPER LIMIT 
OF HOURS REQUIRED FOR EACH,FOR EXAMPLE: 
CUL & HIST FNDTS 
17 
19 
WHAT IS THE COURSE-AREA NAME? . 
cul & hlst fndts 
WHAT IS THE · LOWER LIMIT OF HOURS 
7 
WHAT IS THE UPPER LIMIT OF HOURS 
8 





WHAT IS THE LOWER LIMIT OF HOURS REQUIRED? 
9 
w•IAT IS THE UPPER LIMIT OF HOURS REQUIRED? 
10 
WHAT IS THE COURSE-AREA NAME? 
science(earth I blo) 
WHAT IS THE LOWER LIMIT OF HOURS REQUIRED? 
3 
WHAT IS THE UPPER LIMIT OF HOURS REQUIRED? 
4 
HOW MANY HOURS OF RESTRICTED ELECTIVES ARE 
REQUIRED? 
16 
HOW MANY HOURS OF ELECTIVES ARE REQUIRED? 
0 
HOW MANY HOURS ARE REQUIRED TO GRADUATE? 
192 
PROVIDE AN UPDATE COMMAND. 
print 
227 
INPUT THE MAJOR NAME YOU 
WANT PRINTED AS 15 CHARACTERS: 
· AAAABBBBBBXX-XX 
WHERE AAAk· STANDS FOR THE ACCEPTED ACRONYM 
FOR THE MAJOR. B STANDS FOR A BLANK. 
XX-XX STANDS FOR THE GOVERNING CATALOG 
YEARS. FOR EXAMPLE: IEMS 76-77 
I ems 77-78 
I EMS 77-78 
ENGINEERING CORE COURSES 
C::OMP 302 3 ENGR 101 3 ENGR 103 
ENGR 151 3 ENGR 152 3 ENGR 211 
MATH 211 3 MATH .321 4 MATH 3"22 
MATH 323 4 MATH 324 4 MATH 331 
ENGR 310 4 ENGR 311 4 ENGR 312 
ENGR 320 4 ENGR 321 4 ENGR 322 
ENGR 323 4 ENGR 331 3 ENGR 332 
ENGR 341 3 ENGR 342 3 ENGR 351 
ENGR 352 3 ENGR 361 3 ENGR 371 
PHYS 344 3 PHYS 354 3 ENGR 431 
ENG 310 3 ENGR 442 3 ENGR 443 
SPECIFIC ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES COURSES 
ENG 101 4 SPE 101 3 HUM 201 
ECON 201 4 0 
0 0 
ADVANCED ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES AREAS 
BADM 3 ENGR 3 ED 
ENGINEERING OPTIONS COURSES 
IE~1S 301 4 IEMS 424 3 I EMS 
IEMS 432 3 IEMS 447 3 I EMS 
I E~1S 414 4 0 
GENERAL ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES AREAS· 
CUL & liiST FNDTS 7.0 8.0 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 9.0 10.0 
SCIENCE(EARTH I 810) 3.0 4.0 
UOURS IN RESTRICTED ELECTIVES = 16.0 
HOURS ·1N ELECTIVES • 0.0 
TOTAL HOURS REQUIRED • 192.0 
461 
434 . 



















HOW MANY MAJORS DO YOU WISH TO DELETE? 
1 
WHAT IS THE NAME AND YEARS OF THE MAJOR? 
iems 77-78 
PROVIDE AN UPDATE COMMAND. 
change 
HOW MANY MAJORS DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE? 
1 
WHAT IS THE NAME AND THE YEAR OF THE MAJOR 
YOU WISH TO CHANGE? 
iems 76-77 
INPUT T~IE AREA OF THE COURSES REQUIRED ~ 
FOR THIS ~1AJOR YOU WISH TO CHANGE 
ACCORDING TO ONE OF THE FOLLOWlNG 
APPROPRIATE CODES: 
0 NO CHANGES 
1 - ENGINEERING CORE 
2 ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES SPECIFIC 
3 ADVANCED ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 
4 ENGINEERING OPTION COURSES 
5 ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES--GENERAL 
6 RESTRICTED ELECTIVES-- HOURS ONLV 
7 ELECTIVES--HOURS ONLY 
8 TOTAL HOURS REQUIRED TO GRADUATE 
CHANGE CODE= 
1 
OLD ENGINEERING CORE COURSE NAME= 
comp 302 
WHAT IS THE NEW NAME? 
comp 302 
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HOW MANY HOURS IS THIS COURSE WORTH? 
3 
ARE THERE- ANY MORE CHANGES TO THIS COURSE?-
YES OR NO 
no 
PROVIDE AN UPDATE COMMAND. 
stop 
TO R00TE THE FINAL PRINTOUT TO BATCH 
TYPE BATCH; TO ROUTE THE FINAL 
PRINTOUT TO THE TERMINAL, TYPE TERM. 





I EMS 77-78 
ENGINEERING CORE COURSES 
COMP 302 3 ENGR 101 ' 3 ENGR 103 4 
ENGR 151 3 ENGR 152 3 ENGR 211 4 
MATH 211 3 MATH 321 4 ' MATH 322 4 
MATH 323 4 t.1ATH 324 4 MATH 331 4 
ENGR 310 4 ENGR 311 4 ENGR 312 5 
ENGR 320 4 ENGR 321 4 ENGR 322 4 
ENGR 323 4 ENGR 331 3 ENGR 332 4 
ENGR 341 3 ENGR 342 3 ENGR 351 3 
ENGR 352 3 ENGR 361 3 ENGR 371 3 
PHYS 344 3 PHYS 354 3 ENGR 431 3 
ENG 310 3 ENGR 442 3 ENGR 443 3 
SPECIFIC ENVIRONMENTAL STUD-IES ~OURSES 
ENG 101 4 SPE 101 3 HUM 201 4 
ECON 201 4 0 0 
0 0 
ADVANCED ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES AREAS 
BACM 3 ENGR 3 . ED 3 
ENGINEERING OPTIONS COURSES 
I Et·1S 301 4 I Et-1S 424 · 3 I EMS 461 3 
I E~1S 432 3 IEMS 447 3 I EMS 434 3 
I Et-1S 414 4 0 
GENERAL ENVIRONt1ENTAL STUDIES AREAS 
CUL & HIST FNDTS 7.0 8.0 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 9.0 10.0 
SCIENCE(EARTH I 810) 3.0 4.0 
HOURS IN RESTRICTED ELECTIVES = 16.0 
HOURS IN . ELECTIVES = o.o 
TOTAL HOURS REQUIRED = 192.0 
·Appendix L: User Instructions for 
SI'UPDT With Sample Output 
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stupdt 
THIS PROGRAM IN CONJUNCTION WITH CORRECT USER 
INPUT, UPDATES THE STUDENT .DATABASE. 
IF YOU NEED OPERATING ' INSTRUCTIONS, TYPE 
INSTRUCT. 
PROVIDE AN UPDATE COMMAND 
instruct 
BY INPUTTING ONE OF THE FOLLOWING COMMANDS 
THE ASSOCIATED UPDATE ACTION IS EXECUTED: . 
PRINT- PRINTS STUDENT RECORD AFTER 
SPECIFYING SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
INSTRUCT - PRINTS EXTRA INSTRUCTION 
THROUGHOUT THE PROGRAM • 
. DELETE- DELETES SPECIFIED RECORD 
ADD - ADDS A STUDENT RECORD 
CHANGE - PROVIDES USER WITH CAPABILITY TO 
CHANGE ANY PART OF A STUDENJ 
. RECORD 
STOP - ENDS PROGRAM - GENERATES A COMPLETE 
LISTING OF THE DATABAS~ TO ENSURE 
THE USER THAT INPUTS WERE 
CORRECTLY RECORDED 
PROVIDE AN UPDATE COMMAND 
add 
INPUT THE NEW STUDENTS SOCIAL SECURITY 
NUMBER AS A ·9 DIGIT NUMBER--I.E.,WITHOUT 
DASHES. 
123456789 
INPUT TUE NEW STUDENTS NAME IN 25 
CHARACTERS OR LESS. 
john doe jr. 
233 
INPUT THE NEW STUDENTS NAME IN 25 
CHARACTERS OR LESS • 
. 
john doe jr. 
INPUT THE STUDENTS MAJOR IN THE FOLLOWING 
FORMAT CONSISTING OF 15 SPACES: 
AAAABBBBBBXX-XX 
WHERE· AAAA REPRESENTS THE ACCEPTED 4 LETTER 
ACCRONYM OF THE MAJOR,E.G.,IEMS,EECS,ETC. 
AND,WHERE BBBBBB REPRESENTS 6 SPACES. 
AND,WHERE XX-XX REPRESENTS THE YEARS OF 
THE GOVERNiNG CATALOG, E.G., 76-77 
AN EXAMPLE IS: IEMS 76-77 
terns 76-77 
INPUT THE STUDENTS ADVISORS NAME IN 
26 CHARACTERS OR LESS 
dr. christian s. bauer 
A eOURSE STATUS IN A STUDENT RECORD MAY HAVE 
ONE OF THE FOLLOWING VALUES: 
C - COMPLETED FOR CREDIT 
T - TAKEN, BUT RECEIVED NO CREDIT, E.G.,A 
HIGH SCHOOL COURSE EQUIVALENT 
E- STUDENT IS ELIGIBLE TO TAKE THE COURSE 
B- WHERE B IS ACTUALLY A BLANK, SIGNIFIES 
AN UNCOMPLETED, INELIGIBLE COURSE 




OR ENG 310 
NOTICE THAT THE ALPHABETIC PART OF THE 
NAME IS LEFT JUSTIFIED IN THE EIGHT SPACES 
WHILE THE NUMERIC PART IS RIGHT JUSTIFIED. 
COURSE NAME = ? 
234 
math 211 
NEW STATUS = ? 
c 
MORE STATUS CHANGES? - YES OR NO. 
yes 
COURSE NAME = ? 
math 321 
NEW STATUS = ? 
c 
MORE STATUS CHANGES? - YES OR NO. 
no 
INPUT POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE TO INDICATE TYPE OF 
CHANGE. 
positive 
HOW MANY HOURS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED IN 
CUL & HIST FNDTS 
3 
HOW MANY HOURS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED IN 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 
0 
HOW MANY HOURS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED IN 
SCIENCE(EARTH I 810) 
0 
HOW MANY HOURS OF RESTRICTED ELECTIVES 
WERE COMPLETED= 
0 














BY INPUTTING ONE OF THE FOLLOWING COMMANDS 
THE ASSOCIATED UPDATE ACTION IS EXECUTED: 
PRINT - PRINTS STUDENT RECORD AFTER 
SPECIFYING SOC.IAL SECURITY NUMBER 
INSTRUCT - PRINTS EXTRA INSTRUCTION 
THROUGHOUT THE PROGRAM. 
DELETE- DELETES SPECIFiED RECORD 
ADD - ADDS A STUDENT RECORD 
CHANGE - PROVIDES USER WITH CAPABILITY TO 
CHANGE ANY PART OF A STUDENT 
RECORD 
STOP - ENDS PROGRAM - GENERAtES A COMPLETE 
LISTING OF THE DATABASE Tn ENSURE 
THE USER THAT INPUTS WERE _ 
CORRECTLY RECORDED 
PROVIDE AN UPDATE COMMAND 
change 
WHAT IS THE SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER OF THE 
STUDENT WHOSE RECORQ IS TO BE CHANGED= 
INPUT THE NUMBER AS A· 9 DIGIT INTEGER 
I .E.,OMIT DASHES OR SPACES 
123456789 
INPUT THE CODE CORRESPONDING TO THE AREA 
OF THE STUDENTS RECORD YOU WISH TO CHANGE: 
TO EXIT THE CHANGE LOOP--ENTER 0 
1 - NAME 
2 - MAJOR 
3 - ADVISORS NAME 
4 - SPECIFIC COURSE STATUS 
5 - GENERAL AREA CREDIT HOURS 
0 - NO CHANG'E 







d r • h a ro 1 d i . k 1 e e 
CHANGE CODE= 
4 
A COURSE STATUS IN A STUDENT RECORD MAY HAVE 
ONE OF THE FOLLOWING VALUES: 
C COMPLETED FOR CREDIT 
T - TAKEN, BUT RECEIVED NO CREDIT, E.G.,A · 
HIGH SCHOOL COURSE EQUIVALENT 
E - STUDENT IS ELIGIBLE TO TAKE THE COURSE 
f3 - WHERE ·a IS ACTUALLY A BLANK, SIGNIFIES 
AN UNCOMPLETED, INELIGIBLE COURSE 




OR ENG 31() 
NOTICE THAT THE ALPHABETIC PART OF THE 
NAME IS LEFT JUSTIFIED IN THE EIGHT SPACES 
WHILE THE NUMERIC PART IS RIGHT JUSTIFIED. 
COURSE NAME = ? 
comp 302 
NE\'1 STATUS = ? 
c 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































WHAT IS THE STUDENTS SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER? 
123456 78 9-· 
BY INPUTTING ONE OF THE FOLLOWING COMMANDS 
THE ASSOCIATED UPDATE ACTION IS EXECUTED: 
PRINT- PRINTS STUDENT RECORD AFTER 
SPECIFYING SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER . 
INSTRUCT - PRINTS EXTRA INSTRUCTION 
THROUGHOUT THE PROGRAM. 
DELETE- DELETES SPECIFIED RECORD 
ADD - ADDS A STUDENT RECORD 
CHANGE- PROVIDES USER WITH CAPABILITY To · 
CHANGE ANY PART OF A STUDENT 
RECORD 
STOP - ENDS PROGRAM - GENERATES A COMPLETE 
LISTING OF THE DATABASE TO ENSURE 
THE USER THAT INPUTS WERE 
CORRECTLY RECORDED 
PROVIDE AN UPDATE COMMAND 
stop 
INDICATE BY TYPING BATCH OR TERM WHETHER YOU 
WANT THE FINAL LISTING TO BE PRINTED ON THE 
BATCH PRINTER OR AT THE TERMINAL 
IT IS STRONGLY SUGGESTED THAT IF THERE ARE 
MA~Y STUDENTS,THAT THE PRINTOUT BE ROUTED 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.Apendix M: Listing of Time-Snaring and 
Job Control Programs 
241 
11stcat 
~. C LIST 
$-; LOAD 
@~OR,J.OATA 

























1 Is ts PC 
OSORG ALLOC UNUSED EXTENTS OS NAME 
PO 2 1 ZF0414.$.CLIST 
Pfl 30 1 ZF0414.$.LOAO 
PS 1 1 ZF0414. B KAS~~. DATA 
PS 1 1 ZF0414.BKUP.OATA 
PS 1 1 ZF0414.COPY.DATA 
PS 5 1 ZF0414.COREtJPD.$.DATA 
PS 4 1 ZF0414.COlJPOT.~.OATA 
PS 5 3 ZF0414.1R~TAX.FORT 
PS 1 1 ZF0414.KAREN.DATA 
PS 1 1 ZF0414.LISTIT.$.0ATA 
PS 1 1 ZF0414.0BJ.DATA 
PO 5 5 ZF0414·. PROCLI B. DATA 
PS 1 1 ZF0414.PRT.OATA 
PS 1 1 ZF0414.RESTORE.DATA 
PS 8 1 ZF0414.SAOVISE.~.OATA 
PS 1 1 ZF0414. SOURCE. BACK,JP 
PS 1 1 ZF0414.SRCJCL.DATA 
PS 6 1 ZF0414.STUPDT.~.OATA 
,~ 10 10 1 ZF0414. SYSP~JT 
PS 1 1 ZF0414.TERMI01.~.DATA 
PS 1 1 Z F 0 414 • T E R~11 0 2 • ~ • 0 AT A 
PS 1 1 ZF0414.TESTIT.OATA 
PS 1 1 ZF0414.THEJCL.OATA 
23 8Q 10 29 * * * T 0 T A L * * * 
READY 
llstd S.cllst mem 
. Z F 6 414 • ~ • C L I ST 
--RECFM-l~ECL-BLKSIZE-DSOP.G 
























































































































































































































































































































































An example of use of altanpr~: 
listspc 
.OSAAG All~C U NUS EO EXTE~tTS OSNAME 
Pn 2 1 ZF0414.~.CtiST 
f)() 51 1 ZF0414.~.LOAO 
p~ 10 q 1 ZF0414.@@.0RJ.OATA 
D~ 1 1 ZF0414.@0RJ.OATA 
p~ 1 1 ZF0414.BKASM.OATA 
p~ 1 1 ZF0414.RKttP.OATA 
,~ 1 1 ZF0414.CODY.OATA 
p~ 10 5 1 ZF0414.CtlREtJPO.~.OATA 
oc; 10 6 1 ZF0414.COUPDT.~.OATA 
PS 5 3 ZF0414.1RSTAX.FORT 
PS 1 1 ZF0414.KAP.EN.DATA 
PS 1 1 ZF0414.LISTIT.~.nATA 
PS 1 1 1 ZF0414.NOTE 
PS 1 1 1 Z J: 0 41 h. NtJI I t: ll E 
Pl'l 5 5 ZF0414.PRnCLIB.OAT~ 
D~ 1 1 ZF0414.PRT.OATA : 
PS 1 1 ZF0414.RESTnR.~.OATA 
"~ 10 2 1 ZF0414.SAOV1Se.t . DATA 
p~ 10 4 1 Z F 0 414 • STI t POT • ~ • 0 AT A 
PS 10 10 1 ZF0~414. SV~ P~JT 
p~ 1 1 ZF 0414. TF••,. O~TA 
p~ 1 1 · z~0414.TER~1~1.t.OATA 
p~ 1 1 ZF0414. TE~~11 n2. ~.nATA 
"~ 1 1 ZF0414.TESTIT.DATA 
PS 1 1 ZF0414. THE .ICt. DATA 
25 .138 3R 31 * * * T Q T A l * * * 
REAOV 
altcmprs 





RETURN CODE 00 (0) 
R-ETURN CtlDE 00 (0) 
READY 
1 Is ts pc 
DSOPG AlLOC ff~USEO EXTE~fTS DSNAME 
PO 2 1 · ZF0414.~.CliST 
pn 51 21 1 ZF0414.$.LnAf' 
J)S 10 9 1 ZF0414.@@0BJ.DATA 
PS 1 1 ZF0414. @QB.t. DATA 
PS 1 1 ZF0414.BKAS~.OATA 
PS 1 1 ZF0414.BKUP.DATA 
PS 1 1 ZF0414.CnPV.OATA 
PS 10 5 1 ZF0414.COPEIJPO.t.OATA 
p~ 10 6 1 ZF0414.CnuPnT.~.DATA 
PS 5 3 ZF0414.1~STAX.FODT 
PS 1 1 ZF0414.KAREN.DATA 
PS 1 1 ZF0414.l1STIT.t.OATA 
PS 1 1 1 ZF0414.NnTE 
PS 1 1 1 ZF0414.NtJltFILE 
PO 5 5 ZF0414.P~OCLIB.DATA 
PS 1 1 ZF0414.PPT.DATA 
PS 1 l ZF0414.RESTO~E.DATA 
PS 10 2 1 ZF0414.SAOVISE.~.DATA 
PS 10 4 1 ZF0414.STUPOT.~.DATA 
DS 10 10 1 ZF0414.SVSf'MT 
PS 1 1 ZF0414.TEMP.DATA 
PS 1 1 ZF0414.TF-~~I01.~.DATA 
PS 1 1 ZF0414.TERMtn2.~.DATA 
PS 1 1 ZF0414.TESTIT.DATA 
PS 1 1 ZF0414.THFJCL.DATA 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































UJ ~ 0 














. '"' L&J 
L&J 0:: 
0::: 0 
0 .... .... _.(/) 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix N: Process For ~covery of Lost Data . . 
273 
In case of a system crash resulting in loss of data from one . . . 
of the databases, the user may restore the data in the databases by 




The restore command restores all data previously stored in the data-
bases. 
For purposes of ba~g up the source programs for S.ADVISE, 
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